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PROCEDURAL STATEMENT

Diamond Shammck nicals Ompany CDinnond Slwnmck

or Diamond filed suit in September of 1984 seeking insurance

coverage for claims relating to contamInation of ILS fonner

manufacturing site at lister Avenue in Newark New Jersey Newark
dioxin claim and the Agent Orange class ztticmcnl rAgent

Orange claims Pa 2356 This joint brief of defendants like

Diamonds brief addresses the issues raised by these ClkiTnS in Iwo

essentially Independent parts In addition to the Issues raised by

Diamonds challenge to the evidendary nilings and the final decision

and judgment of the trial court certain defendants have cross-appealed

from the courts rulings on pretrial motio flsc motions are

described below

cenain excess insurers moved lbr summary judgment declaring

that the heidi clause provision hi Insurance contracts establishes

133 oceurrences i.e the nwnberof lots of Agent Orange undispriedly

sold to the govenmient Fmding material fact issues the trial court

denied these motions by Oider dated August 4.1987 Da 685

OnOctcber2 l987theuialcounheJdthatNewYoaw
governed the application of the insurance policies to the Agent Orange
claims because of the substantial nexus between the centractsand New
York Pa 501.02 The trial court nevertheless held that New Jersey

law controlled the application of these same contracts to the Newark

dioxin claims Pa 497 The trial court also denied most defendants an

opporumitylo present cvidencc at trial on whether the Agent Orange
claims were uncovered losses under language excluding damage or

injury Incident to war granting plaintiffs summary judgment motion

onthisdefensc Pa 527

In accorduic with the spcciil civil .ip...I scheduling ordet oniored in this

cite Addrudwn bidi the ealeal In which pwiicul.r defend join in one
or ineic of the poinri gued in this joint heeL

NJDEP00002838



Dthndads later moved for mimay judgment on the Agent

Orange dimbecanr Dimouid concededly andd not present uuof of

injury as required under the policies Defendants also moved for

summary judgment declarhig envirraunaa1 rjieco$s do unt

constimic opcny darnage waler the trial

court denied these motions and granted Diamonds cmss-moiIon by

Onlerdged February 4.1988 Da XW7-61
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PART NEWARI DIOXIN CLAIMS

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

After twenty day nonjury tiial the Superior burt Stanton
A.J.S.C concluded that for eighteen years Diamond Shamrock
eznicas Company had crmtlnuously and deliberately polluted the air
the land and the water on and around the chemical plant on Uster
Avenue in Newa Diamond polluted the court found because

releasing its waste into the envirurvuent cost less than
modifying its

processes or maintaining Its equipment Pa 16-19 and because
Diamond thought it could get away scot-flee Pa 15-164041

Diamond may not have acted out of any affinnalive malevolent
desire to harm the environment But Diamond knew it was polluting
As the trial cowi held

Diamond did know the nature of the chemicals it was

handling it did know that they were being

continuously discharged Into the cnvironmcnt and it

did know that they were doing at leam some harm

Pa 40 Diamond also knew that its pollution was illegal

Diamond unequivocally knew that at least some of
this

contaminating activity violated the then
existing

statutory prohibitions against discharges Into the

Passaic River ft also shouLd have known that much
of Its activity violated common law rules against

nuisance although litigation to enforce common law
nnhioe rules did not prove to be aneflcive way to

pfotecttheenyuenmert

Pa 40 The only thing Diamond did not know was that
eventually

society would hold it atmtable Pa 40

These
findings of fact are sufficient in and of themselves to

support the judgment below No general liability policy whether

NJDEP0000284O
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written on an occurrence or an aceldeni basis with or without

pollution exclusion protects an insured gaimt the legal coonequences

of property damage or bodily Injury
that the Insured expected or

intended to result from its intentional acts Pa 41 Diamond itself does

not diapule this fundamental conclusion of law

To prevail on its appeal therefore Diamond must arablith that

the riii ufls finding of fact that Diamond deliberately discharged

into she environment material it knew to be harmful is so wholly

insupportable as to rcsult in denial of justice. Rova Farms

Resort Inc investors ins Co 65 NJ 474 483.84 1974

quoting Greenfield Dusseauk 60 NJ Super 436444 App
Div affd 33 NJ 78 1960 To satisfy that burden which

Diamonds brief never even acknowledges Diamond would have to

demonstrate that the trial coufls conclusion could not reasonably

have been reached on sufficient credible evidence present
in the

record considering the proofs as whole with due tepid to the

opportunity of the one who heard the witnesses to judge of their

credibility Close Kurdulak Bros 44 NJ 589 599 1965

quoting State Johnson 42 NJ 146 162 1964 See also

Bonnco Petrol Inc Epstein 115 NJ 599.6071989 Diamond

fails to bear its burden on appeal

To the extent that Diamond attacks the basis for the courts

finding of fact it does so only by calling this CourCs attention so

snippets of self-serving testimony not so the proofs as whole

Close Kordulak Bros. supra 44 N.J at 5992 Diamond also

deliberately distorts both the record of the proceedings below and the

opinion of the trial Court

Diamonds stratagems are transparently disingenuous

Diamond suggests for example that pique caused Judge Stanton

Dinnouids Apposdia conrama exocipi of viii loslimony bulling only 152

pages The mu transcript consists of 3944 pages At most Diamonds

discussion of the idsnon befam the vial court establishes that there wu viable

issue of fact

NJDEP0000284I
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erroneously to deny it coverage for damage caused by an explosion

the Lister Avenue plant an Incident for which Diamond claims

coverage is unquestionable Pb 4-548-49 Diamond falls to Inform

this Court however that It argued below that the 1960 explosIon did

not came damage and that all of the Newaik dioxin claims were caused

by single oomuiance i.e. the introduction and migiaion of dioxin In

the soil air and wateratoradjaceutto SOListerAvenue Da 715
Similarly Diamond does not tell this Court that in support of that

position Diamond elicited and presented to the trial court deposition

testimony from its former plant manager that tire fire that accompanied
the 1960 explosion instantaneously consumed any dioxin that might
have escaped Da 644-45 Diamond simply failed to prove that the

1960 explosion caused any covered property damage.4 Diamonds

claim that the trial courts denial of
coverage turned New Jersey law

on its head Pb 48 more appropriately describes Diamonds
argument which tries to turn on its head the case Diamond presented to

the trial court

Faced with the fallute of the record to support its attack on the

decision below Diamond seeks refuge In public policy Diamond
claims that jilt caimot transfer to its insurers the costs that it previously
transfened to society at large by appropriating the environment for its

own profit-making purposes municipalities and taxpayers throughout
New Jersey will suffer.5 Defendants believe that this claim has been

thoroughly and adequately addressed in the brief of omicus curiae

The same employee presented sliniler testimony VIaL 1476

Diamot4 like any instead bears the bwden of cstebliuhin5 the ezistence of
covered damage caused by ax accident or oemureace to ill claim under its

policies Hanford Accident Indemitily Co Ano LifE Casaalsy lass Co
98 N.J 1826 1984 Williams Bi aiimas Casualty Corp. 51 NJ 146 151

1968

Diamond of comae is not municipality it corporanon that the trial colast

concluded deliberately banned the enviioiuuag becatee it could make mote mousy
if it did so Public entities presumably display greater sense of their

obliguuon to act as stewards for site nuwe
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Insurance Environmental Udgatlon Association IELA Br More

importantly defendants submit that Diamonds emotional arguments

have no place in this appeal
Broadweil Realiy Services Inc The

Fidelity Casualty Ins Co 218 N.J Super 516 523 App Div

1987 As the Coon said in Broadweil Id at 523

Whatever she relative merits of the competing public

policies identified and advanced by the patties we

perceive no legal principle that would permit us to

circumvent what the contract says... Our role is

merely to interpret the language of the insurance

1l language of the insurance contract applied to the facts found by

the trial coon on the basis of credible evidence present in the record

considering The proofs as whole Close Kordulak Bros. supra

44 N.J at 599 requires that the judgment below be affirmed

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

THE POLLUTION AT LISTER AVENUE

The Lister Avenue Site Is ContminaIed By Large

Number Of Toxic Qiemicals The Presence Of Which

Requires Remedial Action

From the time that it acquired timLitter Avenue facility hi 1951

until the plant ceased operations in 1969 Diamond manufactured

variety of herbicides pesticides ami miticides Including DDT
chloride 24-D 245-T chiorophenol chlorine caustic soda

hydrochloric acid sulfuilc acid dichioropheid and methanol Da

470-71 1114-15 1164 All of these substances were considered

economically valuabló because applied properly they kill targeted

organisms their utility lies in their toxicity Da 16.20

Diamonds deliberate discharge during the manufacture of

these products
caused the site to be contaminated by an extrandinazy
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range of highly toxic chemicals Literally dozens of EPA priority

pollutants have been found on the site at action Ievel6 The soil

samples taken on the site disclosed contamination by toluerie xylenes

chlombenzene DDT DDD 245-T 24-D bexhlombenezcne and

dioxin Ground water samples produced similar results Pa 1116-

18 Pa 1267-97 Deputy Commissioner Catania of the Department of

Erwiroamenla Piosection testified that evar if there had been no dioxin

on the site the presence of the herbicides pesticides and PCBs would

have required that the site be cleared up Da 1153-541156-571159-

62 flre Administrative Consent Order that Diamond signed requires

cleanup of all of these substances Da 1153

Diamond Routinely And Deliberately Discharged Large

Variety Of Waste Chemicals Into The Lister Avenue

Environment

Diamond does not seriously contest the trial coufls extensive

findings that for the entire Ibne It operated the Uster Avenue plant

Diamond intentionally discharged waste chemicals into the Passaic

River with full knowledge that its actions were Illegal.7 Pa 15-17

Diamond does however challenge the trial courts conclusion that its

auude toward discharges into the air and ground at Llster Avenue was

equally cavalier Diamonds Oljecticris are ftivolous

The trial court found that

As the nizi cowl explained An action level ii quantity large anoug3t to make
remediation efforts mandatmy Pa 17-18

Diemond attempts to minimize its disdt..ea to the river by asserting that Its

use of an alum system to allow Wegal discharges to be stepped before state

inspectors could observe them ceased in 1956 Pb n.3 In fact however the

evidrece shows that the Dimaond plant mesager sock steps in 1956 to make the

al.xu system evan more effective eml that Ms use continued well after

Di 383 1466-69 The evidnuce usc shows that copuze mansgemont latew of

the plane managers usc of an slum system to teca illegal dlschmges to the

river Di 469-7O
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at the Newark plan ranged from

inadequate to poor throughout the entire period of its

operation by Diamond The conduct of processing

operations was ftequcnlly sloppy Spills of liquid

amid solid chemical products arid wastes were literally

continuous during every day of the plants operation

Some pipes were always leaking

1951 to 1969 DIamond had mindset and

method of conducting manufacturing operations

which were destructive of tire land air and water

iesows of the environment

Pa 17-1 The only valid criticism of these conclusions that the record

pennhts is thai they are vastly understated The record establishes that

throughout Diamonds operation of the plant the facility at Lister

Avenue literally oozed or gushed contaminants from almost every

possible point

From Diamonds acquisition of Lister Avenue in 1951 to 1960

Diamond routinely vented TCP 24.D 245-T arsi easer directly to the

atmosphere Following lire rebuilding in 1960 Diamond continued to

vent portions of its production process directly to tire atmosphere

1a 471-72 474-75 1137-38 1198-99 1434-35 1471 Dlamonds

manager of scientific serrlccs James Worthington conceded that

pollutants including but nDt limited to dioxin entered the environment

through this routine process of annosplieric venting Da 556-57

As the trial court observed leaks and spills were routine

occurrence within the plant buildings Dangerous chemicals leaked

from pipes swnps storage tanks filters valves taps centrifuges and

drums Pa 2259.60 Da 147-50 1176 1241-48 1437-39 1445

1448-50 1458-61 1478-79 When pipe developed leak during the

processing of chemical batch the pipe would be repaired with tape in

order to maintain the process When these repairs did sot stop the

leaking Diamond merely roped the area off so no one would walk by

it Da 1253 Indeed Diamond routinely Issued rubber raincoats and

rubbers to plant visitors to protect their cloildug agabtc the ever present
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noxious chemicals on the floors wd in the nosphete inside the planL

1077-78 1081 Employees tracked acid from the working areas into

their own locker moms Da 1439-40 The materials released Into the

plants were so conosivc and powerful that the cement floors had to be

ieoorutruaed each year Pa 39-40

Diamond anempra to convince this Coufl that the soil

contamination for which It Is ies1bIe at Lister Avenue resulted

solely from lnekgn of minute amounts of dioxin to the soil Through

cracks In the floors of the process buildings conciste sumps and the

indusvlal sewer... Pb 11
Ironically however the rcpon of its

Diamond objects to the following statement made by dm trial cesot about

replacemart of the floors at Liner Avstme

Roots wan replaced so that peeple could walk without falling

and band trucks could be wheeled where bit nothing

was done to mitigate the polluting effect the spills and leaks

had upon die physical atvimnmenL

Pa 40 Diamond contends that dii statement which it tunis as saying that the

only pnpoae for the repair or replacenieuis of floors was to permit ease of

movement is contradicted by record testimony that the regular replacement of

conoded loam wee plainly to preserve the
ability of the floors to contain

siUs and lcake Pb 40 n.27 The record however contains eredible testimony

that the chemicals iouunely spilled onto the conorete surfaces so badly iuded
those surfaces that movement over them became difficult or impossible Di 534
1437-38 1434 Moreover the appendix materials cited by Diamond in

of its contention simply establish that during one of the floor reaurf.cinga
Diamond pitched the floor toward the center of the building mid pit in email open
drainage trenches The purpose of these modifications was to allow the toxic

chemicals on the floor to be washed into tfrainege ditches that tnt directly to the

river Pa 2325.26 Diamond apparently even sew fails to understand that

washing chemicals directly into the Passaic River was doing nothing. to

mitigate the polluting effect the
spills and leaks had upon th physical

environment Pa 40

Diainonds effon to focus time Courts atition solely on dioxin contaninamion
as opposed to contamination by DDT and other pesticides as well as the wide
range of additional peicrity pollvtntts found on the site see pp 6-7 repro
appears to be pail of strategy to obtain sympathy as an Innocent aileuprise
that being forced to pay aim enurmoen curl because of pdiuic concern over the
effect of the presence of dioxin itt concentrations of one pert in billion even
though dioxin harmfulness to humans is open to question See e.g Pb 911
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expert to which Diamond refers in support of this claim states as

follows

Mo of the plan1s process
facilities were susceptible

to accidental releases through various piping

connections valves pump seals deamuts sampling

pozt and relief valves The effect of these spills was

to spread chemical components onto the floors of

buildings or onto the adjacent gnxual and In drains

sumps and sewers

Pa 1530 emphasIs added Ths statement alone would be sufficient to

support the mal courts finding that

ingthatentireperlodl95l to l969lhCIW
also constant spills and leaks onto the factory floors

and the outdoor osnimd surfaces oldie Newaxk plan

Pa 39 emphasis added

Although the action level for dioxin is one past per billion the levels of dioxin

found at Liner Avenue ranged as high as 19500 pasts per billion Ps 1272

Diamond know that its waste stream contained toxic material even hefore it

knew that malarial was dioxin see pp 13.15 Diamond had the capacity to

measure dioxin at that level of concenualion at least by the early 1960s Dx

115749 alao had the knowledge to reduce ihe dioxin content of its peodnut ind

itS waste below that level but chose not to do so for w.n......C reasons Do 13
216-21 Other manufacturers of which Diamond was aware modified their

processes to eliminate or greatly reduce dioxin ci.niinn as early as th late

1950s Di 216-17
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Hiding behind word games Diamond seeks credit for the fact that itihe

Superior Coun did not find end there is no evidence thai chemical were

intenuonally disposed of on the plant site by Diamoud Pb 13 Diamond

apparently memo by thu satement that there wa5 no finding and no evidence that

Diamond esashlislied desIgnated waste disposal area no site See Pb 12 Thai
statement is one When Diamond accumulated waste chemicals in contabires is

removed any identifying sips fznsn the amtsa and snot the toxic wastes off

to be disposed of an part of us ordinary gaibage Di 157-58.11401192.1241
42 1247.48 1442-1444 h2 one particularly egregious incident Diamond planed
dioxin filters in wuaatked dining and disposed of them with the pianis inutine

garbage despite mentersadwa that referred to dioxin related ii

obnoxious orguiics and siated The enthe filter operation will be handled as if

radioactive mtd the residue binned in our stick Di 157-58576.1181-82

Anhur Scurmnan one of Diamonds former anployees..sesifled as follows

about routine and regular releases into the environment of molten hot TCB
highly emeosive chemical which Diamond received in raikoed lank cmi

They tad the sop of the railroad car open it used to mow
out of the raihoad car And they used to put tarp or

something to keep it down from going all over the place
because you have to vent it when iCs under heal

What would hsppco so you if you came in ceetant with

that material

Youdbsbrrnt

Now were there ever times when that masesial vpd
this

tarp that was over it

Diamonds expen does not stand lome The recoid is replete

with testimony that Diamond axnimtously and knowingly discharged

toxic chemicals of all sons directly onto the ground.10 Chemicals

routinely spilled onto the ground during the manufacturing process Da

1481-83 or were washed onto the ground when equijnent was

cleaned Da 1204 Leaks from the west side of the process building

and material released from pipes sumps cstdi basins and storage

tanks went directly into the ground Da 1194-96 1450-1455

Chemical storage tanks and railroad cars used to ship products were

periodically washed out transferring the residues from their umtalners

to the ground Da 1141-43 1172 1439-46 1475-76 1478.79.11

footnote ccnilsued
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It was all over it was on top on the railroad car and

we used in have to go there and shovel it up trout the

ground When it would come down so much would be

on the ground
We used to shovel it up and lake it mb

the new building where the autoclaves was They had

storage lank and we used to take it up on the third

floor and dump it in the tank

12 Diamonds expect testified that one soorce of contamination of the soil by

dioxin was river flooding Dc 1202.03 Ps 1530 This testimony demolishes

Diamonds claim that

Ltjhcre
is no showing that any of Diamonds discharges to the

River had anything to do with the soil and ground water

contamination for which Diamond seeks coverage in this suit

Pb Even it Diamonds narrow view of the underlying

envirusunental action were correct us expcria own testimony would nippon the

trial courts consideration of Diamonds deliberate and knowingly illegal

pollution of the river in determining whether Diamond should be considered to

have expected or intended the environmental harm at issue in the underlying

claims

-12

Miscellaneous leaks discharges of DDT to clear pipes breaks

ruptures of drums tracidag of debris by employees were common and

contributed to the contamination of the soil2 Da 1149-50 1183

1200-06 14311462 These sources of ground contamination were

obvious and there were always signs of materials on the ground about

the plant la 1243 Senior plant persomlel understood full well that

tiE operations of the plait caused pollution of the soil Da 1492

In light of the record below Diamonds claim now that it did

not know at the time that its activities routinely fouled the land Is

literally incredible The trial coutt properly refused to believe

Diamonds story

Da 1462
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13 Diamond points out that it stopped msnufaciuring Dill before the long tam
environmental consequences of use of that pesticide became genemlly known Pb

12 Based on this fact Diamond argues that ii did not biow and had no
reason to know thai its release of Dill into the water and ground at Litter Avenue

would cause environmcrnaJ damage What is at stake here however is not

Diamonds belief as to the safety of Dill as properly applied The DDT discharges

at issue litre were tmcontrolled and undiluted releases of 0171 and related acids

directly to the Passaic River and to the ground of the Litter Avenue plant Di

1240 1429-30 1432 At limes so much Dill was released to the river that the

Dill solidified into mountains described by one former employee as like so

ant bill one of these huge ant hills you see in Africa Os 1433 Diamond sent

employees out at night to chop the DD1J out and put the cheiks into old

cardboard dnims id so the mountains would imi rue above ihc swf.cc at low

tide thus alerting passing boats to Diamond Shamrochs disposal practices Di
1249-50 1432-33 SimIlarly the Dill steamed out of pipes on the plant grounds

would .ccasionally solidify In quantities large enough to be shoveled up and

placed into anonymous containers for dispoul with routine plant garbage If

there were any doubt that Diamond widrzstood that release of 0171 to the

enviromneni in this manner was harmful the tsial cewe would have been
fully

justified in inferring that knowledge based solely on the evidence of Diamonds
fustive disposal efforts

-13-

C. Diamond Knew That The Substances That It Was

IlanufliLsnirT rri VT-i-

As defendants have previously explained Diamond used the

Lister Avenue plant to manufacture herbicides pcsticides and

iniucides.13 Diamonds plienoxy herbicides nich as Agent Orange

were especially potent fact well-known to Diamond Pa 1116-17

1171 For that reason their labels warned users that skin contact with

the products should be avoided and that Improper introduction of the

products into the environment could have harothil consequercs Da

476-78 Diamonds senior plant persotmel knew that the dischaiges

were dangerous Da 1463-641484

In the early 1950s Diamond knew that something in the

chemical residues it allowed to slosh around at LislerAvenue was
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In Its statement of facts and In portions of its argument

Diamond cites orqioles 1mm findings In the trial coufls oprolcat to the

effect that Diamond did not know that dioxin was toxic E.g. Pb 8-9

Diamond uses these statements In support
of its claim that Ii did

cioc is an cnipsive shot condition described by doctin from Diamonds

home office who visited Usia Avenue in 1955 as extremely diuliguring and

serious social disability Di 561

15
1- that reduce the incidence of cidou tribe cmeal

lacias must be reduced to mhiimwn spillage leaks tomes Da 558

Diamonds industrial hygienici recommended thai there was no point in

consulting with medical specialist unlesa the company was willing to make

physical changes as the plant to reduce asvironmnflal cmiamination Di 562

Diamond did not make my changes

16 Thougbm its manufacture of TCP at Laser Avenue Diamond cbooe nut to

follow both internal recommendations and recomrnmdadons of other

manufacturers as to ways of seducing the chloracnegeitic w.esin in TCP Di

1.3 Diarnoeds decision to place profit ahead of safety affected both the ..thn

and cnv.wiuunn at Liner Avenue and its final product

17
By en iniespolation moo quotation from the trial coons opinion Di..i

suggests that dioxin was not identified and until 1965 Pb As she

evidence recited above makes deer this suggestion which is insisted iota

quotation from the trial cowis opinion wis1 any justification
in the lanpage

of the passage quoted or any other portion of the opinion has no grosmding in

fiwsiwee costgimied

-14-

pcter ddoracnegen.14 Although particular causative agent had not

been identified by the end of 19551iamond knew that at impurity in

its principal constituent of Its chlorinated herbicides was the

chloracncgen.15 Da 225-26 DIamond also knew by trial and error

experimenlatloul that it could reduce the wamint of the thloacnegcnic

impwily by reducing the temperature us the reaction used to produce

TCP Diamond chose not to take that step because higher reaction

temperatures yielded greater productivity and more piofiL Da 401-03

564-66 571 584.16 Between 1957 and 1959 researchers had

identified dioxin as the chioracoegen Da 219 and Diamond

representative
who visited German manufacturer that had eliminated

chloracne in the plant had reported back to his superiors that dioxine is

so active an to be chemical warfare chemical Da
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not know and had no reason to know that its discharge of chemical

wastes containing dioxin harmed the environment All of the

statements on which Diamond relies however refer to the state of

knowledge about dioxin as that substance was encountered in

herbicides which were dispensed Into the envitomnent In controlled

agricultural applications Pa In light of Diamonds awareness of

the consequences of its uncontrolled discharge of dioxin-conialnir.g

substances Into the Lisier Avenue environment and In light of

DiamontVs obvious knowledge that the other chemicals Itioutinely
released at LIner Avenue were and were intended to be toxic the fact

that Diamond believed that those substances could be safuly used in
controlled agricultural applications leaves unaffected the trial cowts

conclusion that Diamond did know the nature of the chemicals ii was

handling it did know that they were being continuously discharged
into the environment and it did know that they were doing at least

some hans Pa 40

DIAMOND IS SOPHISTICATED AND POWERFUL
INSURED THAT PURCHASED INSURANCE
POLICIES WITH POLLUTION EXCLUSION
WITH FULL UNDERSTANDING THAT THOSE
POLICIES DO NOT COVER LIABILITY ARISING
OUT OF GRADUAL POLLUTION

Based on Diamonds financial resources the skills of its risk

management employees and the expertise and experience of its brokers
the trial court found that Diamond was highly knowledgeable

purchaser of insurance with substantial amount of bargaining power
in the insurance markets Pa 24 Alter considering the evidence In

the evidence Mozeover evai if Diamond had lagged so fir behind the zest of the

chrinlcaj Indusriy that it did not know the orme dioxin taut 1955 thai fact would
be izzelevarn Diamond did know from the early 1950s on that en imparity
inuothiccd into its and igleased into the Usact Avenue by its

housekeeping practices caused aeveze chloracnc Diamond knew tdu.e that
the substance ii was discharging into the enviiuvunent was harmful regardless or
whethet it knew that substance% name

-15-

II
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its totality the thai court also found dm1 In putharhtg the policies
in

question
Diamond understood and cpccted that die poihition eXClUSIOn

barred coverage for the kinds of claims which have arisen cut of the

operation of the Newark plant Pa 36 The trial cowts findings of

fact are amply supported by credible cvIder In die record

Diamond Was Highly Knowledgeable Pmthaser Of

Insurance With Substantial Amount Of Bargaining

Power In The Insurance Market

The trial court beard live testimony from Diamonds present

risk manager and from insurance brokers and others who have woiked

with Diamonds insurance personnel
The trial court also received into

evidcr extensive deposition testimony from individuals familiarwith

Diamonds internal risk management capacity
All of these witnesses

testified to the skill knowledge and sophistication
of Diamonds

insurance program and peisonoel
Da 4491111-12 1272

In addition Diamrnd retained the services of the largest and

most sophisticated insurance brokers in the world Its domestic

broker Alexander Alexander was an acknowledged expert in the

Insurance issues relevant to chemical companies as result of its

representation
of other major chemical manufacturers Da 465-67

1090-91 1094 1105-06 In the London market where Diamond

placed much of its excess insurance Diamond also retained Sedgwick

Forbes an equally
substantial and accomplished broker Da 1283-84

1288 1290-91

These skilled personnel both brokers and employees

produced complex highly sophisticated
Insurance programs

Diamonds brokers and risk managers explored various markets and

negotiated premiwns scrvlcc deductibles loss responsive plans and

other methods of insuring that Diamond received the best coverage

available Da4-36 146.47421.22 46566 506-08 108789 1091

92 1099-100 1105 Both Alexander Alexander and the SCIIgWICk

firm solicited competitive bids from various camera on Diamonds

behalf The resulting Insurance program involved deductibles
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Diaincmd mudnely met with Alexander Alexander to pqmt
specifications for Diamonds innuance coverage Da 182-86517-18
1095-96 These specifications set forth all of the tenDs conditions
extensions and exclusions that were to be Included In Diamonds
primary or excess coverage Da 426-27506091097 On occasion
Diamond preard annete policy language ilits lummis acc1lirt1
and adopted Da 1087-89 Diamond also negotiated non-standard
clauses

regarding IKnice of claims seulernent of claims the dispersal of
herbicides for their intended purposes and the inclusion of the batch
clause18 in its insurance policies Da 459-61 1086-89 1097-100
1225-27 1490-91 When Diamond opted for Paidaithzed language it

did so because that language was established and well understood by
both insureds and insuie Da 1103-04

Diamond itself went into the insurance lpicins when it could
not find satisfactory market for its property insurance needs
Greenstone Inturance Limited captive innuer created by Diamond
engages in broad

range of Insurance activities and either Insures or
remsuies certain

aspects of Diamonds business Diamonds present
risk manager as well as his predecessor have served as Greenstones
president Da 537-38 1358 1368-691418

The trial court found that both Diamonds management and its

brokers rmdeiszood that the pollution exclusion contained in Diamonds
policies eliminated any coverage for claims arising out of gradual

-17-

.1

retrospective premiums and fronting policies among other devices
Da 1418.19

Diamond Understood And Expected Thai The Pollution

Exclusion Barred Coverage For The Kinds Of Claims
Which Have Arisen Out Of The Operation Of The Newark
Plant

18
80-82 ifra
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19 Diamond ciitidzts the ni court for relying on fow nonjirobalive

siateinetdl by Mr Purdy Dismoids fxmer risk matisger nid by Mr Greening

Dinns fonner lucker .. Pb 34 n.25 Dimnond does p1 why

clear testimony of these individuals is nonjitobative other than to incite

that Diamond wishes they had said acenathing else Mr Purdy unambiguouslY

testified to his undesitniding at the time that the pollution exclusion ff1

added to the Diamond Shamrock polici
that is excluded gradual pcllon claims

Pa 2030 SimIWly Mr Gronthig Diamonds becimr testified that at des

the pollution exclusion was introduced he told Mr Purdy thai ha had coratags

for rudden accidental pollution end not gradual pollution simply stattd Pa

2023 See Pa2.Ofl

Diamonds attack on this testanosty us Pb 34 n.25 shows only that Mr

Purdy could not recall the specific factors that caused Dianiosul to consider

o.g envirooneata iuipªment liability isnurence several yams after ties

introdiestion of th pollution exclusion St 2031 Def otr that ties

testimony on which Diamond slies occurs cm pages 54 end 56 atipictively of

the deposition of Mr Pndy See Pa 2030-31 Diamond cesito pigs 55 in which

the topic of she questioning shifted from Mr Purdys undamianding of the

pollution exclusion at the time it was introduced to his omsideratom of

cnvironiDenhil impairment coverage when that coverage that bicutna inflaMe

See Di 513 Similady the other Purdy stamamont on which Diam athes Pb 34

n.25 has to do with whether response coils at covered by general liability

policies not with the meaning of the pollution exclusion See 2032

-18-

pollution
Pa 34 The testimony before the court fully sulcolls

this

conclusion Pa 1755 Da445-48 511-16 138748

After the pollution exclusion became part
of its polic1eS

Dramond and its bias repcatctfly
umndered obtaining

cuvimillellal

impairment liability ElL coverage The record before the court

establishes that EIL insuranee became available in 1974 to provide

coverage for liability arising out of gradual pollution the kind of

coverage the pollution
exclusion eliminated Da 37-45 1257.1263-

66 1270 Alexander Mexnder recommended that Diamond

purchase En coverage recommendation it would net have made ff11

viewed EL coverage as duplicative of the coverage
afforded by the

policies at issue here Da 37- 45462-64 Diamonds risk manager

recommended to the audit committee of the board of directors that

Diamond purchase
EL coverage Pa 1762 Da 1389-92 Diamond

however chose to remain self-insured as it knew it bad been lor
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years Da 439-41316 1413-14 ibe trial coun piuprly considered

all of this evidence in suppoit of iLl conclusion that Diamond knew
from 1971 on that it had no gereral liability onveage for claims arising

out of gradual poflution and that it deliberately decided not to pwth
insurance that would provide that coverage Pa 34-35

Finally the thai court found that contrary to its unfailing

practice from 1951 to dates of giving pnimpt notice to its insuicrs

Diamond did not give its insurers notice wben significant claims

involving gradual pollution of the enviromnent began to be made

against Diamond with ieea to various facilities in the mid- l97Is and

early 1980s. Pa 35-36 The record amply supports the courts

conclusions both as to Diamonds standard operating procedure for

possibly coveted claims Da 416-18 19-23 1079-80 1110 1382-

83 1385-86 and as to Diamond failure to follow that practice with

regard to dnimc ansing out of gradual pollution Da 227-382479-99

539-45.548-551399.412 Based on this conduct the court preperly

inferred that Diamond knew that it did not have coverage for claims

adsing out of gradual pollution

20
Conuaiy to Diunosi suggeetioo the trial cowi did not hal thit Dnww4s

COIIdUC which vu at worst inconzisteru works fosfeiiwe of Diamonds
insumoe covorage for envionmaital dag as iii foimas Newk pirns
Pb 33 Rather the uil coort tolled the evidnoce of Diamonds c4.t as one
pottion of the evidairiasy ecu from which ii C.-1.iiIt4 that Diamowl know that it

did not have covorige for my c3e asitiag out of grrsl pUiinn n4uding
the Newark claims The trial cows did not decree that Diamond mwl forfeit

covevage it simply refned to put coverage that Diamond hid deliberately
chosen not to buy
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ARGUMENT

DIAMOND HAS NO COVERAGE FOR THE

NEWARK DIOXIN CLAIMS UNDER ANY OF THE

INSURANCE POLICIES BECAUSE DIAMOND

EXPECTED OR INTENDED THE HARM FOR

WHICH IT IS NOW BEING HELD ACCOUNTABLE

Pa40

Diamond did know the nrre of dianicals Ii was

handling it did know that they were being

cornifluously discharged into the envlmnmcnt and it

did know that they were doing at least some harm

Based on this finding of fact the trial cant held that

Diamonds knowing and routine discharge of

contaminants over period of 18 years makes it

necessary to conclude that the resulting injury and

damage was expected from the standpoint of the

insured within the meaning of the occurrence basis

policies which were in force from 1960 to 1970.21

Pa 41 Based on that same finding of fact the thai court also held that

UEie was no coverage alder the pre 1960 policies because

knowingly polluting conduct which precludes

coverage
wider the occurrence basis policies which

were in force from 1960 to 1970 also precludes

III

21 Ocirrrence basis policies with essentially the Ienguage were in effect

front 1960 through the end of Diamonds coverage Aecerdingly the cowls

ruling on the 19604970 policies applici equally the policies in effect through

1983 Mourovcr as the trial court also held the cowls conclusion that Diarnowl

intentionally disciiarpd contantinanis at Usrer Avomie bws coverage bece of

the pollution eaclusion in efface akcr 1970 rcgwdless of whether the ntonh

disputed sudden awl accidental language in that eaclusion is given onninaal

non4cmpori meaning See Pa 41-42
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coverage on any accident basis policy or under any

theory of accident

Diamond Shamiock does not contest the trial courts

conclusion that If damage was expected from the standpoint of the

insured within the meaning of the occurrence policies it wan not

caused by accident within the meaning of the accident policies See

Pb 38 44-45 niB Rather Diamond contends that the thai cowts

finding that It expected environmental damage at Uster Avenue Is

simply wrong as matter of law Pb 41 and that the trial court

elToneously failed to apply so-called subjective test to determine

whether Diamond expected or Intended that damage would msuk from

us delibetatc conduct Pb 42-47 Diamonds attack on the factual basis

for the cowis conclusion either disions or ignores both the trial courts

opinion and the record below and its legal argument Is both Irrelevant

and wrong

Diamonds principal assault on the trial courts findings of fact

consists of abnost full page of its brief devoted to quotations from the

trial courts opinion Pb 41 With one exception these quotations

Diamond also recites the trial courts ssi.iit that there is amnc In which

some of this migrauon of pollutants from the LIner Avenue plant sIte so other

jwopeitiuj was accidental or fortuitous at least as to the specific mhv.n. by
which it occurred Pb 41 Diamond omits however to continue the quotation so

resent fairly
the trial courts reasoning The remainder of the paragraph quoted

by Diamond reads as foflows

Some of it was vary discrete fur emonpie the trastapostadon

of scrap metal from the Newark plant to the firmly Iron Warts

in 1981 whIch resulted in the contamination of the Brady

yuIty However gwen the continuous and hrgeacele

pollution of the Newark plea sac by the knowing conduct of

Diamond substantial off-alto mlgnzku was inevitable In my
judgment all of she migration should be treated as non-
accidental and as bring expected from the standpoint of the

foomore condnued
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recite the trial courfs conclusion that Diamond bad reason to believe

that its hedEides including Agent Orange rc safe for their wended

uses dispersal into the environment in controlled agricultural

applications Pa As explained above that conclusion neither

conflicts with nor undermines In any way the thai cowls finding that

Diamond knew that the substances it discharged jib the cuvilorinart in

an uncontrolled manner were toxic and hazardous See pp 13.15

n.13suprc

In addition Diamond arguec
that the trial court improperly

based its conclusion that Diamond knowingly polluted solely on

finding that Diamonds management accepted the spills and leaks as

part of the normal routine of operating
chemical manufacturing

plant Pb 39 quoting Pa 39 Diamond contends that the only

way in get from that flntiivrg to the cowts conclusicn is through chain

of unsupported inferences Pb 40 This argwncnt rests on Diamonds

distorted description of the trial courts opinion combined with its

unjustifiable refusal to acknowledge the record on which the trial cowl

based its findings

The thai cou1ts opinion sets forth the facts that support the

ultimate conclusion to which Diamond objects in the paragraphs

immediately after the statement quoted in part by Diamond See Pa 39-

40 Those facts in pertinent part arc thal

-22-

i-

Pa 42 fhe trial onwt coerecely concluded that Diwmmds files so .I4tr the

spatific mechanism by which the conuminatims ii knowingly hwoduced into the

envsrons of Lis Avenue nught pread to other amat does not make that spread

unexpmcsad Mozeovct even ii the spreading of de cosnambtaucus could he

considered ouezpccsod the law is desi that Diamond cannot transftr to its

insects the cost of re ..1diuig to property damage ii ..qieclrd to ocow ea rceuh

of its deliberate acts even if the estent of the eIv damage sacenda its

expectation See e.g. Lyos Hanford Inrwnuc Gresp 125 NJ Super 239

246 App Div 1973 cersif deisied 64 NJ 322 1974 City tf Jewani

Krasnigor 404 Mass 682 536 N12d 1078.10501989
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Trenches and sumps liequently backed up and

overflowed onto ground surfaces

Chemical stains and deposits on ground surfaces

throughout the sire were deafly visible to the naked

eye

Visitors to the plant had to wear overshoes and

slickers tO protect their clothing

Floors were replaced so that people could walk

without falling and hand trucks could be wheeled

where needed but nothing was done to mitigate the

polluting effect the spills and leaks had upon the

physical environment

Diamond did know the nature of the chemicals it was

handling it did know that
they were being

continuously discharged into the environment and It

did know that they were doing at least some hann

Each of these findings of fact is amply supponcd by credible

evidence in the record considered as wide See pp 6-15 supra
Taken together they more than flU the artificial gaps Diamond attempts
to create in the trial couns reasoningP

-23-

Pa 39-40

23
Contrazy to Diamonds claims Pb 39-40 the trial court had no need to infer

thai the toxic chemicals routinely discharged by Diamond would reach the ground
or that Diamond knew that those chemical wran toxic Rather the cowl foirod

hose facts based on testimony that directly established them See Pa 39-40 pp
9.14 siipra Diamonds claim that the trial couns judgment rests on further

Inference that Diamond knew that the material 1k rrtomtAj would be resistint to

degradation or neutralization io that it would be necessity to clean it up to

prevent enviiomctjsi damage from occurring Pb 40 ii smply another version

of Diamonds plaint that its insurer should pay foe the environmental harm it

deliberately caused became Diamond did not expect that society would bold it

foontme continued
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Thus the trial coults findings that Diamond knowingly

released material it knew to be toxic sal that Diamond knew it was

doing at least some hann Pa 40 remaIn effectively uncha1Ienged

These findings vitiate DiamomTs legal argwnas Diarionl complains

that the court did not choose between competing tmderma1np of die

reash oldie ithrase expecied or Intended in the owu1e definition

Fb39
this cme Under any understanding of that phase there Is no coverage

for intentional acts that the insured knows will cause or are

substantially certain to cause harm24 for which It later seeks

coverage25

AU oldie cases to which Diamond cefers stçport aflirmance of

the judgment below when mad In light of the thai cowts findings of

çt26 DiamocuJ for example correctly qrotes from the opinion of the

.ccoontable That claim has basis in either law or pohcy See Pa 40 u.fl

saip n.25 i.tfra

24 The insweds faIlure to anticipate
the extent of the harm for which ii may later

be held accotmtshle is izrelevanL Seen 22 sispra

25
Diamond argues that New Jersey law incoaporates subjeclivc test for

detumuimg whether damage is expected or intended Pb 45-47 According to

Diamond the subjective test requires that the insured be shown actually to have

known or been sutetantiafly
certain that itS conduct would cause bum befor that

harm can be considered expected or intended Ii is not sufficient Diamond

claims that the insured should have known its acts would result in harm

Although the facts and holding in this case make that claim mou as eaptaimd

above defendants adopt us their iyone to Diamonds argument on tlda point

the biief of endear ciusee IELA at 8-19 flfti also asic that if Dts
view of the law is ccrrocL then as Diamond argues sod imoumee

purdiasas
will bear the costs of the insureds indifference to the cmoeqes of

an intuitional act Pb 45 lf..t can think of no reason why the saints of

this State should strain to encourage industrial insureds to be indifferent to the

consequences of intentional ac4sl by insulating them front the lna1Eial emts

of those acts

26
Diamond aurenpis to distinguish the denials of coverage in Uonms Thiedd

Inc GerseroJ Accident her Co of America No C-3956-85 slip up NJ

contimred
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District Court hi Tcrwstship tjGlo.rcener Marylar4 Ctsnsalty Co.

668 Supp 394 D.NJ 1987 Ibr the preposition that IpJolluIicn

by means of gradual permeation is no less an occurrence than that

emitted by way of sudden lelcasc.w id at 401 quoted in Pb 42
Diamond fails however to reprint for the Court the very ncst sentence

in die Gloucester opinion lhat sentence which slates the law

applicable to he facts of this case reals as follows The occurrence

clause will act to prelubil coverage whore It is shown that the hunted

polluter bhew or should have biown of the ongoing polluticn 668

Supp at4Ol

Since the thai coens findings that Diamond intentionally and

knowingly polluted Liner Avenue are more than adequately supported

by abundant evidence in the record both lube occurrence clause

and the uncontested meaning of the caused by accIdent clause in

defendants insurance policies act to prthlbit coVerage in this case

The judgment below should therefore be allinned

Sup Ci Ch Div Avg 21 1987 reprirdtd iii Morley Litigation Reporu
Insurance No.63.1 4.949 Sept 1987 and Tajcon Eiewo.tics Corp
America Home Assurance Co. 74 N.Y.2d 66 542 N.E.2d 1048 544 N.Y.S.2d

531 1989 on the ground that the Insureds in those cases inianlionally

discharged mcury substance they knew to be dwtgwa Pb 46 n..30

Diainod however has been found to have known thai the chamic.Is it

intentionally discharged were dangeron and hamiful when released into Ike

envisoruneig in uncontrolled mwiar Pa 40 The holding in Morton Tkioot
and Tecknicin. thorefoTe directly support the judgmait below
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TUE ADDITIONAL GROUNDS ON WHICH TIlE

TRIAL COURT BASED ITS HOLDING TUAT
THERE IS NO COVERAGE UNDER THE ACCIDENT

POLICIES IN EFFECT FROM 1951 TO 1960 OR
THE OCCURRENCE POLICIES WITH
POLUJTION EXCLUSION IN EFFECT FROM 1971

TO 1983 ARE CORRECT AND THE JUDGMENT
BELOW SHOULD BE AFFIRMED FOR THOSE
REASONS AS WELL

In addition to holding that defendants insurance policies do

not cover Newark dioxrn claims because Diamond intentionally and

knowingly polluted the Uster Averme site the trial cowt also held thai

there is no coverage under the 1951 -1960 accident basis policies

because no person was injured and no propeity was damaged by any

idc1L Pa 25 and that the pouution exclusion in effect from I9ll

forward precludes coverage under those policies Pa 26 Since the

record below more than adequely suppons the trial crania finding of

fact that Diamond intentionally and knowingly polluted and since the

judgment below can be sustained in its entirely on the basis of that

finding of fact this Court need imimath the issues raised by Diamond

in its attack on the trial couds additional holdings If this Court does

reach those issues however it should affirm the judgment below for

the additional icasoin set forth by the trial court

NJDEP00002863
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The London Market policies absolutely excluded coverage for pollution

related losses in 1970 The suddes and accidental language at whiab Diwd
tilts first apoeared the following year in policies issued by doseeslic insurers

Unrefuint testimony at uial indicated that the language of one of the poihaico

exclusions was presented to Dniida London biawers by Direnonds teokm
and not imposed upon Diamond in the fashion that Dtwnnmd now essata Da

1301 See aiw separate brief being filed concwrently on behalf of the Lesidun

Market lnnnm with respect to their pollution exchaiom
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The Accident Policies In Effect From 1951 To 1960

Provide No Coverage For The Newark Cialum Because

The Harm Alleged In Those Qaims Was Not Caused By

The 1951 through 1960 policies under which Diamond seeks

coverage provided in pertinent part dt the Insurers would

Pay on behalf of the Insured all sums which the

Insured shall become legally obligated to pay as

damages because of. injury or property

darnagej caused by accident

See Pa 19-20 The thai court held that an accident within the

meaning of those policies is discrete fortuitous event which happens

within short lime at specific time and place Pa 25 Accordingly
the court found that Diamond camiot claim coverage for the Newark

claims under the accident policies because no person was inijured and

no property was damaged by any accident There never was an
accident within the meaning of any of these policies Pa 25 The trial

courts definition of the temr accident contains two elcinenis the

event must be both discrete happening wIthin short time at specific

Lime and place and it must be fortuitous Pa 25 The trial court

correctly identified both of these criteria as aspects of the definition of

accident under the law of this State and correctly concluded that

none of the claimed injuries eie caused by cdeni

Aziaccident is fortuitous event

In the Appellate Divisloifs most recent consideration of the

meaning of the word accident the court held that term must be given
its plain meaning an unexpected happening without intention or

design Johns Cocktail Lounge Inc North River Ins Co 235
N.J Super 536 541-42 App Div 1989 quoting Blacks Law
Dictionary 145th Ed 1979 An insureds darns that he intrnded
his act but not the resulting harm does not transform an intentional

wrongful act into an accident Id at 542 quoting Commercial Union
Ins Co Superior Court 196 Cal App 3d 1205242 Cal Rptr
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4541987.a As the Srunc Owt stuted In Riker v.1cM Hwwock

Manwl Life Mniranc Co. 129 NJL 508 Ni 1943

The mearu ale acciderdal If in the act which

orecedes the injury something unforeseen

unexpected unusual OCCOIL which produces the

injury If the result Is such as follows from

ordinary means voluntarily employed in not

WEflnl orwtexpectcd way irat sic rot in

Id at 511 emphasis added

Thus even if Diamond had not known it was causing bairn

when It deliberately disdiarged wide variety of toxic suinlances into

the Liner Avenue ezwitumient0 its rcsiuine hesulatl conduct wouhi

not he sit accideor Siuce all of the claims for which Disiuial seeks

coverage
arise out of Diamonds deliberate conduct31 hg jpJ njfl

correcty held that no pern was injured and no propcfly was

dmardbysilyaccidet Pa25

28 See also e.g. Royal Glebe Ins Co WAitake 181 Cal 3d 532 226

Cal Rpa 435 1986 unintended bairn resulting fromintesied hieatIi of cenUait

not caused by .ccideaa Tewssee Cwp ii Ilarwd Ace lrddaird Co. 326

Supp 320 MD Ga 1971 affd 463 Fid 5485th Cit 1972

29 In its brief Diamond quotes only the sentence immediately neceding tha

portion of the Riker opinion quoted ahoic Pb 1849

30 ccur4 ig gimjDldid kiow it was

doing at least seine harm ii thoroughly suoxted by credible evidence on the

ramid taken us whole See 20.25 r1pra

31 Din.A not only failed to wove what pan of tha damage at iseno in the

undeslying claims resulted from the 1960 explosion at the pl site seeP 29 it

aflitmatively proved that the explosion did not prodnee the contuninedon of the

site Seep sara
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An accident is disautc event which iuppcs
within slmn time at medfic time arp1

The trial cowts opinion sets forth the case law of this Stale

which clearly defines an ccldeg as specrflc fortuitous event that

akaealaemaiplace SeePa2S-

26.32 Diamond therefore seeks suppon fOr its position in the

decision of the Appellate Division in 8r.eU Realty Services lire

Fidelity Ciarwaky Co 218 NJ Super 516 App Div 1987 In

particular Diamond points to the Appellate Divisions observation that

the standard fOrm general liability policy changed mm an accident to

an occurrence basis in 1966 in pan because number of courts had

construed the term accideur to include long-duration processes

Similarly Diamond criticizes the trial court for acknowledging that by
1971 when the pollution exclusion was written the temporal aspect of

the term accidcruar had been eroded by judicial decisions and yet

refusing to give non-temporal construction to Diamonds policies

written from 1951 through 1959 Pb 21 In shins Diamond arjes

that because the language of the standard form policy changed in 1966

partially in
response to the refusal of some cowls to enforce the plain

meaning of the accident basis policies written previously this Cowt in

1990 should rewrite the contracts entered into by Diamond and

defendants in the 195k

Diamonds argument sinks of Its own illogic Obviously If

accident basis policies provided the same breadth of
coverage as

occurrence basis policies there would have been on reed to change the

standard policy language33 Diamonds own acute awareness of the

32
The amitonurs cited by the nit cowl mw fwther ii Micar lA Br

at 19-20 ferjs wA omici have rmponded with eilbeto
case law from other jurisdictians that have tc.cted this andeessanding of the term

accidcnt Dckndwtss see no reeron add this Cows harden by rerasing
ergwnema abeady made chewbere

33
The significance of the 1966 change is seknowledged in Cheslec Rodbqrg

Smith Patients Judicial Iurmpetatw. of Inswmce Co.vrage fr Has.dtws
Waste Site Liability 18 Rutgers LI 31 1986 Fo-policyboIder inlet

described by Diamond us leading law review miicle Pb As the article

fconwre continued
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difference between an oceintence basis and an acclda basis policy

appears from the fact that Diamond sought and okained an ounence

basis endorsement six years before the change in the standard policy

language See Pa

By aØing this Court to read its 1951 through 1959 policies in

light of 30 years of subseqaertidic and rmn-judicial thmIge in the

scope of insurance coverage Diamond asks this Court to give it

coverage from 1951 through 1959 that it only obtained aid paid for

beginning in 1960 No doctrine of ontract uutructicu no pckple

of justice no consideration of iadic policy and certainly no aspect of

Diamonds behavior warrant conferring such boon on Diamond

Shamrock

The Trial Court Correctly Held That The Policies

Containing Pollution Exclusion Provide No Coverage

gr The Newark Dioxin Claims

For tune indeperiderl reasons the trial cowl concluded tlwld

pollution exclusion contained inDiamonds policies beginning in 1971

defeated Diamonds plea for coverage of the Newark claims The court

based its holding on two of these reasons its finding that the

discharges of pollutants to the air land and water by Diamond during

its 18 years of operation of the Lister Averare plan were knowing and

intentional Pa 41 and its finding that Diamond itself fully understood

at the time it bought the policies that the word snddrn in the exception

to the exclusion has temporal meaning Pa 36 The holding below

should be affirmed on both grounds In addition while fully

recognizing the controlling authority of the AppeJhte Division Pa 33-

34 the trial count urged that Court to tneonsider the cowliuction it gave

the pollution exclusion in CPS Clreralcal Co Conthtenwllrawance

Co 222 N.J Super 175 App Div 1988 and Broadwell Really

Services Inc Fidelity Casualty Co 218 NJ Super 516 App

obsaves rhe iiuurance indumy altered its premium itructure and policy

language whi it thsnged fawn an .anidat basis loan nWTC basis
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Div 1987 Not surprisingly defend WUS join Judge Station in urging

correction of the reasoning in those cases

The trial court correctly held that Diamonds

knowing polluting oosba.. precludes coverage

under the pollution exclusion even when the

sudden and accidental exception is given non
temnoral meaning Pa41

The pollution exclusion in Diamonds primary and most of Ms

excess policies34 declares the insurance coverage inapplicable tO

bodily injury or property damage arising out of the discharge

dispersal release or escape of pollutants unless mdi discharge

disp release or escape is sudden and accidental Pa 21-22

Since it found that Diamonds discharge disperjsal release of

virtually the entire range of Irritants contaminants or pollutants

specifically mentioned in the pollution exclusion see Pa 21 was

intentional and knowing the trial court concluded that the pollution

exclusion boned coverage of the Newark claims

This holding is entirely consistent with all of the mlings of the

Appellate Division In firoadwell supra the Court held that the

sudden and accidental exception to the exclusion applies the

insured has taken reasonable precautions against contaminating the

environment and the dispersal of pollutants is both accidental and

unforeseen... 218 NJ Super at 535 In light of the trial cowts

well supported finding of fact that Instead of tak reasonable

precautions against contaminating the enviruranent and she dispersal of

pollutants Diamond deliberately and suneptidously polluted the

holding in Broadwell compels affirmance of the judgment below

some Diamond excess policies done8 some yeme contained absolute

pollution exclusions with no exceptions or slated the goat of excluding

pollution-related liabilities in lengnagc that differed from the exclusion

containing the sodden mid ..c.L...1aV excsion See Pa 37 Da 1071

35
Even if Diamond had established that it did nor know the toxicity of the

chemicals it deliberately relcued into the miviroimmat bat 13.13 ra
fxuioie cot 4rued

-31-
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The trial court found as fact that Diamond knew that the

pollution exclusion barred coverage of the Newark r4äns In die trial

Courts WOfdS

Taken in its totality tire evidence in tils case makes it

clear that in purchasing the policies in question

Diamond understood and expected that lire pollution

exclusion bantd coverage for the kinds of claims that

have arisen out of the operation of the Newark plant

Diamonds practice in the actual handling of cisims

and losses involving damage caused by gradual

pollution practice In which It persisted formany

years manifests that understanding

Pa 36 Based on that fact and on its additional finding of fact that

Diamond was sophisticated and knowledgeable insured Id. the

trial cowl concluded that the pollution exclusion bar recovery by

Diamond under any of the policies containing the exclusion so far as

claims arising out of the operation of tire Newark plant are Concerned

32-

The trial court correctly gave the sudden and

accidental exception to the pollution exclusion

temporal construction in Ufis care becmese the parties

to the contracts understood and Intended that

meaning

Id

the result under the pollution exclusion policies would be the sons bund on the

in COwxs finding that Diamond deiberately miroduced those chemicals hoe the

environment Unlike the occwrcnes clause the pollution exclusion plainly

focuses pj on whether the resulting donages we expecled or iii.ntI4 but on

the nature of the process by which the poUutants ste dischwgeldj spwudj
or releaseld
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Diamond responds that it is no more sophisticated than the

average commercial insured Pb 28 Defendants
agree that Diamond

may well be typical Fortune 500 company Diamonds insurance

staff its relationship with the worlds more sophisticated insurance

brokers who considered Diamond an important clienr its ability to

form its own insurance company when ii did not find the offerings of

the insurance industry suited to its necds and its status as large and

desirable customer for whose business Insurance companies eagerly

competed see pp 16-17 supra are not unique But the fact that

Diamond is not the only sophisticated knowledgeable and powerful

insured with whom defendants must deal does not undermine the trial

courts conclusion that Diamond possesses all of those attributes.TM

36
AmId curiae the American Petroleum Institute ci aL APID argue that

bargaining powar is irrelevant because nohody nor General Motoss nor Exxon
not Boeing is big enough to buy COL policy that deviates from the standard

language of the time API Br 43-44 Thai assertion is abe In addition to die

many other endorsements Diamond nought and obtained no its policies see Di
1223-24 Diamond successfully insisted that the batch clause be retained in its

policies after that clause was eliminated from the standard form COL policy in

1966 Di 443-44 529 1226.27 see pp 80.82 iitfra Diamonds primary
inzurer Aetna Casualty Surety Company Aema also agreed to modify the

pollundn eaclusiun itself Di 1233.34 although Aetna absolutely refused

Diamonds efforts to obtain general liability coverage fee gradual pollution

Diamond continued those effota as late as the ye before it filed this suit when ii

asked Aetna to replace the sudden and accidental language in the pollution

exclusion with the phrase expected or intended Di 1393.96 Aetna refused this

request because it did not consider gradual pollution to be insurable at any price

Di 1231-32 Apparently none of the other nswxnce companies front which

Diamond routinely sought competitive quotations see Di 466-68 1084.85

1092 would provide gradual pollution coverage and Diamond would not write

insurance for itself on that basis through itt captive carrier

To the extent that Diamond and its amid argue that Diamond should be given

the benefit of the doctrines associated with .notraas of adhesion becai.se no
carrier would accede to its request to provide coverage for claims arising out of

pollution that was not expected or intended to cause harm regardless of whether

the pollution resulted from sudden end accidental events their argument makes no
sense contract does not become contract of adhesion merely because one or

the other party considers some terms of the contract so be non-negotiable

Diamonds reasoning would treat the most holly disputed and best endeestood

provisions of negotiated contracts as contracts of ndhcsion Cf Muir New
Jersey Life Ins Cc. 101 NJ 597 611 n.I0 1986 contract of .ceion ii

contract that must be accepted or rejected in total See also McWeilab Inc

toobuote csmthwed
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Noitle Rive Ms Co 645 Siçp 525 543-44 Dill 1986 ajTd 831 F.2d

287 3d CI 197

The proper inference to be iltawn farm Dimnunds inability to obtain or

for itself ocewsence coverage for liability staring our of gradual pOtbdion is that

such liability is uninsurabic See Di 1231-32 The courts should not prerume

that their understanding of the limits of insurability
exceeds the standing of

the market place See geeal1 Abraham Ja.dge-Made Law and ledge-Made

buwaice Ilou.oring
the Reasoanble Expectations the liwad 67 Vi key

1151 1982

Diamond claims that the record shows only two instances price to lone

1983 when Diamonds insurance department considered the iiiiof innuince

coverage for environmental damage clarets against Dimnmid Pb 32 The ascend

howavar clearly establishes that Diamonds insurance dp.1ineru biew of many

such alarms years
before ii notified its insurers of those claims Sea e.g.

Pa

2308-17 Mcrcover the record also establishes that Diamonds cnvi.wu..en

department would notify Diamonds insurance dcpdtment as matter of camse

about any poflution possibilhic whether or not sudden or accidentaL The

inauTarice depanment would advise Alexander Alexander of the claim for the

purpose of providing notice to its insurers if the iniidance deparlinent felt that

trn ww noasibihity
of coverage la 416-17 519-20 In-house counsel for

Diamond or its subsidiaries followed similar practice of ruuing iawcuit

including environmental matters to the insurance department for desenninalion

whether to notify the insurers Dx 500-01 These facts combined with the clear

understanding and practice of Diamonds insurance dcpurunent that promj notice

foomure conthwed

-34-

The trial court also found that as soplusticaled Insured

Diamond krnsw of the introduction of tins pollution exclusion as soon as

that provision was added to its policy and that Diamond fufly

understood that the exclusion denied it coverage for claims arising out

of recurrent or gradual pollution of the environment Pa 34-36 The

mal court In turn bases this finding on the testimony of Diamonds

risk managers and brokers Pa 34 the testimonial and documenfarY

record of Diamonds repeated consideration of EU. insurance to

provide coverage for gradual pollution liabilities and its repealed

decision to self-insure rather than obtain EIL coverage Pa 34-35 and

Diamonds lailure to give notice of pollution claims to its insurers

despite Diamonds practice of giving prompt notice of claims when it

thought it might have insurance coverage Pa 35-36 The record folly

supports these findings of fact See pp.17-19 supra.37
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Diamond claims that the trial cowl improer1y failed to admit

into evidence some documents or to cormder other documents that

allegedly support nontemporal construction of the pollution

exclusion Pb 35-37 The court in Its discretion38 excluded

documents from West Virginia proceeding that Diamond had never

seen and that were not submitted by any party to this case and that

therefore could have no bearing on Diamonds understanding of its

policies which were entered into in New York.3 See Pa 2348-49

For the same reason the cowl also excluded Aetna inspection reports
that Diamond had nover seen These evidenhiaty rulings ate well within

the trial courts discretion Purdy NWiOn wide insurance Co 184

NJ Super 123130 App Div 1982 Tsibikas Morrof 12 NJ
Super 102.108-09 App Div 1951 as was its decision not to adopt

Diamonds view of other contested evidcnce4

of possibly covered claims should be given to Diionds uizcrp Di 46-17
1080 1382-83 fully siipon the emits inf.ucnce that D..ciit did nor provide
notice of envbesunetual claims becrsc its insurance department undesatood thai

clime itising out of gradual pollution me excluded by the pollution exclusion

38
Diamond sought to introduce these docntnentr as part of mass of

exhihits altar the c1oc of testimony The trial cowl carefully cosud the

admissibility of each document desplit the incgula procedure followed by
Diamond SeeDs 1593-98

39
Amid American Petroleum Institute ci al urge this Court to consider die West

Virginia documents despite the trial courts refusal so mimit them which iki do
not challcnge API Br 51.57 APIs uscrtion that this Court can rely cm
unadmitted vidence as Tqcrtcd in articles written by some of the same lawyers or
law firms who the API brief like its dismissal of the trial courts

evi.i..tiaiy rating with the words no msfla is as breathtaking for its msue
as for its casual disregard of centuries of understanding of the basic skanait of
due jiocess

40
cithg five documents Diamond claims that Aetna expressly told it that the

pollution exclusion would cover only expected or io-d pollution Pb 16 37
None of die doemnents Diamond cites saw any such thing Moreover only the
rim two documents Pa 1616 mid Pi1618 were -q..tt to Dtui -orits

broker There is no evidence that the remaining docnmM which am Aetna
burs-office comnnmicatimts were ever seen by Diamond before this litigation

footnote continued
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Since Diamond and Acum shared commtm understanding of

the contracts into which they had entered the 11W cmut enforced their

agreement Accordingly the thai court construed the sudden and

accidental exception to the pollstlcn cxchstlon hi adare with the

parties common understandhlg to have temporal meaning On the

basis of that construction the court ruled that policies containing the

polistloui cichiclnn provide no coverage
for the Newaik claims Pa 36

Diamond claims that the that court uimmltiCd legal enur by

construing the Insurance contracts to mean what the court Ibund the

parties understood them to mean Instead Diamond argues the court

stmuld have applied the doctrine of contra profereniem and followed

Broadwell to the conclusion that the contracts meant something

different from the mutual understanding of the narties Pb 28-34

Diamonds argument transmutes doctrines of contract construction Into

Substantive principles
of law transfonnallon that has no support

In

the cam law of this State

ITIhe terms of an insurance agreement are to be enforced as

any other contract Rao Universal Underwrkers his Co 228

NJ Super 396411 App Div 1988 Therefore as the court stated

in Kopp Newark Ins Co 204 NJ Super 415 420 App Div

1985

Our function in construing policy of insurance as

with any other contract Is to search broadly for the

probable common intent of the unities In an effort to

find reasonable meaning In keeping with tire exprs

general purposes thersof

Even if these docwnems could be read Diamond suts the trial coust wu

fully
entitled to credit the testimony of both Dimnonds risk managcT Pa 1762

Us 311-16 531.32 and its brok Os 431 M5-45 450-51 that they knew full

welt that the pollution exclusion applied to all claims srisbtg from gradual

pollution
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Emphasis added To find the probable Inta of panics dm cowl

begins with the language of the contract and then examines extrinsic

evidence that may shed further light on the parties intent...
Communications Workers of America Local 1087 Monmouth

Counry Board of Social Service 96 NJ 442452 1984 K.va
American Surety Co of New Ycik 88 NJ Super 43.53 Div
1965 see Phillips Electeonic Phwraaceutlcal Industries Co.p

Leaveng 421 F.2d 3945 3d Qr 1970 Ca1Ens of construction

such as contra proferentem come Into play only if the probable

common Intern of the panics cannot be determined from the evidence

available to the court Corbin On Contracts 5591951

The Supreme Couns most recent decision construing an
insurance policy Werner Industries inc First State Ms Co 112

NJ 301988 per curiarn provides clear example of the proper

application of these doctrines In Werner the Cowl first looked to the

language of the policy To resolve any doubt about the meaning of that

language the Court consIdered both the commercial circumstances

when the policy was issued41 and evidence of the insureds actual

understanding of the policy42 Since these Inquiries identified the

mutual Intent of the panics the Supreme Coon had no need to consider

application of doctrines of construction The trial court followed the

41
The Supreme Court in Werner observed that the

relatively small premium paid
for the excoss policy involved in thai cate suggested that neither the insurer nor
the insured expected the excess policy to provide firat-dolLer coverage 3. 112
NJ at 33 ILl Here the record shows that Diamond Shariwoek repeatedly

attempted and failed to convince Aetna or other insurers to sell it the very

coverage it now seeks from this Court See iL36o sapra

42
In Werner the Supreme Court inferred from changes in Werners articulation of

its claim that at the ibne it purchased the First Sini insurance Werner did nor
have commercially reasonable expectation that it was obtaining the coverage It

ultimately claimed from First Slate Se 112 NJ at 37-38 Hers the liuil court

properly considered and ew the saute inference from Diananid Slmcks failure

to give any notice of environmental claims to in insurcre in coatrast
Diamonds practice as to other claims that it believed might be covered by
ifl$Uzance

-37-
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same well-delineated path to its conclusion Nothing in Broadweil or

any other decision of the appellate cowls of this Slate requires

different result43

Diamonds contention that court nwss ignore evidence of actual intent in

favor of the construction adopted in Broadwell amounts to an argwnent that the

public policy of New Jersey does not allow commercial parties to aec on

pollution exclusion with the meaning understood by Diamond and Aetna

Diamond has not put forth any justification
for that claun Cf W.nsr ladiiatries

Inc First Stoic Ins Co. supra 112 N.j at 38 refusing in commercial

insurance context involving sophisticated parties to deny enforcement of

poiicy term ihat might be denied enforcement as matter of public policy in

personal insurance context See also Diamond Shamrock Chamicok Cciqmny
Aetna Casualty Surety Co. 231 NJ Super 16 App Div 1989

Diamond and amid curiae American Petroleum lutiune et aL argue that the

pollution exclusion must be applied uniformly by the coats in accordance with

the most pro-coverage construction adopted anywhere in order to protect she

functioning of the Insurance industry Pb 22-23 API Br 45-47 Defendants

certainly apprecazc this touching display of concern for the health of the

insurance industry but the argument ii supports is nonsense The record

establishes that Diamond
part

its insurance coverage cart to compititive bid and

that ii did so after both its own peramurci md is bcocrs devoted considerable

attention to defining and analyzing Diamonds coverage needs end desires See

pp 16-Il seipra None of this afloat would have any value if nunrance psms
for Diamond and other large inaweds were merely wülorm products priced on
uniform and statistically determined basis

-38-

Finally Diamond argues that the trial court should have

ascertained the presumed Intern of an average policy holder rather than

Diamonds actual intent Pb 28-29 Nothing in the case law of this

State with the exception of the solitary justices dissent In DiOrio

New Jersey Manufacturers Ins Co 79 NJ 257 273 1979

Pashman 3. dissenting supports Diamonds argument More

importantly the analysis adopted unanimously by the Supreme Court

in Werner conclusively establishes that for insteance contracts as any

other contracts the intent of the panics to the contract controIs The

trial court correctly construed the pollution exclusion In this case in

accoidarEe with the mutual understanding of the patties
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Droadwell and its progeny are wrong and should be

overruled

The trial court urged the Appellate Division to reconsider and

overrule its holding in Broadweli that the sudden and accidental

exception to the pollution exclusion merely restates the occurrence

clause of the general liability policy RrocAceil is mistake that has

sent the law and cowls of this Stale down the wrong path This case

the first case Involving the pollution exclusion to reach an appellate

court in this State after full ffla1 presents an appmpnate vehicle for

overruling BroadwelL

The pollution exclusion that is contained In the Aema policies

from 1971 through 1983 reads as follows

This insurance does not apply tb bodily injury

or property damage arising out of discharge

dispersal release or escape of smoke opors soul

fumes acids alkalis toxic chemicals liquids or

gases waste mate-ials or other irritants

contaminants or pollutants into or upon land the

atmosphere or any water course or body of water but

this exclusion does not apply If such dischargedisp release or escape is sudden and

dia1

Pa 21-22 The Broadwei court construed the word sudden
last clause of the pollution exclusion to mean unexpected and

unintended 218 NJ Super at 536 The Broadwdll court also

suggested although it did not clearly hold that tim pollution exclusion

does rot apply if the bodily injurj or piuy damage caused by
pollution is unexpented and unintendecL Compare Id at 535 exception

to the exclusion applies where the insured has taken reasonable

precautions against contaminating the environment and the dispersal of

In Broadwdli the cuwi mted that ii wu dealing with meager ird 218
Ni Super at 536

NJDEP00002876
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pollutants Is both accidental and unforeseen with Id at 534-35

equating the sudden and accidental exception with the definition of

occurrence Neither of these aspects of the 8roadwdil opinion is

correct.46

11 record below shows that for eIghteen years liamond

advanced its econcinic Interest by continuously fouling the air the land

and the water The thai court recognized that whatever words are

3ji101l1tC to describe DlatnoMs behvlor sudden Is not among

them As Judge McCum of the Northern District of New Yotic has

stated there is no use of the word sudden whidi Is consistent with

events transpiring over twenty year period New York Amro

Realty Corp 697 Supp 99 110 N.D.N.Y 1988 Judge

McOun Is correct no speaker of American English who had not been

to law school would dream of calling Diamonds eighteen years
of

pollution of Lister Avenue sudden What the members of this Court

know as speakers
of English they should not forget as judg7

The trial court krew as the AppeLlate Division opinions and

Diamonds brief stress see e.g.
Broadwdll Realty Services snpra

218 Ni Super at 530-31 Pb 25 Al-A4 that dictionary definitions

of sudden Include the sense of unexpected and unintcnded See

Pa 31-32 But the court also recognized that the tern sudden has an

inescapably temporal cormotation

46 To find that the pollution exclusion does not apply to Diamond this Coma

muss accept mdwetia cunauuci3on of suddnt apply that esmuucilan to die

resulting bodily injury or piupefly damage rathor then to the polluting eveats

mid revcue the trial courts fnthng of fact that Diamond bmw at the tate of Iii

ta that it was rsleasin tonic rnerials btn lie envininment and

donig at least some bum As defsivboiia have aheady established the record

below fully nqjswtr die trial courta finding of fact Sr pp 13-15 sepia

47 What we bmw as men sod women we must not forget as judges ..
AradSpawv Ron4ingz 612 F.2d 135 3d CIr 1979 ct dsekd 446 U.S 909

1980
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To lake the temporal element of Instantaneous or
almost Instantaneous swiftness of happening out of

sudden Is to squeeze the life out of the woni It is

an intellectually unacceptable distortion of the fair

meaning of the word

Pa 32 As the discussion of syrmayins raider the entry for sudd In

the Random House Dictionary of the English Language second ad

1987 reprbited in Pb A4 makes dear the senses of word do not

stand alone na living language48

Syn 12 unforeseen unanticipated SUDDEN
UNEXPECtED ABRUPT describe acts events or

conditione for which there has been no preparation or

gradual approach SUDDEN qulckrs

fM occunence although flgyjy
expected sudden change in the weather

UNEXPECTED emphasizes the lack of preparedness

for what occurs or appars an unexpected crisis

ABRUFI characterizes something Involving swift

adjustment the effect Is often unpleasant

unfavorable or the cause of dismay He had an

abrsqn change in manner

Emphasis added

Moreover to construe the word sudden as used

exception to the pollution exclusion to mean solely unexpected and

unintended totally ignores the context in which the word occurs In

48 To the eztmt that Diamond tacka comfort in the fact that many diclionanes

list the unexpccsed acme of sudden Cmi Diamonds acgaman is fowidni on
film anmi.e Wcbsmees cmeies and moss olima list iha scomo of wd in

order of their histoiical appc..ce not of their commonly .rrpimd correm use

See e.g Websters Third New lntamadomi2l Diclioumaty 17e at 1231986

The best acme is die one thu molt aptly fits the conatat of on acreal genume
utterance WebtÆa Third inatnuanoumal Dictionary 17 at 32.4 1986

in the

t4JDP0028lS
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the pollution exclusion the word sudden is paired conjunctively with

the word accidental Since them is no dispute that accidental as

used in the exclusion means unexpected and unintended construing

sudden to mean only unexpected and unintended rendera the word

sudden entirely rcdimdanL

The law of this State prepedy rejects proposed consiniclions

that render some words of contract meaningless See e.g.

Washington Construction Co Spineila NJ 212217.18 1951

quoting Wilhirton on Contracts all parts of the wuling and every

word of it will if possible be given effect City of Newark

Harford Accident Indemnity Co. 134 NJ Super 337.544 App
Div 3973 refining to neat policy language as redundant Schultz

KneldI 59 NJ Super 382 384 App Div 1960 cvcq word of

writing should be accorded significance if reasonably susceptible

thereor Appleman insurance Law Practice 7383 1976

Construing the entire pollution exclusion with the sudden and

accidental exception to be mere restatement of the occurrence

definition commits the sac.e mistake on largerscale if the pollution

exclusion means nothing more than the occurrence definition the

exclusion has no significance in the Insurance policy The suggestion

that insurers undertook the effort needed to draft the exclusion and to

file it with appropriate state agencies and Incurred the displeasure of

their largest insureds in order lode nothing more than restate the

already existing occurrence clause makes no sense.M

50 mond for example immediately asked Aetoa to eliminate the poliulion

exclusion when it was inuoduccd in 1971 Da 45941

ljamond the American Petroleum Isstitute at aL and the conwrsnt.zlcs

written by counsel for various polluters on which dat Bddwail onus relied 218

NJ Super ai532-34 place great stress on some contempusausous ste
that the perpose of the exclusion vu to clanfy the result that would gully be

reached onder the occurrence definition and io assue that result without my
consideration of the intent of the polluter These statements establish only that

the insurance industry thought that most damage TC5utm$ Item pollution met

caused by classic accident would not be covered and that the uJt.uy wulud

to aisure that result regardless of whether the polluter expected or to

cause damage The purpose of the exclusion in other words wan to modify the

approach of die occurrence delisutico for pollutioo.relased by changing

Obobsote continued
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Moreover the claim that the pollution exclusion like the

ocdunence definition focuses on the insureds intern or expectation to

cause damage simply cannot be squared with the language of the

exclusion Whatever definition is given to the word sudden in the

exception clause that definition must apply to the discharge

disp release or escape by which the pollutant reaches the

environment There is no grammatically possible alternative

construction Thus if sudden means only unexpected and

unintended and has no temporal meaning the exception applies only If

the discharge dispersal release or escape of pollutants is

unexpected and unintended An insured like Diamond that

knowingly discharged all manner of smoke vapors fumes

acids alkalis and toxic chemicals Into the air land and water

cannot avoid the pollution exclusion by claiming that it did not know
that these substances would produce damage

Diamond and its supporting amid slide from their argument
that sudden means unexpected and unintended to their conclusion

that the pollution exclusion applies only if the insured intended to harm

the environment without ever attempting to square that conclusion with

the exclusions clear language Instead Diamond mixes citations to

cases holding that sudden does nor have necessarily temporal

meaning with citations to cases holding in the context of the

occurrence definition that an intentional ad that produces unintended

results can be considered an accident Pb 27-28 n.19 As the New
York Court of Appeals has recently explained Diamonds argument
has no merit

That argument fails because the pollution exclusion

clause by Its own terms does not distinguish

between intended or unintended consequences of

intentional discharges rather It excludes from

.43-

the focus front whether the inswad expected or Intended damage to whether the

event that caused the pollution wat sedden and identaL
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coverage liability based on all hdithxtal discharges

of waste whether consequential damages were

Intended or unintended If the discharge was

intentional the dlsquelifying
exclusion clause is

operative and there Is no coverage because the

excelion clause lsIts ringboaid

Tecluukoii Ekcrronws American Home Assurance Co 74 N.Y.2d

66544 N.Y.S.2d 531 533-34 1989 52

Thus even if NSUddcl is given non-temporal
omisiniction

the pollution
exclusion cannot mean what Diamend says It meant This

Court ghould clanfy the law of New Jersey by correcting Boattwelis

definition of the word sudden But LIII chooses Intl do so It should

at the leaat clarify that nothing in tint holding of Broadwell compels or

SUW0IIS Imponing Into the pollution
exclusion focus on the htsjzeds

expectation or intent to do damage That focus cannot be found in any

of the words of the pollution
exclusion Whichever course this Court

follows the nollution exdslcfl defeats Diamonds claim for coverage

52 if Di mood ci uAUsiate hat C0 it Cc 73 kD.2d456

4U.89 426 N.Y.S.2d 603 605 190 for the proposition that if damage is

uiniendtd an event occwing ova long period of time could consliwle on

accident regardless of the initial intent or lack thereof as it relates to

____ Pb 27.28 n.19 In Txh1co the highest court of New York

explicidy rejected the üuuzeds argument
based on Kiock that the pollution

exclusion did not pply if the damage was unintended The Court of Appeals

stated thai din discu3siofl in kiock which ..o1kezncd the orSflCC deflnlden

had no bearing on the pollution exclusion because ihe pollution exciusia at

issue here is directed at the polluting act itself the discharge dispersal or

escape Technicces Electronics American Assurance Cosiipra
544 N.Y.S.2d

534
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IF THIS COURT FINDS ERROR IN THE
JUDGMENT BELOW AS TO ANY OF THE
INSURANCE POLICIES IT SHOULD REVERSE
THE TRIAL COURTS DETERMINATION THAT
NEW JERSEY RATHER THAN NEW YORK LAW
APPLIES TO THE NEWARK DIOXIN CLAIMS AND
REMAND FOR APPLICATION OF THE LAW OF
NEW YORK

In Wetthighouse Electric Corp Ltherrg Mutual Msurance

Co 233 NJ Super 463 478 App Div 1989 this Court stated

that traditional choice of law principles should apply to Insurance

coverage dispute For this reason the trial courts recognition that the

focus and center of gravIty for Diamonds Insurance was New
York is firmly grounded in the evidence before It and is legally sounit

Accordingly the court below correctly applied New York law to the

Agent Orange lssus it erred In falling to find that New York law Is

equally applicable to the cnvhvuunaual coverage Issues arising from the

operation of DiamonYs Newark panL

New Jerseys choice of law rules ensure that the choice of

forum Is not disposkive of the case As result neither forum

convenience nor local concerns relating to envinaunenral dnlnts or to

devastating Injuries allegedly traced to Agent Orange provided by
themselves art adequate foundation for applying the law of this State or

frustrating the pames reasonable commercial expcclatlors Stote Farm
Mitt Auto Ins Co raSe of SImmons 84 NJ 28 1980
Speaking to this concern this Court stated In We.runghouse

In our view the notion that the Insureds rigIns under

single policy vary from state to state depending on

the stare in which the claim invoking coverage arose

At the anne dms b.csu1r New York law suuajos the uW cowta concision

with rcicci to the cnvavnmanal claims to those claims the analysis ban is

material principally is iesmose to Diamonds effon to alvance its view of New

Jersey law

.45
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contradicts not only the reasonable eiprctstiofl of the

panics but also the common understanding of the

commercial community It also seems to is

anomalous in conflictof-law terms to suggest
that

more than one body of law will apply to slngI

contract The theme running through the federal

mega-coverage cases Is the asmmrpilon not only that

gate law will detennfiie whose Insurance law will

govern the coverage dispale but also that It will be

single states law chosen in accordance with the

applicable conflict principles of the Ibnnn.M

Westinghouse 233 NJ Super at 476

As result Westinghouse instructs that trial cowl should

inquire Into the facts of each case such as the place where the policies

were negotiated issued and performed the principal location of the

panics and the intent of the panics Because the trial coufl conducted

precisely such an Inquiry the Appellate Courts task here Is an

assessment of specific factual findings made by the trial cowl

Diamond ignores the trial cowls pivotal finding -- that New

York is the center of gravity of its insurance Pa 302 and the sound

evidentlary basis in the record for that result WittuM refcwice to the

record Diamond argues that it Is probable that few if any of the

contracts were made in New York Pb 60 Diamond then devotes

three sentences to the location of offices maintained by few Insurers

and equal space to the manufacture and delivery of Agent Orange In

Diar.ond Conan lii seswna to the defidmi iinmi-.oa-.es nato

Ii would not me sane to apply the law of the donme of

other urans and foecign dictions in which policies was

issued by the defandunis to govess ibe policies issued by üsun

since ibis would be unmanageable and would loud to

patchwork of governing rules for Di.mondi ucvcn.I hundred

policies

it

-It

Da 1064

-S
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contrast the evidence in the record leaves no douli that the cowts

conclusion is supponed by adequate substantial and credible

evidence Rova Farms Resort Inc Investors Ins Co. supra 65

NJ at 474 In light of Rova Farms the ample evidentlary support for

the trial courts conclusion and Diamonds conclusory argument

thwarts Diamonds anernpt to reverse those factual findings

There is no factual basis for Diamonds claim that New Jersey

law governs Plaintiff is Delaware corporation which prior to

relocating to Texas in 1980 had its principal place of business in

Cleveland Ohio Diamonds annual reports for the yeas 1965 and

1968 reveal plants located in 47 cities in 19 stares sat several countries

Da908947 DiamondssecondactioninthisStalcirtwhichftseeks

coverage for environmental liabilities arising from more than fifty sites

in numerous states reflects the geographic spread of Diamonds

activities Diwnond Shamrock ChemicalsCo Aetna Casua4y and

Surety Ins Co. ci al Docket No L-01590146.55 Da 989 The

argument that New Jersey law controls is unsupported by the facts

Diamonds attempt to tranclaic New Jerseys involvement as

the place of manufacture and delivery of Agent Orange Into the

principal location of the insured risk Is unavailing Three reasons

exist for this First the policies represent what Westinghouse termed

comprehensive nationwide coverage The vmposition that the

Newark plant was that coverages principal risk is unsubstantiated by

this record Second Diamond asks this Court to find that the Newark

plant was the principal location of the risk for all of Its policies even

though Diamond pwthased many of those policIes after it sold the

Newark facility in 1971 Finally the notIon that the principal location

of the risk always travels with the alleged injury to third pcrns or in

accordance with sims of the allegedly insured occurrence Is precisely

what Westinghouse criticized

Only umall minonty of Di.miJ pliii id novironmmazal shos

loced in New bonny
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The contacts with New Yok present wholly different iCIWC

Diamonds broker Alexander Alexander continuously serviced

Diamonds account hum its New York office through which Diamond

and Alexander Alexander negotiated the contract recclvcd and

transmitted policy specifications to both the defendant Insurcis and

others from whom Alexander Alexander solicited coverage on

Diamonds behalf transmitted preirnums so the insurers on Diemoads

behalf and wok delivery of the policies Pa 501-4U Da 419-20430-

32445-57461-64 1073-75 1358471416-19 See also generally

Da 896-1407 Hence the trial courts factual determhialion that the

center of gravity of the policies at issue was in New York is amply

supported by the record

Diamonds result-oriented legal reasorang is equally deficient

largely because the trial courts analysis of the evidence regarding the

Agent Orange claims accords with New Jerseys choice of law the

reasonable commercial expectations of the parties and consistent and

predictable coiistiuction of their obligations
Both Simmons and

Bv2zone IlarfordAccideiuairdlrdemairy Co23 NJ 4471957

support this conclusion In each case the Cow concluded that the law

of the place of contracting governed and noted New Jerseys emphasis

upon uniformity and ease of selection and application Simmons In

particular rejected an argument by the Injured parties that the

paramount interest is universally the forum slates concern for Its own

residents

Instead Simmons focused upon the expectations oldie parties

and the material state contacts Thus except where New Jerseys

interest is predominant or where the applicable foreign law is

repugnant to New Jerseys public policy the place of contracting is

dispositive See e.g Nelson Ins Co of North AmerIca 264

Supp 501 D.NJ 1967 Indeed Westinghouse instructs that

Simmons is controlling and that the paramount interests to be

examined in the first instance Include stability and predictability of

contract interpretation and the conduct of the parties themselves

The trial couriconecily discerned the reach of the evidence

before it of Ncw Yorks Interests here Those Interests which arise by
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virtue of the ltsbetween New York and the policies at Issue New

Yorks regulatory Interest In Insurance contracts negotiated or issued

within its txrrders and New Yorks coherent sophisticated body of

law concerning Insurance are In the contest of Sinmsoss anti Bnzzo.se

predominant here Cf Alaska Packers Azzoc ladusiriol Accidr.u

Coriwrn 294 U.S 532 1935 executIon of corract sufficient to

permit Calilbrnia to exercise legislative control over its performance

and regulate compensation paid to workman Injured dsewbeie

En conirsat New Jerseys hdercas here are merely cciflrer

with those of other states In which an Agent Orange d2Imit resides or

an environmental hazard allegedly attributed to Diamond exists

Consequently as to these panics and policies New Jerseys choice of

law rules lead to application of New York law Thus the Agent

Orange ruling is consonant with Sinrmoiu and should be affirmed

In contrast the contradictory result reached by the court

regarding the environmental claims conflicts with the evidence In

ruling that the presence
of contaminaion provided the predominant

interest the court below adopted rule since questioned by

Westinghouse That ruling may no longer stand here

In short application of these principles leads to remarkably

simple result Both the factual findings made by the trial cowl which

axe not subject to review here and New Jerseys choice of law rules

lead to New York For this remon this Court should affirm the choice

of law ruling made below concerning Agent Orange and in the event

that further proceedings are necessary reverse the contradictory ruling

relating to the environmental claims arlsmg hum the Newark site arid

direct that coverage
of those claims be resolved Ii accordance with

New York law

ic

FT
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1k

The most significant items for which Diamond seeks recovery

horn the defendant insurers as result of its aranIna11on of the Llster

Avenue 3te are Diamonds costs of complying with administrative

consent orders that rupine Diamond to dean up or pemianenhly contain

themany pollutants it released onto the site Pa 10.119971012 On
December 11 1987 the trial court ruled that Diamonds costs of

compliance are damages within the meaning of defrridants Insurance

policies and therefore denied defendants motions for summary
judgment that those costs are not covered Pa 2166-67 That ruling is

wrong and should be reversed

The insurance policies Issued to Diamond obligate She Insurers

to pay all sums which the Insured shall become legally obligated to

pay damases because of Bodily Injury or Property Damage to
which the insurance applies... Pa 21 emphasIs added The

obligation the defendants assumed through this language is obviously

different from and more restricted than the obligation they would have

assumed had the policies required them to pay all sums which the

insured shall become legally obligated to pay because of bodily Injury

or property damage The trial courts holding like the holding of the

Appellate Division In Broadwell Realty Services Inc Fidelity

Casualty Ca supra 218 NJ Super at 527 Improperly treats the

agreement the insurers did make as the equivalent of the agreement
Diamond wishes the insurers had made

In Insurance policies as in other contracts the courts must

give effect to the entire contracL Constructions that treat language

deliberately Included In con1ra as If it were redundant or non
existent should not be adopted See e.g Cfry of Nerwrrk Ha4ord
Accident Indernnfty Co supra 134 NJ Super at 544 Scluiltz

VI IF THIS COURT FINDS ERROR IN THE
JUDGMENT BELOW AS TO ANY OF THE
INSURANCE POLICIES IT SHOULD HOLD THAT
THE TRIAL COURT ALSO ERRED IN

DETERMINING THAT ADMINISTRATIVE
RESPONSE COSTS CONSTITUTE COVERED
DAMAGES
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Kneidi supra 59 NJ Super at 384 The Courts conclusion in
Broadwell that expenses Incurred by viiiue of the lit terroreni and
coercive efIct of governmental decree or to

prevent what would
have been an avoidable legal obligation to pay damages to thud

party 218 NJ Super at 527 completely ignore this basic principle
of contract conslniction.5

Damges is defined as the estimated money equivalent for
detriment or injury sustained Random House Dictionary of the

English Language 504 2d ad 1987 or the estimated reparation in

money for detriment or injury sustained
compensation or satisfaction

imposed by law for wreng or injurycaused by violation of legal
right Websters Third New International Dictionary 571 1986
The payments Diamond mintmake to comply with the consent decrees
are not damages under any of these deliridons

First response costs are not damager because they are not

payment for itjurysustalnet As the court noted in Troy Mills inc
Aetna Castraliy Szrety No 8fl-E-054 N.H Super CL

56
Th Bràadwell cowl Ippdly aseamed that if the DEP had Carried ow Its

threat at clean up the piue.ty itself arid macan Btoadwdll an amoow equal to
triple the coat of the cleanup operation the DEP anseasnieni would be claim fordnagr Thai ansuniplioj is unfounded By undertaking the cleanup the
govamnnarti agency would merely have stepped into the polluters shoes and the
costs the govamoent agency incurred should be treated as if they were the
polluters costs Any amount mind in addition to the coat of cleanup would be
as ii is clearly intended lobe pamahy imposed hnse the pofluter deliberatelyrefused to comply with us obligation to clean up after being ordered to do so
That penalty would he imposed not 1at of bodily injury or lunpaly damage
to which this inunance .ppil.s but b-c.u of tire polluters inanitional eft.n
of iho law Both the plain language of the instuance contracts and the public
policy interest in encomagmg compliance with the law jweclude any claim for
onvaagc of such penal damages

See also Bucks Law Dicsiontsy 351 Sib ed 1979 pecuniary
coanpomazion or irdenmity which may be renovated in the cowls by any pomasiwho Ion sttfud loss detriment or injury whether to his panon upr or
rights through the unlawful actor awasion or nagligeirv of mother ama of
money awarded to prison injured by the tort of another

-5l-
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June20 1989 reprinted in Mealeys Litigation Reports Insurance

No 16 at H-i June 27 1989 swvtari affd No 89-311 Nil
Feb 13 1990

The costs incurred by gencratorj in order to

aunply with these orders will itsuk horn contractual

relations with other individuals who are espenenced

in performing the necessary work Hence the

generator is seeking indemnification for its own

expenses voluntarily incurred and paid to individuals

who are not directly impacted by the hazardous wane

disposal at the landfill

Troy Mills supra at H-i Second the cost of cleaning up caimot be

considered compensation or reparation for damage done because the

cost of restoration bears no necessary relationship to the value of the

injurycaused by Diamonds acts See e.g Continental ins Cos

Northeastern Phannacezuical Chemical Co 842 F.2d 9779868th

Ciren banc cert denied ______ U.S _______ 109 Cr

661988

Courts amund the country have split on this issue Compare
e.g. Conflnenial Ira Cos Northeastern Phanaaceaalcal Chemical

Co supra Maryland Casualty Co Araco Inc 822 F.2d 1348

4th dr 1987 cer denied 484 U.S 1008 1988 Verlan Ltd

John ArmUage Co 695 Supp 950 N.D ill 1988
Maryland Casualty Co Orrnond Supp No 87-3038 slip op
W.D Ark Jan 61989 Hayes Maryland Casualty Co 688

Supp 1513 N.D Fla 1988 and Patrons Oxford Mutual insurance

Co Marois No Ken-89-284 slip op Me Apr 1990 Da

1599 all holding cleanup costs are not damages with e.g
Avondale Industries inc Travelers indenmlsy Co 697 Supp
1314 S.D.N.Y 1988 qffd 887 F.2d 1200 2d Cir 1989 Boeing

Co Aetna Casualty Surety Co No 55700-4 slip op Wash
Jan 1990 reprinted in Mealeys Litigation Reports Insurance

No at B-I Jan 1990 CI Spongier Construcdoit Co
industrial Crankshaft Engineering Co. No 128PA88 slip op
N.C Feb 1990 reprInted In Mealeys Litigation Reports

U.
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Insurance No at A-I Feb 13 1990 American Motorist
Insurance Co Levtlor Lorenszen Inc Clv No 88-1994 slip op
D.N.J Oct 14 1988 applying New York law all holding that
response costs are damages The cases that have found that

response costs are covered by general liability policies however have
unifonuly treated tIE words as damages in the general liability policy
as if those words did not exist The Well-established law of his State

repnres that those words be given meaning and that Dianmeds claim
for

coverage of
response costs be denied

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above the thai courts judgment that

Diamond has no insurance coverage for claims arising out of Its

eighteen years of Intentional and continuous pollution of the Uster
Avenue site should be affirmed If the judgment is not affirmed as to
any of the insurance policies at issue this Court should rule on
defendagg cross-appeals that New York law nor New Jersey law
governs resolution of the coverage Issues relating to the Uster Avenue
pollution claims and that the costs of complying with the consent
decrees requiring clean up of the Uster Aveare site do not constitute
covered damages In that event the case should be remanded for
further pmcecdings consistent with the Courts holdings and with the
holding of the Appellate Division in Dfrraond Shoinrock ChonicaLc Co

Aetna Casuoiy Surety Co 231 NJ Super 1989

.t

-53-
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In DLamor4 Shamrock Chemicals Ce Mfna Casudr Swty Co. suprothe Appellate Division reversed the iris courts aWard of swmuyjudgmentdeclaration that the owned naperty eaclusicir of the policies is inSppIicbIi to

mty of the Newark claims The iris below eapssly left for another peeceedzgif
neeeuaiy the question of the effect of the owned peepctt exclusion onDiamonds claim for coverage Similarly in lig$ of its holding rho iris onundid not determine which inauzance policies would be responsible for .llng thewerae Diammu seeks For these rcsecna cU ar the rmeone stated in taxiDimods request that this Cowi direct the eniry of judgment tn its favor Pb 74carmot be granted
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PART II AGENT ORANGE CLAIMS

STATEMENT OF TIlE FACTS

THE AGENT ORANGE CLASS ACTION

After the Vietnam War servicemen and women along with

their spouses and ddldren filed imoemus civil actions In federal and

stale courts against Diamond Shamrock and other manufacturers of

Ag Orange The Vietnam veterans alleged that dioxin by-product

of the manufacture of afi Agent Orange formulations had catsed bodily

Injury to them and in some instarecs to their families ibese actions

were consolidated and proceeded ma class action in the United States

District Cowl for the Eastern District of New York before Judge Jack

Weinstein ibe clam was definud as hose persons who were in the

United States New Zealand or Australian Armed Forces at wry time

from 1961 to 1972 who were Injured while in or mar Vietnam by

expoernv to Art Oranc or other ienoxy herbicides Iduding dase

composed In whole orin part of243-thchloropnenoyaoeuc acid or

containing mute amount of 237.8-rcuacniorodlbenzo-p.ruoatn The
class also includes spouses parents and drildien of the vetersus born

before January 1984 directly or dcnvativdy injured as insult of

the exposure In re Agent Orange ProduciLiabilily Lirigailon 100

F.R.D 718 729 E.D.N.Y 1983 ccii denied 100 F.R.D 735
mandamus denied 725 F2d 858 2d Or 1984

On May 1984 the plaintiff classes reached agreement with

the seven defendant chemical company mamifacimers of Agent Orange
for settlement of the class action chimi in the total anownt of $180

million Diamond ultimately paid $23.4 million as its Share of the

Thelise OfA.eii Oingç th TheY1eqq Wat

Agent Orange code name developed and used by the

United States Govermnent to Identify certain kind of phenoxy
herbicide was war-related product See In re Agent Orange

-54-
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Product liability Litigation 506 Supp 762.795 E.D.N.Y 1980
Agent Orange was only used as psn of

militaryopcraZux In Vicmarn
these military operations were commonly refared to as OpcignRanch Hand id.59 Diamond Shamrock Itself described Agent
Orange as novel wea1iou of war Di 627

Agent Orange was used
solely to achieve

military objectivesAs Dull Of Appeals for the Second OEUIIt noted

As the bombing in Cambodia was designed to protect
United States military and civilian pogi mm
grave nsk of

personal injwy or death Hohzman
supra 484 F.2d at 1311 n.I so also was the
Presidents decision to use Agent Orange to defoliate

Vietnamese jungle trails decision in whith the
South Vietnamese

military to some extent at least-ci-
In se Agent Orange Product

Liability Litigation 818 F.2d 2042062d Or 1987

The use of Agent Orange in Vietnam was believed

neessamy to deny enemy forces the benefits
ofjunglccosalma along Iraftsponalloij and power ihies and

near friendly areas

in se Agent Orange Pr uct liability LItigation 818 F2d 1871932d CIr 1987 cer denied U.S 108 CL 28981988

Use of Agent Orange In Vietnam was also designed to destioy enemy
crops to restrict Ethel enemys food supplies 506 Supp at 779

in iia
position PSP Agnu Orangc Dinnond itself cisimod thszAgenr Orange wu it cenunajj pmicz Di 628

-55.
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Agent Orange wss applied in special way and desgued for

wartime use As Diamond Shamrock said in its public position paper

on AguOrange

In Vietnam the combination Orange was

foil strength nnkr wtime conditions

ffcdfromdomicon

Da 628 bcic aided

The United States Govenineri had reptintioued Agent Onse
from defendal chemical amputies including Diamond wider the

Defense Production Act and applicable regulations 506 Supp at

795 Agent Orange had been formulated pursuant to govenuneul

specifications established by and imposed upon the masafacuneis by

the United States mffitaiy 818 F.2d az 192

United States veterans who sued Diamond Shamrock were

exposed to Agent Orange and other plienoxy bcibdd in Vienmo

conseqince of effons wlcflcn by the United SIs miliwy

forces to defoliate the jungle 818 F.2d 152 anpli added The

Second Circuit noted that in related a2ionsu die Diatrici Cowt held

ihat the soldiers exponue to Agent Orange aid their dInç anang out

of such exposure were Ninddent in aid ithing out of planiffs

military service 818 F.2d at 159 emphasis added

The Absenco Of Any Carnal Cormection Between Agent

Orange And The Injuries Alleted

After they had settled with the class the defeidam clannical

companies Including Diamond moved for zimlmaly judgmcrd sgsint

the Agent Orange plaintiffs who had opted out of the class action In

support of that motion Diamond and the other defendas argued that

the overwhelming weight of medical and scientific evidence

CIeIaid 531 Supp 724 728 E.D.Pi.Y 1982

-56-
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demonstrates no causal connection between Agent Orange and the

vanous adverse health effects alleged Da 1519

Judge Weinstein granted munaryjudgmcrd motion on the

grounds that no opt-out plaintiff could prove that particular ailment

was caused by Agent Orange and that no phinliff could prove which

defendant had manufactued Agent Orange that allegedly cuced his

or her injury in re Agent Orange Prothts Litthilhty Litigation 611

Supp 1223 1260.63 E.D.N.Y 1985 818 F.2d 187 2d
Cir 1987 cert denied U.S 108 S.CL 2898 1988
The court found that the opt-ours had offered no evidence that Vietnam

veterans suffer from the maladies they alleged with any greater

frequency than other persons Id at 1239 The court further found

that each of the sound and reliable epidemiologic studies of Agent

Orange-exposed veterans concluded that there is no evidence of

causal link between Agent Orange and illness or death

number of sound epidemiological studies have been

conducted on the health effects of exposure to Agent

Orange These are the only useful studies having

any bearing on causation

All the othcr data supplied by the parties rests on

surmise and inapposite exuapolarions from animal

studies and industrial accidents It is hypothesized

that predicated on this experience adverse effects of

Agent Orange on plaintiffs migt at some time in the

future be shown to some degree of pichability

The available rclevant studies have addressed the

direct effects of exposure on servicepersons and the

indirect effect of exposure on spouses and children of

servicepersons No acceptable study to date of

Vietnam veterans and their families concludes that

there is causal connection between exposure to

Agent Orange and the senous adverse health effects

claimed by plaintiffs

NJ DE P00002894
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In September 1984 Diamond commenced the Instant action

seeking among other things declaration that it was entitled to

insurance coverage from some or all of the defendants for Its

contribution to the settlement of the Agent Orange cIaimt At the

request of certain defnda in late January 1985 the vial court

ordered Diamond to supplement its complaint to add defendants

certain liability inuuczs which puovided coeragc for bodily injury that

occurred in certain specified foreign countries reina1ter refoned to as

the foreign risk lnsurezs

In this Appeal defendants challenge certain rulings of the trial

court during the course of proceedings below that allowed recovery
for

Diamond for its contribution to the Agent Orange settlement

Specifically the trial cowl improperly granted Diamonds motion to

strike dehudanis defense tased on certain policy language excluding

damage or injury incident to war even though it is undisputed that the

Agent Orange claims arose as consequence of war Da 1050 In

addition the trial court denied certain defendants motion for summary

judgment in their favor on the grounds that Diamond could rot present

proof of injury as required under the policies despite Judge

Weinsteins rulings in the Agent Orange class action that it was highly

unlikely that any plaintiff could prove any causal rdadcrnlfip between

Agent Orange and any alleged Injury Da 1059 The trial court also

improperly refused to apply Diamonds foreign liability insurance

which covers claims Involving injuries which took place outside the

United States to the Agent Orange claims Pa 56

In its Opinion the trial court reaffirmed its earlier ruling

denying the applicability of batch clause provision in the policies

which established 133 occurrences the number of lots of Agent

Orange undisputedly sold to the Govenunerd Finally the thai corus

Opinion awarded Diamond prejudgment inlercet for the full amount of

its Agent Orange settlement hum the date on which payment was made

Defendants appeal each of these rulings

NJ0EP00002895
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In response to Diamonds appeal with respect to the trial

couns Agent Orange rulings assuming Diamond is cnthkd to

recovery the trial court paperiy ejecwi joint seal iability.6

Moreover contrary to DIamonds assenlon the trial cowl applied

proper allocation formula based on the plain language of the subject

policies In addition the thai cowt properly applied one per occurralce

limit for each 3-year excess policy Finally the trial court correctly

ruled that the one month exionsion to the 3-year policy of American Re
Insurance Company does not provide additional

coverage in the amount

of $3 millicnperoccunence

Ill THE TRIAL

DEFENSES
EXCLUSIONS

COURT ERRED
BASED UPON

IN STRIKING
WAR RISK

Defendants in In re Agent Orange PrcductLiabilisy

Lisigationj manufactured certain herbicides for civilian

use They did not design AgenL Orange nor were

they in the business of designing herbicides for

military use... Defendants were directly ordered

by the United States military to produce on massive

scale novel weanon of war untested in battle and

61 The trial court held that New York law applied to the Agent Orange claims

based Cu the aubtantisl evidence of the nexus of the nenwuice ...gi.to to NewYo The trial court also held that New Jeney law .ppI4 to die New.k clans
despite the nexus of the contracts to New Yoik Diesiond and does not

appeal those rulings but complalin that the trial courts conclusion that New
York law should apply to the Agent Orenge claims is wrong both as nuner of
fact and as miner of law Pb 59.60 Defendants discuss the pogeicty of the

trial couns finding diii New York law should apply to the Agent Oresge Claims

because New York is the center of gravity of Diamonds insurc aun in Pan
of this brief See pp 45-49 siçra

-59-
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designed by the government to achieve its war-tlaicd

objectives

Da 627 emphasis added

Da 628

Agent Orange was not cnmerciiL product ft was

50-50 mixture of .rwo herbicides weed killers

that Diamond Shamrock produced at the time of the

Vietnam War between 1966 and 1969...

Government authorities did not seek advice from

Diamond Shamrock as to the use of Agent Orange

nor did they advise Diamond Shamrock how the

product would be used

In commercial use each oldie componentl products

is diluted before application and then sprayed under

controlled conditions Both have been used by

farmers foresters and ranchers for nearly 40 years

with no evidence of outbreaks of health problems

ascribed to Agent Orange in the lawsuits... In

Vietnam the combination was sprayed full strength

under wartime conditions quite different from

domestic ones

Background Facts

This cross appeal addresses the propriety of the trial courts

rejection on motion without opportunity for trial of factual issues of

defenses raised by those defendants that Issued insurance contracts

excluding liabilities incident to war The court ignored substantial

evidence demonstrating she close nexus between Diamonds liability for

the risks associated with the development and use of Agent Orange in

the Vietnam war effort

MJDEPt289l
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The insurance contracts issued by DiamonYs excess insurers

in the l96 contained the following exclusion

This contract thafi not apply

excei In respect of occurrences Inking place in the

United States of Amcrica to any liahility of the

Assured directly or indirectly occasioned by.

haupening through or in consequenne of war

invasion acts of foreign enemies hostilities whether

war be declared or not civil war rebellion

revolution insurrection miLitary or uswpcd power or

confiscation or nationalizalion or requisition or

destruction of or damage to property by or under the

order of any goveninent or public or local authority

Da 602-04 emphasis added

The purpose of such clause is to eliminate an insurers

Liability in circumstances in which it is Impossible to evaluate the risks

The clause effectuates that purpose by excluding coverage for all claims

indirectly occasioned by war Courts have king recognized and

enforced war risk clauses For example in Jorgenson Metropolitan

Life Insurance Co 136 N.J.L 148 152-3 1947 the New Jersey

Supreme Cowl acknowledged

Military or naval service in time of war whether in

training or combat Is admittedly hazardous fraught

with incalculable danger Ills difficult to determine

the scope of risks assumed by members of the anned

forces in view of the methods of warfare keeping in

mind the possible devastation of present and future

developments An insurance company has the right

to limit its liability to particular risks

.61-

The war risk exclusion
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Similarly in Shneiderman Metropolitan Casualty Co 14 A.D 2d

284 288 220 N.Y.S.2d 947 951 1961 New York court

ealned

The war exclusion is typical of such clauses It eliminates all

coverage when Diamonds liability is directly or indirectly occasioned

by happens through or in consequence
of waC

use of Agent OranQe in Vietnsm

The United Sias developed Agent Orange to combat unique

difficulties encountered by soldiers in the Vietnam war The thick

vegetation created number of difficulties for American soldiers

engaged in guenhia war with the Viet Cong It concealed tite movement

of enemy troops
and permitted roadside ambushes uponunsuecting

servicemen In re Agent Orange Products Liability Liiigaion 597

Supp 740 E.D.N.Y 1984 The agrarian portions of the country also

permitted the Viet Cong to raise crops hL at 775

In late 1961 President Kennedy authorii2d the use of Agent

Orange and other defolianls in Vietnam upon the iecommendiiOfl of

the Department of Defense and the Department of State Id Agent

Orange was growth regulator thai defoliates by inducing

malfUnction in the growth process Id at 776 The Department of

Defense had previously funded study by experts in the Department of

Agriculture to evaluate the possible usehthteas of Agent Orange to the

war effort Da 679-80 The study found Agent Orange to be more

effective than any other herbicide which was tested Pa 681

NJDEP00002899
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The provision for exclusion of liability from such

risk is necessitated by the inability to properly gange

premiums to cover such risk and the need of

protecting the company horn financial disaster



use spraying of Agent Orange began in 1962 under the code

name Operatlon Ranch Hand Initially sprayed near Saigon to

prevent ambushes on the roads it was also applied to destroy field

crops Id at 775 The spraying of Agent Orange increased with the

escalation of United Stales Involvement In the war Id at 776 An
estImated 10% of the total acreage of South Vietnam was sprayed with

Agent Orange

Agal Orange was net commercial producl It was never sold

to commercial users Rather it was manufactured according to

specifications developed by the United States govenunent specifically

for Use war effort in Vietnam 627-28 The govenunert foanulated

its specifications to develop novel weapon of war for its war-
related objectives rather than using an existing commercial product
Da 627

flse saliny considerations that come Into play waler peace time

conditions simply do not apply to products designed for war For

example the military spccifii11ons called for Agent Orange to be

applied at full strength whereas comparable commercial products are

diluted Da 628 Agent Orange was sprayed at the rate of Vflost per
acre as compared 101 gallon per acre for 5liflar commercial herbicides

Id at 776 ft is therefore significant that Diamond had sold

herbicides similar to Agent Orange for nearly 40
years without the

adverse health consequences ascribed to Agent Orange Da 628

Moreover the exigencies of war further compounded the

increased dangers already inherent In the Agent Orange specifications

Higher concentrations often would be found because of double

spraying drifts miscalculations and sudden jeltisoning of payload

incident to the confusion of war and the need for aircraft to avoid

enemy fire Id

One of the scientists engaged to study the effectiveness of

Agent Orange as weapon of war who was Later retained by
Diamond as an expert in this litigation succinctly described the biherent

danger Involved in products designed for and subject to the exigencies

of war as opposed to products designed fur commercial use
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We knew that there were some adverse effects from the

use of DIM but we felt too that with proper regulation

and with proper usage that the adverse effects could be

Is that roughly spkIng the same view you hold with

respect totheuseof AgentOrange

Noitwoutdntbethesameatall

Could you explain the difference

The difference is that Agent Orange was used to achieve

military objective DIM was net used to obtain military

objective it was used agriculturally Agent Orange has

never been used agriculturally

The increased dangers inherent to the exigencies and vagaries

of war were iecogniied at length in the underlying proceedings In

striking the indemnity and contribution claims against the United

Slates Judge Weinstein applied the judicial doctrine prohibiting d2imc

that arise incident to military service for what would otherwise

constitute an acdorrble wrong in re Agent Orange Products

Liability LitigatIon 506 Supp 762 770 ED.N.Y 1980 The

court reasoned that the extreme conditions arising from military service

made it improper for military decisions to be second guessed by the

civilian justice system Id at 771 In particular the claims of the class

arose solely from their military service arising out of exposure to

herbicide used for military purpose Id at 776

Likewise as Judge Weinstein observed the Agent Orange

manufactured by Diamond was in full compliance with government

-64-
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Judge Weinsteins rulings regarding the non
commercial use of Agent Orange
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specifications See In re Agent Orange Product LiaLitüy Litigation

565 Supp 1263 1274 E.D.N.Y 1983 Damages caused by

Agent Orange occurred in Vietnam due to its particular uses in the war

effort and hence were obviously occasioned by war

Judge Weinstein also empbasizd the particular war-related

non-commercial uses of Agent Orange in Vietnam that caused the

plainiif injuries

As compared to commercial use of herbicides the

government
increased health rids by spraying

in much greater concentrations than recommended by

the manufacturers for civilian usc failing to

inform users to guard against direct contact with the

herbicide failing to take precakms to warn those

who might be exposed to the herbicide failing to

warn those in the area where it was used to avoid

contact with vegetation and drinking or bathing in

contaminated water oraling contaminated food and

failing to provide sanitary precautions such as

showers and fresh clothing and medical attention to

those who were exposed

Members of the armed services were exposed to

Agent Orange in number of different ways Air

Force personnel handled the Agent Orange in

preparation for large scale spraying from the air

Hand and mechanical equipment was used locally to

clear the perimeter of installations Troops were

exposed to the spraying when they walked and lived

in areas with affected vegetation Some drank water

or ate food prepared front crops that had been

contaminated with Agent Orange The exigencies of

battle sometimes resulted in fast dumping of large

quantities of the herbicide on troops It is rot

disputed that the amount sprayed per acre vastly

exceeded what would have been used in commercial

farming or plant clearing activides by civillaus

NJDEP000029O2



in re Agent Orange Product Liability LitigatIon 597 Supp 740
819 E.D.N.Y 1984

The decision of the Second Circuit affirming dismissal of the

opt out claims articulated the problems inherent in applying legal

standards governing civilian life to decisions regarding dte mllilmy use

of Agent Orange It noted that the military contract defense for

products manufactured according to government specifications
advances the

separation of powera and safeguards the process of

military procurement In re Agent Orange Products Liability

Litigation 818 F.2d 187 191 2d Cir 1987 cer denied US
108 Ct 28981988 The court went on to note

The allocation of such decisions to other branches of

government recognizes that military service In peace

as well as in war Is Inhensuly more dangerous than

civilian life Civilian Judges and Juries are not

compctcnt to weigh the coat of injuries caused by
oroduct against the cost of avoidance lost military

Moreover military goods may utilize advanced

technology that has not beca fully tested See Mckay
Rockwell Intl Corp 704 F.2d 444 at 449-50

9th dr 1983 cc denied 464 U.S 1043

1984 in setting specifications for military

equipment the United States Is required by the

exigencies of our defense effort to push technology
towards Its limits and thereby to Incur risks beyond

aoods

Id emphasis added

.3
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ft is illogical that many of Diamonds insurers which received

protection finns liability attendant to war ultimately turned out to be the

only entities denied protection from the inherent and increased risks

associated with the military decision to develop and apply Agent
Orange as weapon of war

The Agent Orange Claims Arose As Consequence Of
Wa

The basic prmnise of the trial courts ruling against applicability

of the exclusions is that the dangers associated with Agent Orange were
not enhanced by the existence of the war Pa 529 However the

above facts amply demonstrate that the same vagaries and exigencies
that typically increase war time risks permeated the use of Agent
Orange in Vietnam Indeed the military use and

purpose for Agent
Orange extended from its initial development including the evaluation

of safety risks and the specifications calling for use at full rcngth to

its actual deployment in Vietnam under warconditions

In denying the
applicability of die exclusion the trial court mad

into the language two artificial limitations that it applies only to

instances where liability was linked to an act of inteniional4 striking

out at another human being and that it could only apply if friendly
forces were mistakenly injured in the process of attempting to strike out
at hostile forces Pa 530-33 Nothing in the language of the
exclusions supports this limiting construction

By their temis the exclusions at Issue are not limited solely to
those situations

involving the attempted-bat-mistaken Intentional

striking out by one individual upon another who happens to be friend

rather than foe --
during wartime The exclusions apply broadly to

injury or damage that is directly or Indirectly due to
consequence of happens through or occasioned by war They
are not limited itt any way to damage or injury directly caused by
intentional acts of aggression Moreover such artificial limitations

directly contradict prior case law addressing similar language

NJDEP000029O4
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The applicable standard was articulated by the United Stares

Supreme Court in Standard Oil Co of NJ United Starer 340 U.S

541950 which involved collision between steam tanker owned

by the insured and Navy minesweeper clearing the channel

approaches to New York harbor Both vessels were at fault for the

collision in failing to comply with the applicable rules of good

seamanship The Court had to determine whether liability of the tanker

for damage to the minesweeper was covered by war risk policy

insuring g2irLq consequences
of hostilities or warlike operations

or imder the tankers marine perils policy Id at 53-56

The Court began its analysis by recognizing that minesweeping

operations constitute warlike operations within the meaning of the

policies Id at 56 However it further reasoned that common sense

dictates that there must be some causal relationship between the warlike

operation and the collision Id at 57 Under the circumstances the

exclusions applicability was for the trier of fÆctto determine

Id at 58

whether the loss was vredomlnarrlly or proximately

caused by usual navigational hazards and therefore

an ordinary marine insurance riskor whether it was

caused by extra-ordinary perils stemming from the

mine sweeping and therefore war insurance risk

Particularly on point is international Dairy Engineering Co of

Asia Inc American Home Assurance Co 352 F.Supp 827

N.D.Cal 1970 affd 474 F.2d 1242 9th Cir 1973 where the

cowl held that the accidental burning of civilian warehouse In South

Vietnam in 1967 by flare dropped by the United Stales Air Force to

facilitate night operations against the Vim Cong was hostile act and

consequence of hostilities or war-like operations as well asa

consequence of civil war revolution rebellion insurrection and civil

strife arising therefrom Id at 830-31 in that case the insured

argued that the war risk exclusion should not apply because the flare

had not been dropped on the warehouse as part of hostile act but

rather the flare had been negligently dropped on the warehouse and
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thus the hostile character of its use did not cause the fire This

argument was tejected by the district and appellate courts since the

flare had been dropped in cormection with ntilitaiy operations which

was enough to trigger application of the war risk exclusion In

upholding the application of the exclusion the District Court slated

Although flares are not themselves weapons designed

to destroy or hami all of the purposes for which

flares were being used in Vietnam would be

hostile acts by bdlligegil In the sane that all those

purposes involved use of flares in conjunction with

weapons capable of firepower and to expose enemy
fortes to that firepower

352 Supp at 829

Just as parachute flaits were dropped in order to expose enemy
troops Agent Orange likewise was applied to eliminate ambishes fnun

hidden enemy guemlias Moreover the use of Agent Orange to

destroy enemy crops brings the application well within the notion of

l.istile act against an adverse power Inienaxional Dairy vgineering
Co Mia Inc Amertcoj Home Msurance Co 474 F.2d 1242
1243-449th Qr 1973 See alco Home Ins Co Davila 212 F.2d

731 1st Cir 1954

The trial court distinguished international Dairy because it

involved human beings striking out at other human beings Pa 530-

31 However the courts analysis was inconect since the dropping of

parachute flaxes in international Dairy was no greater dixphysical

threat to the enemy than the spraying of Agent Orange Both

comprised an integral component to the overall war effort in Vietnam
The insurers therefore should have been afforded an opportunity to

demonstrate at trial that the rue of Agent Orange in time of war entailed

greatly enhanced risks to innocent parties than otherwise exist in peace
time conditions

The illogic of the trial courts analysis is evidenced by
Diamonds own concession with respect to the efficacy of the similar
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war risk exclusion in the policy of the Insurance Cinpaiy of the State

of Pennsylvania ISOr Pa 303-07 That exclusion pnvided

war.

No liability shall aflach to the company under this

policy for consequence whether direct or indirect of

Diamond conceded at oral irgument that the ISOP exclusion

piecluded coverage Pa 503-04 The trial cowl therefore not only

denied Diamonds motion to strike ISOPs defense based on the

exclusion but also granted ISOPs cmss-motion for summary

judgment on that defense Pa 527 In view of this concession

Diamond cannot seriously contend that the Agent Orange claims were

not consequence of the Vietnam War

Diamond thus conceded that the ISOP exclusion wan effective

Pa 503-04 The trial court at the same time was of the view that there

were no material differences in the various wordings of the exclusions

ford geoliabiltyincidenttowar

The language of the vaiious clauses is not identicaL

and In my judgment the difference in language is nnt

significant because the critical factor is the functional

analysis of what it is that all of these war risk clauses

am meant legitimately to achieve

Pa 527-28 straightforward analysis of the wording of the various

exclusions demonstrates that just an the ISOP exclusion applies to

preclude coverage for injuries or damage incident to war admittedly

similarexclusions In the Insurance contracts of the other defendants

also serve to preclude coverage

For all of the above reasons the trial court impinperly granted

plaintiffs motion to strike defenses based on exclusions incident to war

and should at minimum have permitted the defendants to present

evidence at full factual heating on the applicability of the exclusions
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THE TRIAL COURT IMPROPERLY ALLOWED
RECOVERY WHEN THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE
THAT BODILY INJURY RESULTED DURiNG ANY
POLICY PERIOD

Bgmund

fllliflRL

In his decision approving die settlement of the Agent Orange
class action Judge Weinstein found that it was highly unlikely that

except for those who havc or who have had cbloracne any plaintiff
could legally prove any causal relationship between Agent Orange and
any otber injury including birth defects In reAgeu Orange Product
Liabiliry LiUgailon 591 Supp 740 749 E.D.N.Y 1984
However the court pointed out that no proof had been shown of any
chloracne injury to the plaintiffs 597 SUppL at 856 Indeed Judge
Weinstein cited

study by the Veterans Administration which found
no cases of chioracue traced to the use of Agent Orange in Vietnam
Id

The Second Circuits decision affirming the settlement also
observed substantial pmblerns for the class in proving causation It

noted that the weight of present scientific evidence thus does not
establish that personnel serving in Vietnam were injured by Agent
Orange In re Agent Orange Product Ii iliryliuigntion 818 F.2d
145 172 2d Cii 1987

The excess insurance
policies Issued to Diamond fbr the period

1957 to 1975 provided that the excess insurers would indemnify
Diamond for any and all sums which Diamond shall become liable to
pay for bodily injury arising out of an occurrence Da 15 These
policies further provided

-71-

Diamonds exc insurance
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LOSS PAYAELE

Uabllity under this Policy with respect to any

-occurrence shall not attach unless and until the

Assured or the Assureds underlying bunters shall

have paid or have been held liahie to pay the amow

of underlying limit on account of such occurrence

flre Assured shall make definite claim ftr any loss

For which the Company may be liable under the

Policy wiihinTwelve 12 months after the Assured

shall have paid an amount of Ultimate Net Loss In

excess of the amoini of the underlying limits or after

the Assureds liability shall have been fixed and

renderul certain either by final judgment apinat
the

Assured alter actual thai or by written agreement
of

the Assured the claimant and the Company

24-25 Thus the excess Insurers obligation to indemnify Diamond

would only arise where judgment in excess of underlying Insurance

was entered against Diamond or where the excess insurer agreed in

writing to sevlement which was in excess of underlying insurance

Diamonds failure to present claim to its excess

insurers

By telex dated May 1984 iamosrd advised certain of Its

excess insurers that the seven Agent Oiage defendants were going to

settle the class action for total sum of $180 million Da 223-24

1376-fl Mr Stauffer Diamond Shaintocks risk manager conceded

that this telex did not tell Diamonds insurance camera bow much

Diamond would be paying out of this amouriL Da 1378 Moreover he

acknowledged that Diamond had not communicated any theory of

trigger of coverage to its excess insurers at that time Id

After Diamond entered into she Agent Orange settlement ft

continued to fall to submit claim to its excess insurers Mr Stauffer

admitted at trial that he never made specific dollar request for
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indemnification to any excess insurer Id Thus as the trial court

pointed out during Mr Stauffts testimony

an excess carrier is given some data about

the amount of the settlement and about the possible

years to which the settlement would be attributed he

woujdn know whether his policy bearuecrigagrd at

all... He just wouldnt even know If he were

within the dollar range where he might have to

Da 1380.81

The Rulinus Of1lr Trial

By Order dated Febniajy 41988 the trial court denied the

motion of certain excess irrtiuers seddngpanla1smunaryjudgmon
the grounds that Diamond carmot prove that any bodily injury rearthul

to the Agent Orange claimants Da 1059 While acknowledging that

the Agent Orange claimants were unable to prove Injury Da 1053 the

cowl ruled at follows

do not think it is
necessary fbr Diamond Shamrock

to be able to prove that any Individual or any groups
of individuals exposed to Agent Orange in Vietnam

actually did experience any injury

think it is beside the point and legally irrelevant

whether any of the veterans in Vietnam were actually

injured by Agent Orange

Da 1053-55 The court concluded that there was coverage simply
because there was serious claim asserted against Diamond about
which the excess insurei had been notified Da 1056

73
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The Excess Policies Are Not Obligated To Indemnify

Diamond For Its Settlement

It is well established that court has duty to enforce clear and

unambiguous provisions in an insurance policy as they ait written

See e.g. Kampf Franklin Lift Insurance Co. 33 NJ 36 42.43

1960 Steiker Philadelphia National Insurance Co. NJ 159

1661951 As slated by the Supreme Court

Whatever may be the rules of construction when

policy of irmtrancc is ambiguous it has long been the

law in this State that when the contract is clear the

cowl is bound to enforce the contract as it finds it

The law will not make better contract for parties

than they themselves have seen fit to enter into or

alter it for the benelit thur party and to the detriment

of the other flr judicial function of court of law

is to enforce the contract asit is wiiuen7

James Federal Insurance Co. N.J 21 24 1950 quoting

Kupfersmith Delaware Insurance Co. 84 Nil271 275

1912

In this case the contract entered into between the parties Is

clear and unambiguous and should be enforced as written As

Diamond itself acknowledges coverage Is triggered by an occurrence

which requires the existence of bodily injury during the policy period

Pb 52-53 Indeed this principle is well established wider both New

York and New Jersey law

For example In the leading case of American Home Products

Corp liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 565 Supp 1485 S.D.N.Y

1983 aj7d as modified 748 F.2d 760 2d CIr 1984 the district

court held that Insurance policies require showing of actual injury

sickness or disease occurring during the policy period based upon the

facts proved in each particuLar case 565 Supp at 1489 On

appeal the Second Circuit agreed with the district court that hat policy

-74-
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language at heue permitted only one reasonable Interpretation that of
injury in fac oonc1udinr

Where as here the Contracts language admits of

QcJnterpllimL the cowl need not

look to extrinsic evidence of the parties flent or to

rules of construction to ascertain the contracts

memm

748 F.2d at 765 emphasis added

In analyzing the coverage disprite before it the Second Circuit

agreed with the district courts ruling that

The plain language the policyj demands that

insured prove the caine of the occurrence accident or

exposure the result injury sickness or disease
and that the renilt occurred during the policy perloiL

748 F.2d at 763 emphasis added

The New
Jersey Supreme Court likewise acknowledged the

mquüenrent of proof of bodily injury in RarfdAccident Inderrariry

Company Aetna Life Casualty lasurance Co 98 N.J 18
1984 In that case the Court denied coverage pointing to the
relevant language of the policy winch provided coverige for an
occurrence resulting in bodily injwy during the policy period and held
that the cxistcnce of coverage would require showing that
claimant actually suffered bodily lujury 98 NJ at 28 emphasis
added

Judge Weinsteins ruling on causatiàn in the
underlying Agent

Orange case is disposilive of the Issuc of whether there has been
bodily Injury and hence an occurrence under Diamonds lnswuncc
policies In

applying New York law the Court In Amerjcav Rome
Products emphasized the collateral estcppcl effect-of the underlying
litigation on the issue of when an Injury occurred 565 Supp
14851509 SD.N.Y 1983 The Counexplaineti that the

underlying

rt
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trial will also often maul finding of when the cnmpcnsablc injury

occuned and will consequently resolve the issue of coverage Id at

1510

Other courts have also emphasized that an insurers duty to

indemnify usual be determined by the actual facts relating to the

underlying claim For example in Travelers Insurance Co

WoJdumn I4asrrlal Lthorawries Corp. 883 F.2d 109210991st Cli

1989 the cowl pointed out that an insurers obligation to defend is

measured by the allegations of she underlying complaint while the duty

to indemnify Is determined by the facts which are usually established

at maL Similarly as the court explained in YakAma Cement ProdUcts

Co Great Americas Msurance Co 14 Wash App 557544 P.2d

763 767 1975 Coverage or an insurers duty to pay depends

upon the tual determination of facts surmssr4ing the claimed injury

relative to the policy provisions

The actual facts in the case demonstrate that there was no

comperimble Injury
in the underlying Agent Orange case That finding

collaterally estops Diamond from somehow trying now to create an

injury for insurance coverage purposes

When presented
with the undisputed evidence of no Injury the

trial court simply elected to absolve Diamond of its buiden of proving

injury for insurance coverage purposes In fact the court concluded

that it was legally Irrelevant whether any class memberwas injured Pa

57 In reaching this conclusion the cowl looked only to whether the

allegations if proven Involved claim for injury However this

standard is the wrong standard to apply to an Insurers duty to

indemnify

The New York Court of Appeals has made It clear that even in

cases of negotiated settlements there can be no duly 10 Indemnify

unleas there is first covered loss Servidone Crrnszruction Corp

Security Insurance Co of Harford 64 N.Y.2d 419 423 488

N.Y.S.2d 139142477 N.E.2d 4414441985 The mere fact that

Diamond chose to settle the underlying case does not create insurance

coverage unless the loss was otherwise covered by the policy

.1

p4
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Moreover the reasonableness and good faith of Diamonds settlement

of the Agent Orange case is of no significance and certainly cannot

establish
coverage that does net otherwise exist Here as conceded by

Diamond and found by the court there is no bodily injury and hence no

obligation to indemnify

The lnrpnçriety of relying on fset of settlement ocsndlIsh

indemnity coverage is fwther evidenced by unequivocal language of

Diamonds excess policiet In the event of settlement the policies

obligate the excess insurers to indemnify Diamond only where the

excess insurer has agreed in writing to the settlement

Diamond has not and cannot establish that written consent

was given To the contrary Diamond never told Its excess insurers the

amount of Its settlement payment Da 1376-fl Further Diamond has

never submitted specific dollar claim for indemnification from any
excess insurer Da 13Th This Diamond has not complied with the

clear policy language which requires consent by an excess Insurer as
condition precedent to Indeinnilicazion The absence of written consent

by Diamonds excess insurers is fatal to Its claim for indemnification

In sum because Diamond has consistently taken the position
and the courts have found thar there was no bodily injurysuffered by
the plaintiffs in the Agent Orange litigation there can be nocoverage
for Diamonds settlement payment under the applicable policies

COVERAGE IS AFFORDED BY DIAMONDS
FOREIGN LIABILITY INSURANCE

The trial court misconstrued and impropedy refused to apply
Diamonds foreign liahihity insurance to the Agent Orange claims Da
152015411564 ltmihtizcddefendantsposftjopfl
defendants argue that Diamond Is limited to those foreign risk policies

in seeking coverage Pa 56 Thus the court understood the

excess insurers to be arguing that If the foreign liability policies

applied there would be no coverage under the excess policies Pa 56
No such

argument was made by the excess Insurers
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Diamonds foreign liability insurance applies to claims

involving injuries which took place outside the United States Da

152315451573 Such insurance was considered primary insurance

for pwposes of the excess insurance policies issued to Diamond Da

424-25.442 Thus in situation where the foreign liability insurance

would apply the excess policies would require payment of the full

limits of these policies In other words the excess policies would have

no obligation to pay until there was exhaustion of the limits of the

coverage provided by both the foreign liability coverage
and the Aetna

coverage The excess policies continue to apply but they apply in

excess of the foreign liability coverage

In concluding that Diamonds foreign liability policies do not

apply the court erroneously held that the product liability claims in

this case arc not foreign risks Pa 56 However the issue of whether

the product liability claims involve foreign risks is irrelevant to the

applicability of Diamonds foreign liability insurance That insurance

covers the Agent Orange or any other claims of Diamond If the alleged

injury occurs in foreign location including In South Vietnam

Moreover the fact that any lawsuit arising out of these claims is

eventually filed in the United States Is irrelevant to the applicability of

this coverage since it is the location of the injury not the location of

the lawsuit that controls coverage

The court found that injury to the Agent Orange claimants wok

place in South Vietnam Pa 51 Based upon that finding coverage

under the foreign liability policies necessarily follows Thus this

coverage must be exhausted before any excess policy is obligated to

provide indemnification to Diamond

The court also based its conclusion that Diamonds foreign

liability insurance did not apply on the finding that the insured

occurrence took place in the United States when the ptoduit was

delivered to the military Pa 56 However It is the place of the iniurv

that controls whether the foreign liability insurance Is applicable

Indeed this Is best demonstrated by Diamonds prior handling of

foreign injury claims

F..

----- .-
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In the early 1960s numerous claims were made against
Diamond as result of chloracne injuries in South America These
claims involved 245-T products manufactured by Diamond at its

Newark plant the same plant that manufactured Agent Orange
Diamonds foreign risk insurers were notified of these claims by
Diamond and paid them and

coverage by the foreign carriers was not
disputed Da 154-56 159

The only potential differences between the Agent Orange
claims and these South America claims is that they involve different

foreign countries and different products These differences are
irrelevant insofar as coverage under these policies is concerned These
claims are identical for

purposes of coverc since they both involve
injuries occurring within foreign country arising out of

exposure to

products manufactured at Diamoncfs Newark plant While Diamond
contends that the Agent Orange claims are different because the lawsuit
was filed in the United States that fact does nor somehow negate the
foreign coverage as long as the injury takes place in the foreign
country

In sum Diamonds foreign coverage is triggered since the
alleged bodily injury i.e. exposure to Agent Orange indisputably
took place In South Vietnam The courts ruling that the foreign
liability Insurance does not apply should therefore be reversed.62

62The cott dismissed .11 claims for coverage for the Agent Orange claims
against the foreign liability iniurets on the powst that Diamond was guilty ofWe notice under New Yot law Those iusurets were first notified

lotig after the
Agent Orange claims had been settled by Diamond and after Diamond hadcommed this action Recognizing the legal and factual correctness of this
late notice ruling Diamond did not appeal from this ruling Therefore if thisCourt holds that Diamonds foreign liability insurance coverage applies to the
Agent Orange claims Diamond should be respomible for the

resulting losf in
coverage due to its late notice of the Agent Orange claims to the foreign liabilityinsurers
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VI APPLICATION OF THE BATCH CLAUSE COMPELS
FINDING OF 133 OCCURRENCES

11 .-

Prior to 1967 Mmis policies set forth Aetnas agreement

tb pay on behalf of die Insured all sums which the Irmued shall

become legally obllgmd to pay as daniag became of bodily Injury

sIckne or disease Including death at any time resulting therefrom

sustained by any person and caused by accidenL63 Di 662 Under

sniion erdided Limitsof Liability the pre-1967 policies incuporatsd

imth dawceM The batch clause provided diat

Da 665

such hrnages smgout of one lot of goods or

products prepared or acquired by the named Imuied

or by another trading under his name shall be

cosurdered as arising out of one accideoL

In 1967Aemgedtoanewfonnofpolicywhicij
provided coverage on per occurrenco basis rather than per arcldcuu

basis At Diamonds request batch clause endoraernent war added

to the occurrence form of policy Da 633-34 This endorsement

All such damage arising out of one lot of goods or

products prepared or acquhed by the named Insured

63 of 1960 she policy 1angv.e we arnanded by an codoiicincnt that

rubathuzed ocsuence for socidee. 20

64
The rams lot .txt batch have the eame me.tsasg and am uaed inurdamgeabty
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At the same time as reflected by the testhizony of bic
Diamond also understood that inclusion of the batch clause required
that each batch give use to Stk oomzren

Now with respect to the operation of the batch clause Is

it flue that if an accident resulted 1mm batch of Diamond

product that accident would constitute single
occurtonce

Yes

And if there vere five batches that resulted in five separate
accidents that would be five occurrenceS undcr thc

policy isthat

-81-

Da 666

or by another trading under his name shall be
considered as aziting ont of one oomnesice

Diamond negotiated to have the batch clause incorporated by
way of endorsement to aid certainty to the ber of deductibles it

might be required to pay for multiple dh
arisIng out of common

product defect 530 It perceived the pOihIliiy that it would be

required to pay separate dcductible forei claim Therefore it

warned to be zespoisib1e for only one deductible or the total amount of

damage caused by lot or batch of Its product and the batch clause

accomplished that goal moie deflnltlvdy than the oomnence tcti
don Da469

And if there was second batch of lire same product that

caused dzffeient accident that would be second

ocairrenc is that correct

Yes
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At its Harrison New Jersey plant Diamond

Shamrock produced two lots of superconcenuatcd

vitamin D-3 resin which became maclive and thus

defective at the Harrison plant The iwo Harrison lots

were shipped to Diamond Shamrocks Louisville

Kentucky plant where the defective resin was

sprayed on corn cob fractions to produce four lots of

Nopdez 200H vitamin D-3 livestock food

supplement As result each of the Ibur Louisville

lots of Nopdei was also defective Diamond

Shamrock sold the four Louisville lots to Central

Soya Corporation which used them In making

chicken feed Central Soya sold the chicken feed to

nwnemus chicken farmers throughout the country

and the thicken fed with the defective chicken feed

developed various afflictions including rickets

abnormal growth defective egg production and

death Central Soya has been settling the farmers

claims and the panics have agreed that Diamond

-82-

Rigle

Da 428-29

.lt of the batch clause

The proper interpretation of the batch clause In Diamonds

insurance contracts was previously addressed In other litigation to

which Diamond was party In that case the count found multiple

occurrences arising horn Diamonds sale of contaminated chicken feed

became the claims arose out of multiple lots of the feed

In Home Insurance Co Aetna Casualty Surely Co 1975

Fire and Casualty Cas CCH792 S.D.N.Y 1975 revd 528 F.2d

1388 2d Cir 1976 on remand 1977 lns.LRep CCII Sept 29

1977 Diamond incurred liability forpropeny damage as result of the

marasfacture of lots of defective vitamin resin
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Shamrock is liable to Central Soya to the extent of

those claims

Da 80Q-80l

When Diamond sought indemnification Aetna its primary

carrier and Home Insurance Company its excess carrier disagreed

over the number of occurrences under the batch clause Home
contended that there were four occurrences one for each of the four

Louisville lots of Nopdex Aetna and Diamond on the other hand
took the position that there were only two occurrences one for each

the two Harrison lots of super-concentrated vitamin D-3 resin

Signiticaiuly no one took the position that oniy single occurrence

arose from the manufacture and sale of Nopdex

In that earlier case Diamond adopted the position as do

the excess carrier defendants here with respect to the number of

occurrences Thus Diamond argued that each lot should constitute one

occurrence

is submitted that an ordinary businessman would

--or at least could reasonably -- say that the damage

to the chicken arose out of the defective Harrison lots

and that each lot therefore constituted one
occurrence

Da 193 emphasis added

Likewise Diamonds 1975 Memorandum in Support of Its

Cross Motion for Summary Judgment in the Home case asserted that

the relevant provisions in determining the number of occurrences were

first the definition of occurrence and second the definition of the

batch clause Da 206.07 The term occurrence was defined as an
accident which results in damages neither expected nor intended let at

207 The batch clause required that all damages arising out of one lot

or batch of goods or products prepared or acquired by the insured

shall be considered as arising out ofoneoccunence Based on these

IwO terms Diamond argued that each batch constituted an occurrence

NJ DE P00002920
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Diamond also argued that the purpose
and Intent Ibr Inclusion of the

batch clause that there would be only con occurrence for each

batch or lot with respect to which an accident occurred 193 195

In its subsequent
brief to the Second Circuit Cowl of Appeals

Diamond ar

Based upon Its intent and untlerstindhtg with respect

to the meaning of oecuuer as clarified by the %ch

clause iamcnd has taken the position that there

were two occurrences for purposes
of its policies

with Aetna and Home i.e onc occurrence for each

of the two defective lots produced at the Harrison

plant
from which property damage arose

rJbs damage involved in this case clearly arose out

of the two Harrison lots as the word arise is

commonly understood... In short the damage to

the chickens originated from the defective Harrison

lois id thus they are two Lois of goods or products

out of which damage arose

Da 190-91

Following remand of the case Paragraph 36 of Diamonds

Proposed Findings of Fact asserted

When the batch clause Is applied to the per

occurrence coverage the only reasonable effect ft can

yen Is onc that should be ood 10 mean

that there is one occurrence for each bad lot that Is the

proximate cause of all resulting liability damage and

claims
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manufacture and sale of defective product was the occurrence Da
214-15

Diamonds own analysis in Home Aetna is equally

applicable here Indeed Dinod thould be cdlatcially estopped from

arguing in ills action for one occurrence when itpuevkmsly argued In

case involving these same policies that the number of occurrences Is

dependent on the number of trIw 65 Here as Diamond correctly

and consistently acknowledged In home AeMa eadi lot coriIu1es

one occurrence Accordingly based upon the trial couns previous

finding that Diamond prepared and shipped at least 133 lots of Agent

Orange 683-85 there must be at least 133 occurrences in this case

The Home Aetna court concluded that the batch clause

controlled the nwnber of occurrences for products liability claims

Applying the clause to the facts the court found that there were

Louisville lots of Nopdex and that the damage in this case arose out

fQur occurrenccs Id at 795 emphasIs in the original

Theirial courts pretrial rulinas

Prior to trial certain excess insurers moved for partial

summary judgment seeking the following declarations the batch

clause is unambiguous and applies to the Agent Orange claims to

detennmne the number of occurrences and Diamond shipped

minimum of 133 lots of Agent Orange to the Govenuneri in the 1960s

Thus it was asserted that the Agent Orange claims involved 133

unen

65
Under both New York and New Jersey law the doctrine of collateral esroppel

bars parry from rebtigaring an issue which was scvaafly demthed in peevious
action involving that same pany Schwartz PeNic Administrator of Cosrdy of
Bronx 24 N.Y.U 65 246 N.E2d 725 298 N.Y.S.2d 955 1969 State

Gonialez 75 N.J 181 1977 Thus based on its argument and ili ulthnaie

ruling in Home Aetna Diamond is peecluded From taking any position other

than that each bauth or lot constitutes separate occuereace

-85-
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The court denied the motion although It agreed that the

undisputed evidence established that 133 lots of Agent Orange were

sold to the United States Government Da 683$4.66 Following

motion to reconsider that denial the court adhered to its psior ruling

Da 693-694

Shortly after this ruling on the effect of the batch clause the

court further ruled that Diamond was not required to prove that its

product caused the Injuries sustained by the servicemen in order to

obtain coverage for the Agent Orange settlemenL The seItlesilent was

reached without regard to which manufacturer of Agent Orange had

caused injunes to particular veteran Pa 533-34

Thus although no claimant could prove exposure to Agent

Orange produced from particular batch Diamond nevertheless sealed

the case at least in pan because of its concern over liability being based

upon an enterprise liability theory Da 1275-78 In other words

Diamond seuled the case because it faced prospective liability arising

out of every batch or lot of Agent Orange which ii maimfactured

Moreover the amount of Agent Orange produced by Diamond was

factor affecting the dollar amount of the Agent Orange seulement

allocated to Diamond Id

66
Dwing the eawic of discovesy Diamond qarcd doesimenta relating to its

shipments of Agent Orange to the United States Goemmcstt Diamonds

aummaiy sheets detail shipment dazes the nwnber of drama shipped the tot

numbers and the routings for each contract ii bad with the Govanmtau The

awninmy sheets ins mimummt of 129 fferent tote of Agent Orange sold to die

Government Di 667-77 comp.nson of the shipments of Agent Orange per

Diamonds swmzeny sheets hued en the shipping documents and Verified

Statement filed by Diamond in the class action sun demonstrates that is

mmunimi Diamond made lou additional shipments not reflected in the swnm.y
sheets Da 651.61 The cowl the conecdy determined that the undisputed

evidence esialdushed that in.rnmwn of 133 batches of Agent Orange were sold by
Diamond to the United States Goveranient Di 691
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The thai e1lwts decnion

In its April 12 1989 decision the court held that the Agent
Orange claims all arose out of single occurrence the entire series of
deliveries of Agent Orange to the military Pa 50 In rejecting the

applicability of the batch clause the court discussed the difference

between design and manufacturing defects and ruled that the batch
clause only applied to manufacturing defects Since the Agent Orange
claims arose out of design deIci the batch cian did not apply Pa
55 The court later denied motion to reaamider this ruling Pa 2512

The Uncontroverted Evidence Demonstrates That

Separate Occurrence Exists For Each Separate Batch Of
Agent Oranac._

The batch clause
unequivocally provides that all bodily injury

and
property damage attributable to one lot of goods shall be

considered as arising out of one occurrence Da 665 The meaning of
this language could nor have been made any clearer there is separate
occurrence for each lot of goods which tenths in bodily injury

Diamond cannot now avoid the application of the unambignous
interpretaticmplad on the batch clause This clause was placed in the
policies at Diamonds insistence Moreover this unambiguous
interpretation coincides with the

understanding of the policy language
held by Diamond and its insurance okers and with the consistent

handling of prior product liability claims

For example when this language came into dispute in Home
Aetna Diamond advocated that the batch clause be applied in manner
consistent with the position taken by the insurers here Specifically
Diamond claimed that all damages arose out otwo batches of product
and therefore there were two occurrences Significantly Diamond
never argued for the application of single occurrer

Here as Diamond correctly and
consistently argued In Home

Aetna each batch of product constitutes one occurrence Thus
based upon the courts previous finding that Diamond prepared and
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shipped at lesS 133 lots of Agent Orange there must be at least 133

oauners In this case

Further the evidence presented at trial in this case was

widisputerl that every prior claim which involved Diamond prudnct

and multiple Ciiiivtt was harailed by Diarucaid on anwitipic ori
basis Specifically Diamond treated the following product liability

claims on multiple ocaurc basis

Product liability claims were raised against Diamond

Involving product
used for cleaning swimming pook

flse 1imc Involved more than one swimming pool but

single Diamond producL these claims were hauled as

more than one OiflU

Dacamine claims agahnt Diamond involved weed killer

that was sprayed by airplanà over vegetable fields The

spray drifted onto other farmers fields and claims arose

from those farmers These claims were handled as morn

dam one oruen

Dacthal was an industrial weed killer mamifactuied by

Diamond There were series of claims in California

Washington and Oregon where Dacthal was alleged to

have damaged potatoes Aetna paid losses for these

claims These ciaims were handled as multiple

occurrences Application of the batch clause to the

Dacthal claims resulted in one occurwi per batch

In lawsuit involving the batch clause in Diamonds

policies
Home Insurance Co Aetna Casualty Surety

Co 1975 FIre and Casualty Cas CCII 792 S.D24Y

1975 revd 528 F.2d 1388 2d Cli 1976 on remand

1977 Ins Rep CCH Sept 2919Th DIamond

treated each claim arising from the manufacture of

defective vitamIn resin as separate ocmenCC
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Da 1101-02 1508-13 In zastthe evidence trial did not disclose

any prior product liability claim that was handled as single

iarnoials prior cow of performance in hidlitig muhiple

claimant product liability chit is conclusive evidence that Agi
Orange ebinte arise of multiple occonenoes As set forth in the

RestaumentSecond cfCoivrucgs 2024 1981

Where an agicenrent invo1vc repeated occanions for

performance by either party with knowledge of the

nature of the performance and opportunity for

objection to it by the other any course of

performance accepted or acquiesced in without

objection is given great weigh in the iionof

the agreemeiL

Diamond along with its imurers and broker has repeatedly

treated multiple claims arising out of Diamond products as multiple

occunences The counts finding of one occurrence is without any

evidentiary support Rather as Diamond argued and the trial court

ruled in Homey Aetna

ffltie damage involved in this cane clearly wamse out

of the Newarkj lots as the word Warisen Is

commonly understood... In shert the damage to

the originated from the defective

VA

It

Id 67

67
This section previously Section 235e of the kessereintus of Cvuti1 Iii

has beat widely topted by New Ycik and New Jeacy cousu See eg. Hnb7t
Rosenthal Ieweley Corp St Pail leseraic Cc 249 N.Y.S.2d 208
215 affd 17 NtY.2d 857 218 N.E.2d 327 App Die 1964 Berjthi

Co.rçany Indian Head Muir Inc 18 MIsc 2d 976 191 N.Y.S.2d 74.75 N.Y
Sup Ci 1959 DalsMm Kle N.J Supec 45 1950
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Da 191

lots and thus they are lots of goods

orpioducts out of which damage arose

Comequently there are 133 ouirccs in this case

The Batch Clause Applies Regardless Of Whether fl
Claims Involve Design Defect Or Manufacturing

flfr

The courts refusal to apply the batch clause was based

principally upon its perceived distinction between design defect i.e.

thc failure. of intellectual conceptualization as opposed to

m2mIfiuring defects occurring through seine error in ming the

product Pa 54-55 Notably such d1sdncion does not exist In the

language of the batch clause Moreover nothing in the trial record

supports any distinction between design defects and manufacturing

dekct

During the trial Diamond did not oiler single exhibit or elicit

word of testimony in support of design-manufacrunng defect

distinction Indeed Diamond never argued that the application of the

batch clause rested upon the distinction The court thus Imposed Its

own artificial limitation upon the sccpe of the application of this dame

In this regard it is significant that the court acknowledged during

argument upon the motion for reconsideration that Its ruling could out

be found within the language of the clause

Now its true that there is no language in the policy

speaking of manufacturing defects or speaking of

design defects or subtracting one kind of liability

defect to the other there Is obviously no lansuanebke

And as Mr Cuylerpoirued cot today really until

the 1960s when we began to develop modem

product liability law there wouldnt really be any

reason why people would think in terms of
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distinctions between design defects and

dcfeUL
Pa 92 emphasis added Moreover by Us own terms the clause

extends and is limited to onverage for pioducIs liability for bodily

mjuiy or property damge covcmgc Pa 54 Nevertheless the coon

adhered to its prior analysis and ruling

In this case all of the evidence of the parties Intent

underscores the fact that Diamond and ha brokeis never applied the

design.maaafactuiing distinction in detennining the applicability of the

batch clause For example Mr William Greening Diamonds
principal broker from 1966 to 198068 testified that Diamond had

negotiated for the inclusion of the batch clause partly in reonte to

liability claims again.g Diamond relating to the use by potato farmers of

weed killer known as DacthaL Significantly Diamond never made
detennination that these claims related to mlnnamtfaciure as cppod to

design

Diamond never determined though that the particular

product involved with the claim situations had been
mini

-91-

No

Jr never determined that the lot or batch of the particular

products giving rise to the claims had been erroneously
mixed or manufactured in the plart

Not to my knowledge

68
Following the issuance of the coints ApeIl 21989 decision Mr Greening

was deposed in Miami Floelds in Diamond Shamrock Aesne Coninlzy And
Surety Co Case Ho 84233 Superior Coon of San Francisco County
Califosnia Mr Greenings deposition teetimony as well as th deposition
testimony of Donald Purdy in thai case Imsenred without objection
the triel coon itt connection with the motion for reconslderaijo
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Da 736-37 Indeed the damage was caused by the application of the

product to potato fields under certain unfavorable weather conditions

This Mdefect eventually led Diamond to employ warnrng imtructing

purchasers not to use weed killer under thoc circumatances Da

736-37

Likewise Diamonds foimer risk manager Donald Purdy

testified abont certain product liability çhbn agali Diamond that led

to the incorporation of the batch clause in the post-1967 policies

Neither of these claims which involved dacamine and dacthal

products related to mismanufacure of particular bathes of the

products In fact these products involved problems In desigrn

You dont recall that it was allegedly mismamfacture

situation where particular batches of the product had been

defectively pat togsther
in the plant

No no

That would be the sane answer with rewcct to Dacamine

Puidy also reviewed copy of the batch clause He testified

that he could recall on distinction made between application of batch

clause to claims involving mismanufacture as opposed to design

Now at any time when you through Mr Greening

expressed concern with the Dacaminc or Dacthal

situations and the desire to somehow avoid being charged

separately for each claim In that situation did you express

desire to limit the batch clause to mlsznanufacture

situation as distinguished from formulation or design

sflualion

-92-

Yes

Da746

problems
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Da 747-4

Da 749-50

dont remember that no

So tegardlem of whether it wm desigji fomiulmion or

mismaimfacture situation you wanted dame that

would limit the number of ocowiences to the mmtber of

b-Idas or kits

Yes and at the same time to limit the amount of

ii1i1 tim would apply

Now do you ever recall telling your broker or anyone

from Aetna that the batch clause would not apply in

design or formulation situation

dont remember if did

Do you ever recall anyone from Aetna or your broker

telling you that the batch clause would rot apply to design

or fbmwlalion situations

dont recall that

Similarly with respect to the thicken feed claims which were

the subject of tire Home Aetna litigation Purdy did not recall ever

making distinction between design and Ibimularion defects

Finally Purdy confirmed that no distinction made between

design and manufacturing defect claims In determining coverage for

daim
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dont remember that we were talking about such things

back dico We could have been dont remember

anything specific though

Well just so am clear then do you have any

recollection of discussing die distinction between design

defect claims and manufaclurng defect claims in the

1960s when you were considering adding the batch clause

by way of endorsement to the policy

have no recollection

All of the evidence of the contracting parties intent thus

showed that the batch clause applies equally to product liability claims

arising from design defects and manufacturing defects Consequently

the batch clause does apply to the Agent Orange claims and results In

finding of 133 occurrences

The case law is well settled that court should net strain to

impose an artificial meanmg to thc anguage of an irnuranoe contract for

the mere purpoe of consinicting nonexistent ambiguities merely to

reach an unjustified result Marini Ireland 56 NJ 130 143

1970 Harford Fise Insurance Co Riefolo Consvuctlon Co 161

NJ Super 99 114-15 App Div 1978 affd 81 NJ 514 l90
Rather the court must enforce the contract as written

Finally to the extent there is an ambiguity in the batch clause

this Court is then required to ascertain the probable common intent of

the parties In this case testimony from Diamonds own agents at the

time the batch clause was negotiated into the post-1967 policies

demonstrates that die application of the batch clause was never to rest

upon the distinction between maimfacturlng and design defects

-94-

In the context of product liability claims were you aware

of claims that were referred to as design defect diimc

Da 75 1-52
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This Court should therefore reverse the trial cowts ruling of

the inapplicability of the batch clause and remand with instructions to

modify the judgment acccithngly

VII DIAMOND IS NOT ENTJ.TLED TO AN AWARD OF
PREJUDGMENT INTEREST FROM ANY OF THE
EXCESS CARRIERS

Back2mund Facts

In awarding coverage to Diamond for the Agent Change claims

the court also concluded that Diamond should receive prejudgment
interest 1mm its insurers The court assessed prejudgment interest

against the insurers on pro rats basis in proportion to each insurers

liability for the Agent Orange settlement Pa S3

That portion of the couns decision awarding ejudgmeni
interest did not set forth any findings of facts or legal conclusions

supporting the award Accordingly certain of the excess insurers

moved for clarification of this ruling

In urging the court to reconsider its award of prejudgment
interest the excess inswurs argued the following undispoted facts

the contractual obligation of the excess insurers to pay money does not

arise until there is exhaustion of underylng insurance ax no time did

Diamond ever present claim to the excess insurers choosing instead

to simply put them on notice of potential claim and DIamond
refused to take any position on which policy years were liable for the

Agent Orange claim thereby preventing any excess insurer from

cutting off the running of interest by making money payment Da
751.87

The court reanrmcd its prior ruling reasoning only that

Diamond was denied the use of its money and that the excess insurers

had the benefit of the use of the money for which they were later held
liable Pa 969 The court did not address the arguments presented by
the excess insurers

NJDEP00002932
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The Terms Of11 Excess POliCIeS Preclude Any Award

ff 1nterest

The excess insurers acknowledge that the usc of money is

valuable interest worthy of protection under equitable primIpIes

However prior to the cours amy of judgment the absence of any

claim subni diothe ewcetion.ners prr.1hil4 soy ob4Igadoncnltir

part to pay money Therdbre IrCCII1IIIIed use of money also

constituted valuable rigiR that almuld be honored by the ite

In dde case unractuzl agrnc11 between Diamond and

the excess bmrres expressly xmicwpIated that their obligation to pay

under the insurance contracts does not arise and therefore tito

conrinsed rLgJto possession of money does not Irainfer until iupez

claim for payment has been presented
to these insuiers Thus tIm

language of the excess policies should govern the entitlement of

Diamond to any prejudgment bdeicsr

Under this excess policy language drafted by Diamonds

bmkcis the excess insurers do not pay under the policies until all

underlying insurance has been exhausted As of the end of trial no

exhaustion had yet occurred and hence no claim had yet been

presented to the excess Insurers Indeed Diamond consciously chose

not to exhaust its underlying insurance by declining to adopt position

as to which policies were triggered and thus never objected that Its

excess insurers had not paid

Coverageis not afforded under the excess policies unless and

until all underlying insurwe has been paid Specifically the excess

policies provide

LOSS PAYABLE

Liability under this Policy with respect to any

occurrence shall not attach unless and until the

Assured or the ASSUredS underlying Insurers shall

have paid or have been held liable to pay the amount

of underlying limit on account of such occurrence..

.it
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Such losses shall tie due mid payable within Thirty

30 days after they are zeapcctively claimed and

plo intilbtiiiity with this ftlicy

Da 24-25 This liability t1w waler the exeess policies only after

the applicable underlying Luece has been paid and only 30 days
after Diamond has proven claim In conlbrmity with this excess

policy Until Diamonds excess Insurers became contnctiaally

obligated to indemnify Diamond they lied to aaactual orepiiIalde

obligation to pay Interest

Similarly the Limit of liability section of the excess policies

provides tint the excess Insurers will be liable fat U1hn%ie Net Loss in

an amount up to die per oceurrence limit of the policy Ultimate Net

Loss is dethied In these policim

ULTIMATE NETLOSS

The term tiliImate Net Loss shall mean

The total sum which the Assured or

any Company as his Insurer become

obligated to pay by reason ofpal
injury or injury to or destruction of

property Including the loss of use

theiupf ciltierilvough adjudication or

compromise and

Shall also include hospital medical

and funced charges and all sums paid

as salaries wages compensation

lees charges and law costs premi
ums on attachment or appeal bonds

interest expenses for doctors

lawyers nurses and Investigators mid

other persons and for litigation

dernerat adjustment and investigation

of claims and suits hIth are paid as

-97-

ii
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consequence of any occurrence

UVelOd IkiufldCI exciudsug only the

salaries of the Named Assureds or

of any underlying Insurers

penmetanOyecS

The Company shall not be liable for expenses as

aforesaid when such expemes are included In other

valid and collectible insurance

Da 20-21 As can be scai interest is Included in the definition of

Ultimate Net Loss Therefore any liability of the excess insurers for

Diamonds settlement or pm-judgment interest is subject to the policy

limits Thus if an excess policy has exhausted Its limits toward

reimbursement of Diamonds settlement amount no amount of pm

judgmnes imcicst can be payable mmdci that policy
69

Diamond Has No Equitable Entitlement To Prejudgment

IflLcrPt

In this case Diamond never exhausted the insurance

underlying the excess policies or established coverage in conformity

with the excess policies
until mc courts ruling of April 12 1989

Indeed Diamond never even suggested any allocation approach to the

cofflthemiddlcofthelfiaL

Furthermore Diamonds litigation strategy as embodied in the

testimony of Robert Stauffer Diamonds risk manager further

demonstrates the inappropriateness of awarding prejudgment interest

against the excess carriers Mr Stauffers testimony conflnns that

69 The trial comt rejected thia gim fin.JIng
that even if the limit of limility

cacess policy is oxhavated interest on the entire wu should rim from the

date of cony orjudmeni Ps 983-84
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Al the thne of your deposition toughly year year and

half ago can you tell the Cowt please what your

companys position was as to the number of occurrences

for Agent Orange as you tuKlcrslood It as risk manager

As best can recall the company had it taken position

atllmtpointlndmc

That is conect

And as risk manager was It not also your understanding

at that point in time that the company had taken no

position on trigger of coverage with respect to Agent

Orange Would it help to read your deposition little

cant recall dont think we the company had taken

position at that point in time

Diamond avoided taking any position on any coverage issue and thus

could not present an actual claim to its excess imuress

With regard to number of occurrences Correct

Da 1370.71

Rather than take coverage position Diamond engaged its

bmker Alexander Alexander to study the possible effects of various

theories of trigger and number of occurrences Ths study came to be

known as the Agent Orange Stedy

Okay And take It that even though you had this

Information Agent Orange study In hand the

company never came to position as to trigger or number
of occurrences at least that It ever had communicated to

any of its Insurance carriers
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By failing to take position on these Issues Diamond

widerstood that It would not be In position to expeer payment hum its

excess carriers If at all until after die conclusion of this declaratory

Now sir would you agree
with me that before an excess

carrier can be Md liable in general with general types of

excess policies that were involved with In tins type of

litigation here before an excess carrier can be held liable

Yes sir generally

dont believe any are

lflweretoaskyou whethertheAgcntOiangeclalm

would exhaust any of your primary coverage could you

answer that without knowing the number of occurrences

or die trigger of coverage to be applied

Probably not

Di 1376

doff know that this mmmaly produced any kind of

conclusion horn which we could make such decision

Now are you aware of any of your primary coverages

that have been exhausted as of this moment

Well probably not or in fact wouldnt It be Impossible

If didnt tell you whattriggerto apply and didnLtcIl

you how many occurrences there were going to be could

you sit down for example and tell mc that the 68 polIcy

would exhaust
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You just couldnt could you

No sir

Da 1372-73

In letter to Diamonds bruker Mr Stauffer adtnowledged
that Diamonds excess carriers could not be expected to respond to
claim that did not exhaust

underlying coverage because Diamond
refused to take position on trigger or the number of occurrences

tim the first paragraph you say in reference to apparently
letter from one of my clients General Reinsurance it

would have been sufLient for them to simply deny
coverage based on the failure of tDiamondsJ demand to

penetrate their layor of coverage Right sir

Ycssir

THE COURT Well think the point Mr Cuyler is

trying to get at there really are several points

suppose but for starters and unless an excess carrier

Is given some data about the arnotmt of the settlement
and about the possible years to which the settlement
would be attributed he wouldnt know whether his

policy bec4ujie engaged at all

He wouldnt therefore even get more fundamental

questions of whether theme might be
non-coverage

because of some clauses in the policy He just

-101-

No sir

Da 1374-75

Interestingly the trial court commented on Diamoncrs failure

to adopt position on trigger or number of occurrences or to otherwise
make monetary demand upon the excess carriers
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wouldnt even know if he were within the dollar

ran where hemighihavetoresporul

Do you know why nothing was done to try to make

the problem more precise so fm the excess carriers

were concerned

THE WITNESS Sianffer Your Honor If you

would look at the last paragraph we have said

Dlamond Shamrock continues to asarmic that each of

its excess liability insurers follow the position

adopted by Aetna in respect to the settlement and that

any other defense is not waived lherety And

Da 1380.81 emphasis added

In mmMr Stauffer explained that he could not disagree with

die refusal of the excess irnureis to indemnify Diamond

And you dont have any quarrel with them in not paying

any money until such lime as the primary Insurance is

paid Is that right You dont have any quarrel with that

The Obligation Of The Excess Insurers For Prejudgment

lntere.ct Camun Commence Prior To Anril 12 19S9

Under New Jersey law prejudgment interest is not allowed as

matter of tight but only where its awani is supported by the equities

of the particular case Bak-A-L.um Coiporadon qrAmerica Alcoa

Building Producu Inc. 69 N.J 123 1975 In cases involving

policies of insurance prejudgment interest nms at the earliest from

the date of presentment of claim for payment Since Diamond

Shamrock never made claim against its excess Inswers for payment

-102-

Thats correct

Do 546
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Finally in Miller New Jersey Insurance Underwriting
Assn 177 NJ Super 584 Law Div 1981 offd in part revd In

part on oUter grounds 188 NJ Super 175 App Div 1983 certif
denied 94 NJ 5081983 the trial court entered judgment in favor of
an insured under fire policy Again prejudgment interest was
awarded at the legal rare from 30 days after the demand for payment

-1o

of any portion of the Agent Orange claim prejudgment interest even If

allowable in the abstract could not have commeneed until that time

For example in Elirnex Construction Co. Inc Republic
insurance Co202 NJ Super 195 App Div 1985 certif denied
103 NJ 453 1986 the insured successfully brought suit on
builders risk policy While awarding prejudgment interest to the

insured the Court computed interest from the dare of denial of the

claim some six months after formal claim and demand for payment
had been made by the insured

Similarly in Meler 7ew Jersey Life Ins Co. 195 N.J
Super 478 App Div 1984 affd 101 N.J 597 1986 suIt was

successfully maintained by beneficiary under life insurance
policy

In awardmg prejudgment interest the Court observed

Pie-judgment interest is compensation for loss of the

use of money due not penalty and is payable from

the date that liquidated obligation becomes due

195 NJ Super at 488 emphasis added citation omitted

In sum New Jersey courts consistently have held that

prejudgment interest will begin to run only from the dare that money
becomes due and payable under the terms of lbs contract of insuranee
At the earliest this date is the date of presentation of ripe claim and
demand for payment of sum certain Applying this rule to the

payment of prejudgment interest by the excess carriers in this case no
claim or demand for payment of sum was made certain until at the

earliest entry of the courts Opinion of April 12.1989
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New York applies similar rules to the availability of

prejudgment
interest In an equitable action an award of prejudgment

interest is not matter of right but Is matter of discretion Mw-go

Properties Inc Nelson 99 AD.2d 1029 473 N.Y.S.2d 822

1984 N.Y Clv Prac L.O.R 5001a MclUnney 1989

Moreover the right to such Interest arises only upon the denial of

claim properly presented to an insurer See e.g Buttignol

Construction Co Albtae insurance Co 22 A.D.2d 689 253

N.Y.S.2d 172 1964 qffd 17 N.Y.2d 476.266 N.Y.S.2d 982.214

N.62d 162 3965 Michael Deliverj of RuffoJo Firemens Fund

Insurance Co 115 Misc 2d 834 454 N.YS.2d 790 1982 See

also in re Strondburgs Estate 138 Misc 732 247 N.Y.S 194

1930 modified 138 Misc 859 248 N.Y.S 1641931 attorney

compelled to return fee obtained from disputed funds in his possession

was not liable for interest because obligation to restore fee payment did

not mature until court entered judgment

The question of whether It is appropriate to award prejudgment

interest to an insured under ajudgmei remarkably similarto the final

judgment entered in this case was squarely addressed in Eagle-Picher

Industries Inc Liberty Mutual Insurance Co 829 F.2d 227 1st

CIr 1987 In that case the Insurcr had urged the Cowl to fix the

liming of Injury for individual asbestos claims on case-by-case basis

The Court disagreed and accepted insureds position of rebuttable

presumption that initial injury occurred six years prior to the dale of

diagnosis

The Eagle-Picher Court applied Ohio law which by statute

required prejudgment interest when money becomes due and payable

upon any instnunent of writing 829 F.2d at 248-49 Thus the

only issue before the Court was hein the insured was entitled to

payment or when did money become due and payable under the

policy 829 F.2d at 249

The Court recognized that it would be improper to charge

particular insurer AMICO for prejudgment Interest before claim was

presented Since claim was never presented to AMICO the Court

refused to pcmrlr an award of prejudgment Interest during any period

-l01-
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It is true that there is nothing uncertain about the

amounts of Eagle-PicheYs claims payments The

accuracy of the lengthy compulcrimd lists of figures

representing she companys resolution of Individual

lawsuits alleging asbestos-related disease is

undisputed What has ixit seffled untilour

decision today however Ii which of those claims

Y.IS ilt
can not reasonably be argued that AMICOs

obligation could be determined by mere

computation or reasonably certain calculations

until we ruled on how one is to determine when

disease is reasonably capable of medical diagnosis

Until now it was unclear which claims would

become AMICOs responsibility The uncertainly

that existed until today is underscored by our decision

to modify the district cauns appmach

829 F.2d at 249 emphasis added

Finally in Morton Thiokol Inc General Accident insurance

Company of America No C-3956-$5 slip op NJ Super Cl.

Bergen County March 20 1989 the court refused to grant

prejudgment interest to the insured in declaratory judgment action

After noting that interest is allowed where supported by the equities

the court held

Here It has never been possible for General Accident

to know wish any degree of accuracy the amount of

its obligation to Morton Thiokol Not only was the

claim unliquldased but for the reasons set out above

the demand submitted by Morton Thiokol must be

reduced by substantial amounts Certainly there was

no time at which General Accident could have paid

the amount it owed and thus ended the running of

the decision

prior to this decision Instead interest was awarded fmm the date of
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interest The amount was never fixed and indeed it

will not be fixed until final entry of judgment

following the present proceeding

Here as in Eagle..Picher and Morton Thiokol it was never

possible untiL the couns ruling -- in this case April 12 1989 at the

earliest for the excess insurers to know whether any primary layer of

underlying insurance coverage would be exhausted and for which year

or years Until that time it was uncertain whether the excess carriers

would be responsible for of Diamonds Agent Orange seulement

Thus under both Ncw York and New Jersey law the excess carriers

cannot be held responsible for prejudgment interest prior to the time

they bad contractual obligation to pay under their contract

VIII JOINT AND SEVERAL COVERAGE DOES NOT
EXIST FOR THE AGENT ORANGE CLAIMS

Diamond contends that the trial court erred In rejecting joint

and several allocation of liability against its insurers In arguing for

joint and several liability Diamond hopes to obtain coverage broader

than that provided by its insurance contracts However in considering

the possible liability of Diamonds insurers for the Agent Orange

claims this Courts first and only obligation is to enforce the terms and

conditions of the insurance contracts Enforcement of Diamonds

insurance policies simply does not permit joint and several application

of theac policies

In order to obtain coverage under particular policy an

insured such as Diamond must specifically establish the existence of an

occurrence which results in injury during the policy period Pb 52-53

Thus under the law of both New York and New Jersey particular

insurance policy is triggered for particular claimants injury only

when the Insured proves that bodily Injury took place during the policy

period American Home Products Corp Liberty Mumoj Insurance

Co 565 Supp 1485 1497 S.D.N.Y 1983 affd as modified

-1o

Da 823-24
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748 F.2d 760 2d at 1984 Hartford Accident Indemnity Co
Aetna Lift Casualty Co 98 NJ 18261984

in this case the short answer to joint and several liability for

the Agent Orange claims is that Diamond is not entided to iy recovery

because It failed to prove the existence of bodily injury during .anx

policy period Ii was consistently recognized by the court and ali

litigants including Diamond that there was no way to establish that

any serviceman actually sustained bodily injury Therefore in the

normal course this failure of pzooi would result In finding of no

coverage See discussion .cupra pp 71-77

However the court did cot follow Hartford Aetna and

relied instead upon theory of bodily injury that does not comport with

the common understanding of that term It reasoned that the exposure

of Vietnam veteran to Agent Orange in and of itself constituted

wrong such that exposure qualifies as the injury in fact

Pa 51

Therefore even under the theory of liability adopted by the

court there is simply no basis for holding all policies liable for all

injuries Not all servicemen were exposed to all Agent Orange at all

times Consequently neither the language of the policies nor the

applicable case law support or rauonalize ruling which would make

1966 polIcy responsible for the claims of serviceman first exposed to

Agent Orange in 1969

While it is conceivable that claimant wan injured in more than

one policy period the relevant inquiry under the law of New York and

New Jersey still requires an apportionment of the injury actually

sustained in each policy period Thus in National Casualty Insurance

Co City of Mount Vernon 128 A.D.2d 332 515 N.Y.S.2d 267

1981 the court held that the insurer had duty to indemnify the city

against false imprisonment claim only for that period of the claimanis

incarceration which fell within the insurers policy pcnod fl fact that



-10-

the claimant suffered continuous injury during single period of

incarceration did nc exrd the iumnets indemnification oblIgaiion

Similarly in Niulonal Grange Mwrwi Insurance Continental

Casualty Insurance 650 SuppL 1404 S.D.N.Y 1986 the court

reviewed numerous New York decisions relating to the issue of

whether insurers were liable on joint ami several basis at Dbenond

contends or on pro rate basis The court rejected the joint and

several contention asserted in this case by Diamond as contrary to New
York law

insurer is obligated to contribute pro rate in

proportion to their respective undertaking toward

legal fees and other expenses of litigation This

appears to be correct under New York law

Id at 1413.71

Joint and several liability is likewise not the law in New

Jersey For example in Sandoz inc Employers Liability

Assurance Corp 554 Supp 257 266 D.NJ 1983 the court

exDressly rejected joint and several liability among Insurers and opted

instead for method of allocvon which resulted In each insurer being

liable only for the injury that occurred during its policy pcriod

70
In that cue the chimants inca....tion lasted for one and one-half year

period exmeading to January 1983 National Casuaky bad inawud the city

commencing an January 1983 The cowl held that National Casuahy was net

obligated to provide fufl
inderartity for the claim but rather Ito duly to indemnify

only extended to the portion of the injury which took place in the period January

1.7 198

71
Diamond alro relics on the New York case of McGrcarr Great America

Iaueraisce Co 43 AD 36 351 N.Y.S.2d 48 1974 qffid 36 N.Y.U 358
368 N.Y.S.2d 485 1975 Pb 61 That cue which involved propatty damage is

factually in.Woiile to the Agent Orange case

72
In dicta the court cuggeated that joint and several

liability might be proper in

wüque situations where there wat on way of identifying and quantifying the extant

to which injury was sustained during particular policy pariot 554 Supp at

foobwfe continued
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The analysis in Sandoz was recently adopted by the Appellate

Division in Goulieb Newark Isuurance Co No A-2243-88T5

N.J Super App Div 1990 In that case coverage was sought

for damage caused by the improper application of toxic chemicals by an

exterminator The evidence suggented that additional property damage

resulted from the migration of the toxic chemicals after the Initial

application The Court relied upon Harord Aetna in reversing the

trial courls finding of coverage only under the policy In effect at the

time of apicadon and initial damage However In addressing the task

of allocating the loss among the triggered policies the Court quoted

Sandoz and held

Wjhile carrier would not normally be held liable

for injuries sustained before its coverage commenced

or after it terminated each Insurer would be liable to

indemnify for the damages resulting from the injuries

which occurred during its policy period

Slip op at

Notably even assuming that the cases cited by Diamond

correctly applied joint and several liability to their facts involving

continuous and indivisible injury such facts do not exist here As

previously noted bodily injuryper .ce was not established Instead

eposu to Agent Orange was the only injury allegedly sustained by

the claimants and compensated by the court The court determined that

the injury i.e exposure occurred approximately four months after

Agent Orange was delivered to the United States military in this

266 Such result however would not comport with the truer or spirit of the

pasties agreement nor is it consistent with the requirement of pcooi of actual

injury during the policy period It makes little same to reward apolicyholder and

penalize the insurer by expanding contractual indemnity through joint and
several

liability because of the insureds inability to sustain In burden of proving

injuryinagivenpolicy period hi any event under thofacisofthiscae this

issue need not be adessed by ibis Court

-109-
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country and therefore it was fair and sensible to allocate the losses to

each insurer in proportion to the amount of Agent Orange shipped

during each policy period Pa 51-52

In so ruling the court relied on the related New York case of

Uniroyal Inc Home insurance Co 707 Supp 1368 ED.N.Y

1988 In that case manufacturer of Agent Orange brought an action

against its Insurers seeking indemnification for the sane Agent Orange

class action settlement The cowl concluded that Injury from Agent

Orange occurred at the time or shartly after the product was sprayed

The court further determined that Agent Orange amved in Vietnam

approximately three months after shipment and was sprayed within

approximately one week of arrival Thus the court concluded that

in4iury occurred approximately
four months from the date Agent Orange

was delivered to the United States military in this country ld at 1389

Having concluded that the facts permitted clean differentiation of

injuries between policy periods the court determined that joint and

several liability was inapplicable Id at 1392

While defendants do trot agree that exposure can be deemed

the equivalent of bodily injury the conclusions drawn by the court as

to when exposure took place and thus the extent of liability under

each triggered policy art rationally supported by the available record

Application of joint and several liability finds no support in the record

IX THE TRIAL COURT APPLIED PROPER ALLO
CATION FORMULA

Diamond fails to identify any material error of Irct or pertinent

error of law as basis for its appeal of the trial courrs allocation

formula Instead Diamond complains only that it will not be 100%

indemnified under the allocation formula contrary to its reasonable

expectations Not surprisingly Diamond cites no authority for its

complaint Nevertheless Diamond apparently believes that Its

reasonable expectations of full indemnity should override the plain

language of its insurance policies even when less than full indemnity

is direct result of Diamonds conscious decisions in operating its

insurance program and in conducting this litigation

1-
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Diamond attacks the courts application of the allocation

formula used by Judge Weinstein in Uniroyal Inc Home insurance

Co 707 Supp 1368 E.D.N.Y 1988 appeal pending No 89-

7555 2d Cir 1989 on three grounds Pb 65 Each of Diamonds

arguments is without merit

Diamond Is Responsible For Any Uninsured Loss For

Its Aaent Orange Settlement

In an egregious attempt to engender sympathy Diamond

falsely suggests that ii had only $10 million in excess insurance

available to it for the 1966-1969 period Pb 56-58 This

misrepresentation forms the basis for Diamonds assertion now that the

courts adoption of Judge Weinsteins allocation formula citatcd an

uninsured loss of over $9 million Pb 56

In faci Diamond had $20 million in excess insurance coverage

for the 1966-1969 policy period which would have been more than

sufficient to cover its Agent Orange settlement payment under the

courts allocation See Da 631 Thus any alleged deprivation of full

indemnity has resulted entirely from Diamonds own inaction In falling

to pursue all of its potentially available insurance

At the first deposition taken in this case William Gieaâng
Diamonds broker of 14 years explained that Diamond bad

S20 million in excess insurance available to IL for the period 1966-

1969 Da 635-36 Indeed in letter from Greening to Donald

Purdy74 dated April 25 1967 Greening identified all of Diamonds

73
William Greening was Assistant Vice President and later Vice President of

Alexander Alexander from 1963 to 1980 From 1966 to 1980 he was the

principal broker involved in the Diamond accomu Da 419420

Donald Purdy was lnswancc Administrator for Diamond beginning in 1957
and later became Corporate Director of Risk Management Purdy was the sensor

insurance executive at Diamond witil he kit Diamond in September of 1982 Da
502-04 505

Ii
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excess insurers for this period and set forth the limits of their insurance

coverage75 It is therefore undisputed that Diamond had $20 million

in excess insurance for the 1966-1969 perIod -- not $10 million as it

now claims

Under the courts allocation formula approximately $19.9

million was allocated to the 211 /663l/69 period This amount was

than the lull amount of excess insurance $20 million available to

Diamond for this period Thus Diamond had full coverage should

have obincd full indemnity for its Ageid Orange settlemeid payment

However either by failing to timely notify some of its excess insurers

or by falling to include certain insurers and their policies
in its coverage

litigation76 Diamond limited its recovery and therefore is alone

responsible for its asserted depnvation of full insurance coverage

Diamonds reasonable expectation ere satisfied until it voluntarily

caised shortfall in coverage

The Trial Court Properly Applied
fl Allocation Formula

Adopted In Uniroyal

Diamond complains that the court improperly applied the

formula used by Judge Weinstein in the Uniroyal case which it claims

This letter was marked as Exhibit at Grenings deposiuco on January

1987 Ii showed that above the $10 million evc additional insurance

coverage war ptovided to Diamond as follows Contiurnial Casualty Company --

$2 inWion Fidelity Casualty Company .- $2 million Insurance Company of

North Anienca -$1 million and Employers Liability Corpoxazion $5 million

Curiously Diamond acknowledged this INA policy but not the others in its

swwony thai eahibit of inmuwce coverage Pa 391-426

-112-

76
The court dismissed Diamonds Agâu Orange coverage claims against

defendant Insurance Company of North America 11W on the potand of late

notice under New York law since Diamond first notified lIlA in the midst of thts

very coverage action which was years after Diamond had been sued in and after

Diamond had settled the underlying Agent Orange actions Diamond Shamrock

has not appealed from this adverse ruling Nor has Diamond Shanvock appealed

from the laze notice rulings in Favor of the foreign liability
insurers See n.62

supra

4_i
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was based on assumptions which are either entirely arbitrary and

incapable of proof or are known to be wrong Pb 66
Diaznond ignores the fact that Judge Weinstein presided over the

underlying tort litigation in the Agent Orange class action for severa

years and as the court noted had magnificent grasp of the facts of
the underlying ion litigation and of their interplay with the complicated
issues of the resulting Insurance coverage litigation Pa 49-50

Acndingly the cows held that the central product liability coverage
facts and isanes in that casej are on all ours with our case Pa 49

Although Diamond acknowledges that these may be some
virtue in selecting an arbitrary allocation system to determine the

liability of the insurers Diamonds
only real grievance with the

courts allocation formula is that it does nor provIde 100% Indemnity
Pb 66 However Diamonds proposed allocation joint and several

liability for afl possthly hrqAicaled Insurers nas on basis in factor law
and ignores the plain language of the policies at issue

Diamond
proposes the alternative allocation of holding all

insurers from 1961 to 1972 jointly and severally liable Pb 68.78
However this proposal is based on Diamonds Incemplete definition of
the Agent Orange dam as including rsorts in Vietnam during 1961
to 1972 Pb 68 This statement is simply wrong Diamond Itself

admitted in its Statement of Factual Premises submitted prior to trial

Diamonds complaints aboui Judge Weinsteins decision are especially
disingenuous in light of Diamonds prior sponsorship of his decision to the uial
coUTt in its January 1989 kiter

transinitthig Judge Weinstems decision to the
court DIImOnd suggested that the cowi could proceed on the basis of the anne

lations of amJaj1 co that Judge Weinstein usedDc 727 Indeed Diamonds inner contained table prepared by Diamond which
set forth Dianmods view of how its Agent Orange settlement abould he allocated
using Judge Weinsteins aiosch id

78
The impropriety of this alternative is apparent on its face For example

policy iuued to Diamond to provide coverege fo occurrences and resulting
injuries in 1962 canuor wider

arty stretch of Diamonds Imagination be vailable
to provide coverage for injuries sustained by servicemen who first arrived in
Vietnam after 1962 and only then were first exposed to Agent Orange

La

itILz
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that the Agent Orange class InVOlVed alleged Irduries to members of the

plaintiff class veterans as well as their spouses parents and children

which took place in each policy period from 1962 thrraqli Fcbniarv

J.21 Da 625 emphasis added In fact as certified by Judge

Weinstein the Agent Orange class included all children born before

January 1984 Thus the evidence presented by Diamond

undeiscxxes the impropriety of Its proposed alternative allocation

In sum Diamond baa failed to meet Its borden of showing that

the courts allocation is either factually or legally inourreci In favt

Diamond has shown nothing other than its disappoiniment with the

result of the courts allocation Such disappoinunent is insufficient to

overturn the couits ruling

The Trial Courts Allocation Formula Comports With The

Languaiv Of The Policies

Diamond also challenges application of Judge Weinsteins

allocation formula in this case on die grounds that the formula adopted

in Uniroyal resulted in full indemnity for the insured in that case Pb
37 65 To the contrary Judge Weinsteins objective in opting for

proportional allocation formula as epposed to joint and several

liability clearly was to ensure full Indemnity for the insured

Judge Weinstein sought and applied an option that he believed

comports with the language of She policies at issue here and with the

holding of American Home Products Corp Liberty Mutual

Insurance Co 748 F.2d 760 2d Gr 1984 I.e timi Iniurles trigger

coverage 707 Supp at 1392

In holding that Uniroyal was entitled to $9.9 million of the

$10 million in coverage die court noted that It was pure coincIdci
that the figure grazed She limit of the aggregate cap of the poücy at

issue Id at 1394 Clearly Judge Weinsteins objective was not to

provide Uniroyal with Ml indemnity. Likewise in his discussion of

the number of occurrences Judge Weinstein emphasized that court

must adopt standard that reflects the policys meaning and cannot be

-114-
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resuk-orientcd It must rest on
principled analysis that is not

predisposed to favor insweds or insurers 707 Supp at J3$379

In sumthe court like Judge Weinstein in Uniroyal prupezly
determined that its mission was no to ensure 100%

indemnity to
Diamond This is particularly Due when Diamond has only itself to
blame for any deprivation of full indemnity The court pnsperly
applied an allocation that unports with the language of the policies and
the facts of this case and which rests on principled anslysis that is not
predisposed to favor insureds or insureis

THE EXCESS POLICIES PROVIDE COVERAGE
IN THE AMOUNT OF SINGLE OCCURRENCE
LIMIT FOR THE THREE-YEAR POLICY PERIOD
1966 TO 1969

Diamond argues that the court erroneously applied ou per
occurrence limit for each three-year excess policy and should have
applied the occurrence liinfts

Separately for each year as in Diamonds
primary policies Pb 69-71 However the language of the excess
policies coupled with the uncontmvert.ed testimony of Diamonds
bmkcr fully supports the couns ruling.80

Today most commercial general liability policies of insurance
are written for

one-year period However prior to the mid- l970s

In fact the Uiiroyoj court never applied the reitonalde expectations ruleinvoked by Diamond Pb 57 Ii held that the best mid most rc New York coreshold that Ike policy should be viewed if by ressonably inleHigetu hosiness
person who is fmniliar with the agreement arid with die industry in question 707

Supp at 1373

80 Ag
piiej that it amnw deprived of

over $9 mjllior1 in
coverage by the couns ruling that the limits of the excesspolicies applied per three-year policy period rather thor per year As drusaed hithe preceding section Diamond alone is

Tesponsble for ory alleged shortfall in
recovery by iii failure to join 01 provide notice to other insurers whose policieswould have provided up to $20 million in exceaa insurance in Diamond fee Ike
period 1966 to 1969
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commertial liability policies often were written for three-year periods

When policy is written for one year the limits expressed in the policy

are limits for the one-year policy period With three-year policies

however the insurer and the insured are faced with choice The

policylimitscanbeexpressed as asinglelimutforthetermofthe

policy or the policy limits can be expressed as yeady limit applicable

separately to each of the years the policy Is in effect Diamond had

both forms of policy in its overall insurance program during the l96
and early 1970s

For example the Aetna primary policy in effect from 2f1/66so

2/2/69 had
per occurrence limit which was subject to an aggregate

limit The aggregate limit was yearly limit which was applicable

separately in each year the policy was in effect The Aetna policy

specifically staled

Three-Year Policy policy period of three years Is

comprised of three consecutive annual periods

Aggregate limits of liability as stated in this policy

shall apply separately to each annual period

Pa 434 This language is considerably dtfferenc from the language

found in the excess policies Issued to Diamond

The coverage grant of Diamonds three-year excess policies

which ale identical and based upon the specifications prepared by

Diamonds broker Alexander Alexander.81 provides

81Representatives of Diamond met regularly with its Ixoker to discuss the type of

escess insurance that Diamond desired and to discuss the provisions which
Diamond wan in its excess insurance policies Policy language or

specifications were then prepared by Alexander Alexander and subniiued to

Diamond lot review by its insurance depatunem flmae specifications set forth

all the terms conditions and exclusions which Diamond thought would be

important to have in its pcicaea Da 421-22 306-09 1095-97 The excam

insurance policies issued to Diamond in the period 1957 to 1975 were based upon
those specifications which contained the temis and conditions approved by
Diamond la 15 601 1086-89

NJDEP00002953
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The Company hereby agrees with Diamond
Shainmck

Corporation et al ss limber named In the

declarations made pan hereof herein called the

Assured sutdect to the terms conditions and
limitations hereinaftar nentlmg to indemnify the
Assured for any and all sums which the Assured shall

by law including liability assumed by the Assured

udercontract or agreement become liable to pay and

shall pay or by final judgment be adjudged to pay
account of Permoal lniu including death at any
time resulting therefrom andAr Property Damage as
hereinafter defined ansin out of oCCurrences

hapoenina during the contract ocriod

Da 15 emphasis added The contract or policy period in each of the

relevant excess policies is
three-year period Thus

coverage is

extended to all injuries during the policy period which arise out of an
occunence subject of course to any policy limits for each occurrence

Paragraph 2a of Diamonds excess policies provides the
applicable policy limits

LIMIT OF LIABILITy UNDRLyINCJ LIMITS

The Company shall only be liable or the Ultimate

Net Loss in excess of the amount recoverable
under underlying insurances. and then onjy

up to fimber fsuecifled ainnunsi in II in ieect
of each OCCurrence

Da 15 emphasis added Thus the excess policies establish single
limit of liability for anoccunenc without

regaid to whether dr miles
attributable to the occurrence take place at the same time in one year or
over three years Moreover the excess policies do not contain an
aggregate limit Diamond therefore has

coverage under the excess

-117-
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policies up to the per occurrence limits for an urdimited number of

occurrences during the three-year policy periot

Indeed the definition of occurrence contained in the excess

policies
confirms that the per occurrence limit was only intended to be

available once per policy period Ths definition applicable to certain

hazards covered by the excess policies provides

OCCURRENCE

The term Occurrence wherever used herein shall

mean one happening or senes of happenings or one

accident or series of accidents arising out of or due

to one event taking place durin2 the Ithree yearj

policy period

Da 20 emphasis added This definition obviously contemplates that

single occurrence can extend for more than one year and indeed can

extend throughout the entire three-year policy period
Nowhere do 11w

excess policies suggest that anything other than single occurrence

limit would apply to any single occurresr

The cowl correctly pointed out the differences in the language

of the primary and excess policies The coun observed that Diamonds

primary policy had three-year term that specifically divided itself Into

periods of one year
for the purpose of fixing aggregate limits on

liability whereas none of the excess policies contained provision for

annualization or included an aggregate limit on liability Pa 971-72

Rather the court noted that the limit of liability in the excess policies

82 Diamond cites both the heading and certain language of this paragraph

without explaining how ii supports its position Pb 70-71 However this

language does nothing more than describe the amowit of coverage provided by the

excess policies and acknowledge that the excess policies provide ledemaificathan

for losses in excess of the primary limits This language certainly does not

somehow incorporate the underlying Aetna primary policy language Into the

excess policies which are subject to their own terms conditions and limitatitma
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total limit for that excess policy triggered is the

dollar limit per occurrence set fozth in the excess

policy... There is only one occurrence per excess

policy period The excess policy period Is three

years And when that is made out that is the end of

the liability of the excess earner for that three year

period

This inteipretation is widly consistent with the unceunrovened

testimony of William Greening Diamonds principal broker at

Alexander Alexander Greening reviewed copy of the excess

policy form which was drafted by Diamond and its broker and used by
Diamonds excess insurers during the period 1937 to 1975 He
testified as fellows

-Q With respect to the section of the Limits 01 Liability there

is reference here and specifically with respect to this

policy that there is coverage up to an amount of

$5milhion peroccunence 1you see that

Just so Im clear does that mean with respect to any

single occurrence that would fall within the coverage of

this policy that the maximum liability that would be the

subject of this policy with respect to that occurrence

would be $5 million

-119-

was fixed per occurrence Accordingly the court held that there is

single peroccurrence limit for the three-year excess policy period

Pa 977

Yes

Yeah believe the limit per occurrence is $5 million
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Da 792-94 Based on the excess policy language It Is apparent that

for any single occurrence the excess policies are liable for no more

than asingleperoccurrence limil

Diamond argues that because the excess policies followed

fonn to the Aetna primary policies the per occurrence limits of the

excess policies apply separately for each year Pb 53-54 Again the

court addressed and rejected this exact argument The court

acknowledged that the excess policies are often described as following

fOrm because they follow the suhanthc nature of the risks covered

by the underlying insurance Pa 97273as However the court noted

that the excess policies do set forth their own terms conditions and

limitmicas of coverage

However when the excess policies came to speak in

terms of the limits of liability they did not refer to the

policies They referred to their own limits

and those limits were set in dollar amount such as

$2 million $3 million $5 million $8 million per

uccasrence

It seems to me that in fixing the dollar limitations of

liability as opposed to the substantive coverage of

limits of liability of the excess policies that we

83
Greening confirmed that the language of the excess policies cited by

Diamond Pb 54 simply refewed to the type of risks to be conrad by the excess

policies and does nor somehow incorporate ovisiona of the Aema policy into

the excess policies 797

In other words If there was single occurrence that

resulted in injuries thfougbeut the period of this policy

the maximum liability under this policy would be

$5 million correct

Yes
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should look to the terms of the excess policies

themselves and not to the terms of the underlying

policies

Pa 973-74 Accordingly the court held that the liability of the excess

carriers was to be fixed in terms of the number of occurrences

occurring within the policy period ofeathexcesupolicy and interns

of the dollar limit amount Pa 974 emphass added

Once again the courts ruling is wholly suppoted by the

language of the excess policies and the undisputed testimony of

Diamonds broker The excess policies expressly provide on the first

page that they are subject only to the terms conditions and limitations

hereinafter mentioned and not to some condition in sonic other policy

Greening confirmed that the only conditions applicable to the excess

policies were those conditions specifically set forth in the excess

policies Da 795-96 Contrary to Diamonds contention no annual

limits condition is contained in or incorporated into the excess policies

Illustrative of the application of single occurrence limit to

single occurrence resulting in irury during mt-year policy period is

Judge Weinsteins opinion in Uniroyal Inc The Home insurance

Co 707 Supp 1368 E.D.N.Y 1988 appeal pending Dt No
89-7555 2d Cir 1989 Home had issued to Uniroyal three-year

policy covering the perIod 511/67 to 5/110 which contained an

aggregate limit
per occurrence of $10000000 an aggregate limit per

year of $10000000 and deductible per occurrence of $100000
This deductible was not subject to an annual or aggregate limit 707

Supp at 1371

Application of Judge Weinsteins single occurrence trigger of

coverage approath resulted in injuries taking place until July 1968
or 14 months into the 5/1/67 to 5/1110 policy period it at 1393
Nevertheless since there was only single occurrence applicable to
this three-year policy Uniroyal was obligased to pay only one not

two per occurrence deductibles Id at 1394 Judge Weinstein thus

applied one per occurrence deductible per policy not per year and
further applied one per occurrence limit per policy again not per year

NJ DE P00002958
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Thus consistent with Uni.-oyal only single per occurrence limit is

available to Diamond for the Iluve.year policy period

Another case which supports the courts ruling is UNR
Industries Coraineual Insurance Co No 85 3532 slip op
N.D.u1 1988 Da 1506 UNRinvolvedathree-yearpollcyissued

by Continental for the period November 1973 through November

1976 As with the Aetna policy here the Continental policy was

divided into three annual periods with annual limits of $500000

On the first anniversary date of the policy Continental issued

an endorserneni amending the policy period to extend from November

to December 31 and further providing that the policy would expire

on December 31 1976 rather than November 1976 Based on this

endorsement UNR argued that the policy extension for two months

created new and additional annual period with its own $500000

aggregate limit giving the insured total of $2 million of coverage for

t1 four periods UNWs argument was rejected by the court

The starting point fbi analysis must be the language

of the endorsement itself which by its terms

nowhere cresics new period

Da 1494 emphasis added Likewise the court further recognized that

there was nothing that prevented policy period front extending to

fourteen months

Da 1495

As previously noted an annual period need not be

limited to period of exactly 365 days... Tb
regard the Continental policy as having four

anniversary periods and therefore four aggregates

would be contrary to its very terms

The courts analysis in UNR is equally applicable here

Nothing In the excess policies suggests an intent to divide them into

three one-year mini-policies with separate annual policy limits
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Indeed It would be improper 10 Interpret the excess policies In such

way as to create out of whole cloth dramatic broadening of coverage
which finds no support in the contract language The excess policies

plainly speak In tcons of single policy period with single three-year

per ocairrence limit

In sum the unambiguous excess policy language coupled
with the testimony of DiamoncEs broker of 14 ycara establishes that

the coun properly Md that the per oceurrence limits of die excess

policies apply only once to any occurrence during the policy period

XL NO ADDITIONAL COVERAGE IS PROVIDED BY
THE ONE-MONTH EXTENSION OF AMERICAN
RES POLICY

American Re-Insurance Omipany American Re issued an
excess insuranØc

policy to Diamond for the period 2/1/66 to 2/1169

which provided $3 million in coverage for each oceunence Da 15M
This policy was later extended at the request of Diainorxl for one month
until 3/1/69 Diamond claims that the one-rvtonth extension creates

additional coverage in the amount of $3 million per occurrence for all

injuries allocated to this one month Pb fl-73 This argument Is

without merit

As discussed in the preceding section single per occurre
limit is provided by the American Re policy regardless of its duration

Thus no separate or additional per occunence limit can be established

by the one-month extension To the contrary the result of this short
extension of the existing three-year policy was simply to provide an
additional 30-day period of coverage extending the same per occurrence
limit for an additional month

84
Other excess insurers also issued three-year excess policies Diamond for

this period
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The Coverage provision of American Res excess policy

states that Ainencan Re will indemnify the insured for any smis which

it shall become liable to pay arising out of occurrences haooenifl2

dudog the conlrac oeriod

The Company hereby agrees. to indemnify the

Assured for any and all sums which the Assured shall

become liable to pay arising out of

occurrences happening during the contract period..

Da 15 The per occurrence limit of liability for this policy Is

$3 million This language plainly and unambiguously establishes that

the total liability of American Re for all damages because of bodily

injury during the policy period ansing out of any occurrence shall not

exceed the $3 million per occurrence limit This language Is not

dependent upon annual periods policy periods anmvcnafy dates

expiration dates or extensions of policy periods

As an accommodation to Diamond American Re agreed to

30-day extension of its 2/1/66 to 2/1/69 policy See e.g Da 637-642

This extension is reflected in the Alexander Alexander Binder

dcscnbing the risk as extend 30 days Amedran Res 211/66 to 211/69

policy Da 1507 This 30-day extension does not state that the per

occurrence limit shall apply separately to the extension period Instead

it simply extends the policy period

The original expiration date of thIs policy was February

1969 The Binder simply extended that date to March 1969 It did

not expressly or impliedly alter the per occurrence limit of liability

sectionof the policy Thus there can be nochange inthetotal per

occurrence limit for the policy period

Moreover no new or additional policy was ever issued to

Diamond by American Re for this 30-day extension Diamond

maintained the same policy The American Re policy in question

indicates that it was issued for three-year term That policys

inception date was February 11966 No new policy was issued for

this one month period in February of 1969 Thus there was no new
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policy in force for one month providing any new or additional per

occurrence limit Rather the existing policy remained in effect for the

additional penod from February 1969 to March 1969

This issue was fully briefed and argued before the court on

June 1989 The court flatly rejected Diamonds position holding

that the excess policy was simply extended for period of one month

so that it now becomes 37-month policy Instead of 36-month

policy Pa 978 AccordIngly the court held that there is no increase

in
coverage with respect to the upper dollar amounts payable on an

occurrence which had already started to happen during the first 36

months Id

Diamond cites out of context the comment by the court that

Is no increase in coverage that results from that one month

extension Pb 72 In fact the court ruled only that there was no

Increase in coverage for thipanicuIr occuqncç resulting from the

one month extension explaining

The plaintiff has argued that it wasot getting anything

for its money if we make that Interpretation

think the short answer is it wasnt getting anything
in terms of this lawsuit for its money It didnt get

helped by that extension

But we have to keep inmind that Diamond Shamrock

was big company doing lots of things and incurring

all sorts of possible risks and liability and all kinds

of occurrences

New occurrences not related to the Agent Orange

occurrence could have happened and some probably

did during that months period of extension and the

extension scooped up In coverage for them Thats

the coverage that Diamond Shamrock got It was

valuable coverage and the premium for ft was fairly

earned
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Pa 978-79 Thus Diamonds objectively reasonable expectations

were folly met because Diamond received complete coverage for an

additional 30 days for an unlimited number of occurrencos up to the

occurrence limit of the policy Diamond received ex.Aly what it

bargained for

This issue was also addressed by the court in UNR Industries

Inc Continental insurance Company No 85 3532 slip op

ND III November 1988 Da 1493 One Issue in that case

involved the effect of an endorsement to an insuranee policy extending

the policy period an additional two months The applicable aggregate

limit in the policy was 8500.000 for each consecutive annual period

comprising the policy period

lire court rejected the irmireds argument that coverage during

the two-month extension would be illusory unless it created new two-

month aimual period with $500000 aggregate The court held that

the 14-month policy worked the same way as 12-month policy aS

claims arc paid the aggregate limit Is teiluced and when the aggregate

is exhausted by payment the earners obligation for products claims

ceases Id at The court observed that the language of the

endorsement simply changed the anniversary dale from November Ito

December31

Id at 7-8

The endorsement Is an amendment of the armiversary

date to extend an annual period rather than an

amendment to create new period with an additional

implied $500000 aggregate limit

Diamond cites as Its only authority for Its position the trial

C0u11s decision in Asbestos Insurance Coverage Cases No 1072
Tentative Decision Concerning Phase IV Issues s11p op at 6-8 Cal
Super Ci Aug 29 1988 reprinted in Mealeys Utigatlon Reports

Insurance No fl at A-I September 14 1988 Pb 72-73 WhIle

Diamond represents that the California trial court addressed lbs same
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issue before the court that statement Is nconci it Is clear from the

three pages of the California decision cited by Diamond that the trial

court there was addressing primary policy language which expressly

described the availability of aggregate limits for annual periods The

court did not address or even consider language in excess policies
which relates to per occurrence limits In this case unlike Ut Mbesws
case the excess policies plainly state that the occurrence limit applies

per policy period Thus Diamonds reliance upon the California trial

court decision Is misplaced

The plain language of the American Re excess policy dictates

that no separate or additional per occurrence limit can be established by
the one-month extension of the policy period Rather this short

extension of the existing three-year policy simply provided an
additional 30-day period of coverage extending the same per occurrence
limits for an additional month

In sum the extension of the American Re policy for 30 days
does not increase the per occurrence limits of coverage provided by the

1966 to 1669 policy The American Re polic1 covering the period
211166 to 311169 provides single limit of $3 million for each
occurrence during the 37-month policy period

CONCLUSION

The trial courts Judgment in Diamonds favor on the Agent
Orange claims is flawed by errors of law and should be reversed The
trial court Incorrectly granted Diamonda motion for mmmaiy judgment
negating the war risk exclusions in several excess policies This Court
should direct the entry of judgment for defenthnts on the basis of the

war nk exclusion or at the least remand for trial on that issue

Similaily this Court should direct entry of judgment for defendants on
the ground that Diamond did not and cannot satisfy its burden of

establishing that any bodily injury occurred during defendants policy
periods

The trial court erred in ruling that the foreign liability policies
did not apply to the Agent Orange claims Thus if this Court should

-127-
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find dur Diamond is adided to onverage for Agent Orange 4aims it

should also bold that Diamonds foreign nE insurance policies provide

coverage for those claims and thai Diamond Is liable for tho loss of

such foreign liability coverage
due to its failure to notify the foreign

liability insurers which led to finding of no coverage as to then

Diamond has not appealed the judgment as to the foreign liability

insurers fl trial court also cued In concluding thai tim batch clause

does not apply to the Agat Orange I42in in lmlding dt Diamond

is entitled to prejudgment
interest Correction of timse errors ieqwres

further edbigs in tim trialcowL

Finally Diamonds claims that its insurers are jointly and

severally liable for the Agent Orange 1iim that tim trial courts

allocation of responsibility among the insurers is incorrect that the

aggregate limits contained in tim three-year excess policies are to be

applied annually and that by extending three-year policy by one

month American Re-h beesme liable for an additional aggregate

limit are without merit If this Court does not accept
defendants

arguments on their cross-appeals the judgment below should be

affirmed
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ADDENDUM

General Reinsurance Company and

Nonh Star Reinsurancc Company

Gibralter Casualty Jxuuxace Company
Prudential Reinsurance Company
Ranger Insurajxe Company Employers

Mutual Insurance Company and

American Centennial Insurance

Company

Schedule Defendants see Addendum

Home Insurance Company

Sections Ill-VI and Xl of

Part II Agent Orange

Claims

SectionVofPanl Newark

Dioxin Oahns Section of

Part II Agent Orange

Sections IVA and of Part

Newark Dioxin Claims

Sections Ill-VU and XI

of Part Agent Orange

Secliorisxand XI of Paxtll

Agcal Orange Claims

Sections W-VI and XI of

Part II Agent Orange
Claims

Aetna joins Section VIII of Pan Aen2 Omige Claims except insofar as
Section VIII inccrporalcs the argwnens of Scction IV of Part IL in which Aetna
does not join
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Set forth below are those sections of this brief in which the

signaroty defendants identified below do mtjoim

Aetna Casualty Surety Company



Insurance Company of North America

California Union Insurance Company

ad Pacific Employers Insurance

Company

Finsnans Fund Insurance Company

National Union Fire Insurance

Coinpanyof Pittsburgh PA American

International Underwriters American

Home Assurance Company Lexington

Insurance Company and Granite State

Insurance Company

SecdonIXAandXn.80
of Pan II Agent Orange

Sections and of

Pan Newaik Dioxin

Claims All of Pan 11 Agent

Onmge Clai

Sections IV-VI X-XI of Pail

II AgtOiangeCl2lm

.1.T

A2

Sections V-WI IX-XI of

Pan Agent Orange

Commeivial Union Insurance Company
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Schedula Dafendn

John Richard Ludbroke Youdll repwsentative underwriter
representing all underwriters Uoyds or their successors in interestwho subscribe to policies of insurance issued to plainuff and

Accident and
Casualty Company ciWinterthur

AIbu General insurance Qinpany Lit
Allianz International Insurance Company Ltd
Andrew Weir Insurance Company Ltd
Anglo.Fiench Insurance Company Ltd
Argonaut Noithwes Insurance Company Ltd
Assicurazionj Generali S.P.A U.K Branch
Aviation and General Ensurance Company Ltd
Bermuda Fire Marine Insurance Company Ltd
Blshopsgaie Insurance Limited

British Aviation Insurance Company Lid
British National Insurance Ltd
British National Insurance Company Lid as successor to
North Adantic Insurance Company Ltd
Brittany Insurance Company Ltd
Bryansion Insurance Company
Camomile Underwriting Agcncks Ltd on behalf of
Compagnie DAssurances Marilimes Ariennes Er Tenesues
City General Insurance Company Ltd
CNA Reinsurance of London Ltd

Compagnie Eunipeene DAssuranccs Industriejies S.A
Ccimpanhia de Seguros Impeno
Compania Agricola Do Seguros S.A
Dan Insurance Company Ltd
The Dominion Insurance Company Lid
Dominion Insurance Company Ltd on behalf of the Anglo-
Saxon Insurance Assodanon Ut
Dominion Insurance Company Lid on behalf of lbs British

Merchants Insurance Company Ltd
Dominion Insurance Company Ltd on behalf of London
and Edinburgh Insurance Company Ltd
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11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

26

Sometimes refared to herthi the London Makes Imuons



27 Dominion Insurance Co Ltd on behalf of the Royal

Scottish Insurance Co
28 Dominion Insurance Company Ltd on behalf of the Trent

Insurance Company Lid

29 Dominion Insurance Company Ltd on behalf of the

Vanguani Insurance Co Ltd

30 Dominion Insurance Company Lid on behalf of the World

Marine and General Insurance Corporation

31 Drake Insurance Company Ltd

32 Economic Insurance Company Ltd

33 flto Edinburgh Assurance Co Number Account

34 El Paso Insurance Company Ltd

35 English and American Insurance Company Ltd

36 Excess Insurance Company Ltd

37 Fidelidade Grupo Segurador

38 Folksam International Insurance Company UK Ltd

39 Heddingion Insurance Company UK Ltd

40 Helvetia Accident Swiss Insurance Company
41 Highlands Underwriting Agency on behalf of Highlands

Insurance Co
42 Highlands Underwriting Agency on behalf of American

Home Assurance Co
43 Highlands Underwilting Agency on behalf of London and

Edinburgh Insurance Co
44 INSCO Ltd
45 La Royal Beige Group
46 Latino Americana de Reasuguros S.A

47 Lexington Insurance Company Ltd

48 London Edinburgh General Insurance Company Ltd

49 London and Overseas Company PLC Account

50 London and Overseas Co PLC Account as successor

to Hull Underwriters Association

51 Louisville Insurance Company Ltd

52 Ludgate Insurance Company Ltd

53 Mlnster Insurance Company Ltd

54 Muwal Reinsurance Company Ltd

55 National Casualty Company
56 National Casualty Company America Ltd

57 New India Insurance Company Ltd

58 Orion Insurance Company Ltd

59 Prudential Assurance Company Lad

60 River Thames Insurance Company Ltd
61 Slarer Walker Insurance Company Lid

62 Southern Insurance Company Ltd now known as the Box

Hill Investment Lid
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63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

73
74
75
76
77
78

79
go
81
82

83

Sovergn Mathe td Gencial Company

SMnc hnwoe Cmpy Ltd

Ciwnpy UK liL

SuEm8tmld 1nenrwi Iinpiy 14
nnlumo Marine Fh buvi Company Ltd

Sumlilmo Marine Fhe bmuar Qanpany Euuçe Ltd

St Katherine 1xirwioe Company lid

Swiss National huanee Co Lid

Swim Union Genal wC
11TsIso Marine Fire bire Qrnpanj UK lid

Tcna Nova Lw.e lid

11iebeedkknwanceQarçarylit__
The 1bio Marine Fire lneuru Company UK Ltd

Threan thanranon Company Ltd

United Siartdard lnmranne Company Ltd

Universal Reinsurance Corporation of New Jersey

succeoco Bellefonte Innumice Company

Wathsvo Insurance Qmwany lid

Swiss hannn Cnpany
World Auxiliary buwmnce Corporation Ltd

YanidaFue Marine baruance CompiyUK Ltd

as
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